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Marion County’s Silver Springs, a spot sacred to local Indians which had
awed white visitors since the 1820s, became a popular tourist attraction during
the 1870s. Even before the Civil War important visitors like Lady Amelia
Murray, lady-in-waiting to Queen Victoria, and Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, physician and distinguished anthropological scholar, visited and wrote about the
springs.
Glass bottom rowboats, like the one pictured, early added to the appeal of
the springs and their unspoiled surroundings. The rowboats are the forerunnners of the modern glass bottom boats for which Silver Springs is famous. This
photograph, taken around 1902, is reproduced from Richard J. Bowe’s Pictorial History of Florida.
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THE MENENDEZ MARQUEZ CATTLE BARONY
AT LA CHUA AND THE DETERMINANTS
OF ECONOMIC EXPANSION IN
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY FLORIDA
by A MY B USHNELL *
FLORIDA has the historical reputation of a bleak and
unfriendly place, unproductive, impoverished, and unhealthy,
where governors and soldiers, friars and passive Indian converts
were unable to defend their own borders, much less make the
land self-sustaining. The doleful letters from officials of the
colony about the lateness or inadequacy of the garrison’s situado
have made an impact on researchers, if they did not on the
Crown. 1 In recent years, however, examples of economic activity
have been examined that belie this picture of total dependency.
There were times during the seventeenth century when Spanish
Florida approached self-sufficiency and was even exporting some
of its products. 2
These periods of economic activity were closely related to
pacification of the provinces and demographic contraction. When
PANISH

Ms. Bushnell is a doctoral candidate in colonial Latin American history
at the University of Florida, Gainesville. She presented an earlier version
of this paper at the Florida Historical Society Annual Meeting, May 7,
1977, in St. Augustine, Florida. Her research has been supported in part
by the Meta Glass and Margaret Maltby Fellowship from the American
Association of University Women.
The Florida situado was an annual royal subvention which in the
seventeenth century was a charge upon the Viceroyalty of New Spain.
In 1660 it was raised from 48,000 pesos to 67,000, and it was approximately 81,000 pesos in 1700. See William R. Gillaspie, “Juan de Ayala y
Escobar, Procurador and Entrepreneur: A Case Study of the Provisioning of Florida, 1683-1716” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida,
1961), 13-14; and John Jay TePaske, The Governorship of Spanish Florida, 1700-1763 (Durham, North Carolina, 1964), 77-79.
Bryan George Boniface, “A Historical Geography of Spanish Florida,
circa 1700” (M.A. thesis, University of Georgia, 1971), 113-220; Robert
Allen Matter, “The Spanish Missions of Florida: The Friars Versus the
Governors in the ‘Golden Age,’ 1606-1690” (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Washington, 1972), 140-58. An important stimulus to their work, and
to the author’s, has been Charles W. Arnade, “Cattle Raising in Spanish
Florida, 1513-1763,” Agricultural History, XXXV (July 1961), 116-24 (reprinted in 1965 as St. Augustine Historical Society Publication 21).
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conditions were relatively peaceful, the Florida-born Spanishthe creoles-would leave St. Augustine to move out into the
provinces of Timucua (north-central Florida) and Apalache (the
Tallahassee region), taking advantage of Indian settlements for
labor and abandoned fields for land. As native population fell
due to epidemic disease, the Spanish obtained the rights to more
and more of the land for grazing purposes. They raised livestock,
partly to supply the garrison, but mostly for the ranch products
to ship from ports on the Gulf of Mexico. When these ranches in
the provinces ceased to operate, it was not due so much to creole
apathy as to pirates, falling prices, and Indian wars.
The most important of the seventeenth-century cattle ranches
was the hacienda de la chua (“ranch of the sinkhole”) in northcentral Florida, owned and operated by the Menendez Marquez
family, who were related to Pedro Menendez de Aviles himself.
The earliest possible date for their ranch is 1646, eighty-one years
after the founding of St. Augustine; the first reference to its exports is in 1675, and to its name, 1682. If large-scale ranching
could take this long to get started the reasons must be significant.
It was the Spanish Crown’s policy to populate the Indies and
make them productive, and Florida was no exception. Spain made
repeated attempts to establish a settlement there. Each successive adelantado contracted to found towns, bring in settlers, and
distribute the land without dispossessing the Indians. Each family
was to be given tools, seeds and cuttings, and livestock, including
cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs. First, however, the land had to be
conquered. That conquest began when Pedro Menendez founded
St. Augustine in 1565 and Santa Elena (on present Parris Island)
a year later. Although the great anti-corsairing captain from
Asturias at one time or another had a garrisoned fort and a Jesuit
located on every deep harbor from the Chesapeake south to the
Keys and along the Gulf to Tampa Bay, the Spanish presence re3
mained precarious. At the time of Menendez’s death in 1574, all
his fortified places had collapsed except Santa Elena and St.
3.

Eugene Lyon, The Enterprise of Florida: Pedro Menendez de Aviles and
the Spanish Conquest of 1565-1568 (Gainesville, 1976), 47-55, 213-23. For
Menendez’s strategy in geographical perspective, see Herbert E. Bolton,
The Spanish Borderlands: A Chronicle of Old Florida and the Southwest
(New Haven, 1921), 151-54, 159; Carl Ortwin Sauer, Sixteenth Century North America: The Land and the People as Seen by the Europeans
(Berkeley, 1971), 213-17.
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Augustine; the French had resumed their interrupted peltry and
sassafrass trade; and even the Jesuits had departed. 4 The conquest of Florida promised to be long and drawn out. 5
For another twenty-five years the Spanish confined themselves
to St. Augustine, the islands off the coast of present Carolina and
Georgia, and some missions along the St. Johns River. The Crown
tried to encourage commercial hide production in Florida. Governors imported Cuban cattle at great expense to keep on the
nearby coastal islands, but with little result. The animals died
from a shortage of pasture and fresh water, and some even from
mosquito bites. 6 To feed the garrison, dried beef was bought in
Havana at a cost of 2,000 ducats a year. And when this did not
arrive, or suffice, as often happened, a soldier slaughtered one of
his family’s cows. 7
By 1600 there was no more land which a governor could deed
outright. Many of the lots in St. Augustine had been granted
4. Bolton, Spanish Borderlands, 155-61: Pedro Menendez de Aviles to King
Philip II, October 15, 1565, in Edward W. Lawson, comp. and transl.,
“Letters of Pedro Menendez de Aviles and Other Documents Relative to
His Career, 1555-1574,” 2 vols., bound typescripts in the P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville, I, 233;
King [Philip II] cedula to Pedro Menendez Marquez, July 11, 1583, in
“Registros: Reales ordenes y nombramientos dirigidos a autoridades y
particulares de la Florida, Anos 1570 a 1604,” bound typescripts in the
P. K. Yonge Library, 155-56.
5. Florida’s exhausting Indian wars were often compared by contemporaries
to those in Chile. See ex-Governor Hita y Salazar, n.d., seen in the Junta
de Guerra on December 10, 1680, SD 54-5-19/38 JTC 4. Unless otherwise
noted, in all documentary references the address of origin is St. Augustine
and the addressee is the Crown. Upon second reference, Christian names
are abbreviated as was customary at the time, and the shorter words of
the name are omitted. The depository is the Archivo General de Indias
in Seville, Spain, and the numbering is by the old system and refers to
estante, cajon, legajo, and numero. Archival ramos used are Santo
Domingo (SD), Indiferente General (IG), Escribania (EC), Patronato
(PAT), and Contratacion (CT). Collections are cited by abbreviation, as
Jeannette Thurber Connor (JTC), North Carolina Papers (NC), Bucking
ham Smith (BS), and Stetson (ST), plus the number of microfilm roll if
applicable. The Escribania rolls and the Stetson Collection photostats are
in the P. K. Yonge Library.
6. The cattle were first placed on islands because it obviated the need for
fences and horses, and it kept them away from hungry Indians and
soldiers. Francisco de la Rocha and Francisco de Cigarroa, October 6,
1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6; [Dr. Alonso de Caceres], Havana, December 12,
1574, PAT 1-1-1/19-33 JTC 1 and JTC 2 index; Informe on Florida, San
Juan de Ultia, May 30, 1601, SD 54-5-20/9 JTC 4.
7. Bartolome de Arguelles, May 12, 1591, SD 54-5-14/16 JTC 3; Charles W.
Arnade, Florida on Trial, 1593-1602 (Coral Gables, 1959), 74. There were
ordinarily eight reales in a peso and eleven in a ducat.
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when the city was founded, and the rest in 1587, when the settlers
of Santa Elena were removed to live there. The commons was
allocated yearly among the married soldiers for the six-month
growing season. 8 Indian vassals of the Crown owned in the name
of their chief both the lands about their current towns and the
“old fields” of their former townsites. These Indian rights were
defended by the Franciscan friars, who opposed Spanish settlement near their charges. All the rest of the land, the realengo, belonged to the King, and it was for the free use of the Indians if
they wanted it. 9 There was a provision for Spanish ranches of a
sort. Any creole might ask the governor for grazing rights to an
area roughly circular and about eight leagues across in a certain
locality. But these estancias, or hatos, were supposed to be no
closer than three leagues from any Indian settlement. 10 As Governor Diego de Rebolledo (1654-1659) once remarked, if such
rules had been enforced in New Spain, Guatemala, or Yucatan,
those regions would never have become productive. 11
The ideal location for large-scale ranching, as far as grasslands
were concerned, belonged to the Potano people. It was in the
interior of the peninsula, in the lake region, some fifteen leagues
west of the St. Johns. There, regular burning off of the scrub for
fire hunts and agriculture had created great savannahs, where the
wire grass came up in fresh tender shoots after every fire. 12 The
natives, however, did not want the Spanish using their land. According to friars who tried to work among them, “The Indians
used to kill and exterminate our cattle like vermin, and did the
same to the trees and seeds, wishing to leave no trace nor smell of
us. “ 13
Conditions for large-scale ranching in north-central Florida
would not develop easily. It would first be necessary to have peace
with the Indians, empty range grasslands, a reliable transportation network, entrepreneurs with sufficient capital to import
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Frco Rocha and Frco Cigarroa, March 20, 1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6.
Pedro Benedit Horruytiner, November 10, 1657, SD 54-5-18/55 JTC 4;
Matter, “Spanish Missions of Florida,” 255-56: Governor Zuniga y Cerda
Visita, February 7, 1701, SD 58-2-8/179 JTC 6.
Lorenzo Horruytiner, May 6, 1685, SD 54-5-12/12-12 NC 6; Joachin de
Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1. A land league in Florida
was about two and one-half miles or four kilometers.
Governor Rebolledo, October 18, 1657, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4.
Joe A. Akerman, Jr., Florida Cowman, A History of Florida Cattle Raising (Kissimmee, 1976), 20.
Fr. Pedro Ruiz et al., October 16, 1612, SD 54-5-17/61 JTC 4.
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stock and allow it time to increase, experienced labor, locations
inconvenient to pirates yet accessible to markets, prices high
enough to guarantee a profit, and a larger Spanish population
than the garrison required. And there had to be a feeling of continuity: the rancher needed to know that the King would defend
his province, and that he could keep his land. Apparently these
conditions did not come into conjuncture before the 1630s or
1640s, and then only briefly.
The earliest property map marking the ranches of the interior
was made in 1763 when Florida was transferred to the British
after the Seven Years War. It indicates the lands offered in payment of debts owed to William Walton of New York, who had
been supplying the colony for years. Eight square-shaped ranches
were located west of the St. Johns River, with a combined territory of 258 square leagues. Five of these ranches, totalling
two-thirds of the land, belonged to the Menendez Marquez family, who claimed to have inherited this princely property from
their ancestor, Pedro Menendez de Aviles. 14 If this were true, it
would demonstrate an amazing continuity of landholding in
Spanish Florida.
In the contract Pedro Menendez entered into with the King
to conquer and settle North America he was promised a marquisate over a large tract of land, twenty-five leagues squared, or
close to 4,000 square miles. 15 He probably selected these properties near Santa Elena, which was the Florida capital until 1587
and the place to which he took his family. 16 At one time it was
Menendez’s intention to give this marquisate to his illegitimate
14.

Great Britain, Colonial Office, Crown Collection, II, 130; Robert L. Gold,
Borderland Empires in Transition: The Triple-Nation Transfer of Florida (Carbondale, Illinois, 1969), 44-45, 51-54; James W. Covington, ed.,
The British Meet the Seminoles, Contributions of the Florida State
Museum, Social Sciences, Number 7 (Gainesville, 1961); will and probate
report of July 3, 1743, SD 58-1-34/73 1/2 ST. The documents presented
by Covington include Lt. Col. James Robertson’s report of an inspection
tour of Florida in 1763. See the modernized maps in Covington, British
Meet the Seminoles, 30-31; Boniface, “Historical Georgraphy of Spanish
Florida,” 142. The five Menendez Marquez ranches shown were Tococruz,
Abosaya, Acuitasigue, la Rosa del Diablo and la Chua. La Chua proper
was only twenty-five square leagues, but most of the other ranches were
contiguous to it, and there was a large unclaimed expanse to the south.
15. Lyon, Enterprise of Florida, 51-52.
16. Po Menendez to Po Menendez Marquez, Santander, September 8, 1574, in
Lawson, “Letters,” II, 525; Anonymous, n.d. [archivally dated 1569], IG
145-7-9 JTC 8; Brme Arguelles, n.d. [1601], SD 54-5-17/1 JTC 4; Lyon,
Enterprise of Florida, 166.
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daughter Maria, and the lieutenant governorship of Florida to
Diego de Velasco, as her dowry upon their marriage. But the
Adelantado died, Velasco fell into disgrace, and Santa Elena was
abandoned. 17 The claims of the heirs against the Crown passed to
a collateral line through a nephew called Pedro Menendez the
“One-Eyed.” He was killed in Florida after a career of intrigue
which included charging the King freight on the illegal goods he
was smuggling in His Majesty’s ships. 18 For seventy-five years the
Menendez Florida inheritance, if any, remained in doubt. When
the lawsuits were finally settled in 1648, all that was left was the
title of Adelantado, one fishery, and a seemingly uncollectible
note for 40,000 ducats. There was no marquisate and no land. 19
The Menendez Marquez family of Florida came from a separate collateral line (see table on p. 413). Pedro Menendez Marquez was the first royal accountant for Florida. He was also the
first royal governor (1577-1589), the greatest of what might be
called the “Asturian Dynasty.” Pedro was a nephew of the
20
Adelantado on his mother’s side. Pedro’s sister, Catalina, lived
in Florida for forty years and ran a hospital for soldiers in her
home. By her second husband, treasurer Juan de Posada, she had
a daughter, Maria Menendez y Posada. When the latter was
twelve years old Pedro and Catalina betrothed her to a veteran
Indian fighter named Juan Menendez Marquez, who called Pedro
his cousin but who may have been his son. Juan returned to Florida in 1593 to succeed Juan de Posada as treasurer, and three
years later he married Maria. It is from this union that the
Menendez Marquez family of Florida descended. They were related to the Adelantado on both sides: on the one through a
grand-nephew whose legitimacy was uncertain, and on the other
through females for three generations. 21 If the Adelantado did
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

Po Menendez Will, San Lucar, January 7, 1574, in Lawson, “Letters,” II,
460-65; Diego de Velasco, n.p., n.d. [between 1574 and 1577], IG 145-1-15
ST; Consejo, April 11, 1579, IG 140-7-33 JTC 7.
Auto on Guale Rebellion, January 12, 1598, SD 54-5-9/23-106 JTC 2;
Eugene Lyon, conversation, July 1975.
Martin Menendez de Aviles, January 8, 1646, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4; Consejo,
August 6, 1648, SD 53-1-6/54-2-14 JTC 2; Juan Diez de la Calle, Memorial
y noticias sacras y reales del imperio de las Indias Occidentales (Madrid,
1646), extracts by Woodbury Lowery in JTC 10.
Lyon, Enterprise of Florida, 137, 161; Consejo, October 21, 1579, IG 1407-33 JTC 7.
Maria Menendez y Posada, Madrid, October 23, November 3, 1629, SD
53-1-6/42 JTC 2, and in a transcript by Luis Arana; Juan Menendez
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leave lands in Florida, any claim these relatives could make
would seem farfetched.
The treasury office, Maria’s dowry, was bequeathed with less
trouble than the land. When Juan departed St. Augustine after
twenty-seven years to become governor of Popayan in South
America, he was able to leave his son Francisco as treasurer, a
position which Francisco held for twenty-nine years. Then
Francisco’s sons by his first wife, a Cuban girl, purchased the
office of accountant and also the right to succeed each other: first
Juan II, then Antonio, and finally Thomas. The three brothers remained in office for a total of forty-two years. Thomas trained his
own son, Francisco II, who served thirty-seven years. Between
1593 and 1743, the year of Francisco II’s death, the family had
held one of the two offices of the royal treasury for a total of 135
years. 22
Like the governor, the treasurer and accountant were provided with official residences in St. Augustine. They knew when
boats were being dispatched to barter for ambergris or furs with
the infieles (the Indians not yet converted). They speculated on
the certificates for back wages which served as a medium of exchange after 1638. A treasury official’s salary plus rations
amounted to 1,150 ducats or 1,470 pesos, ten times as much as a
foot soldier was paid. The governor received 2,080 ducats. The
two treasury officials were also the city councilmen which allowed
them to regulate prices, assign lots, and receive a rebate from
tavern sales. Traveling to Mexico City for the situado was a
prerogative the officials generally shared in turn. The per diem
they received nearly doubled their salaries, and while they were
Marquez, May 24, 1622, SD 54-5-14/85 JTC 3; Brme Arguelles, March 18,
1599, SD 54-5-14/27 JTC 3; Ju Menendez Marquez, January 5, 1608, SD
54-5-9 JTC 2; Guillermo Lohmann Villena, Los americanos en las
ordenes nobiliarias, 1529-1900, 2 vols. (Madrid, 1947), I, 268. Juan was on
the expedition from Florida to Roanoke (Axacan) in 1588. See Verne E.
Chatelain, The Defenses of Spanish Florida, 1565 to 1763, Carnegie Institution of Washington Publication 511 (Washington, D.C., 1941), 51, 141n.
The Woodbury Lowery notes in JTC 8 state that Francisco, son of Juan,
called himself a grandson of Pedro Menendez Marquez. The King understood that Maria was Juan’s niece. See cedula to Governor Mendez de
Canzo, July 7, 1596, in “Registros,” 285.
22. See Amy Bushnell, “The Royal Treasury Officials of Spanish Florida,
1586-1702” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress, University of Florida). The
office of factor was subsumed into the others in several phases between
1624 and 1628.
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at the viceregal capital they often made use of the King’s money
to buy trade goods of their own. 23
Royal instructions prohibited the treasury officials in the
Indies from introducing cattle and having income-producing
ranches, but this restriction, like many others, was not enforced
in Florida. The beef was needed for food, the hides and other
ranch products for exports. 24 Few persons had the capital of a
royal official or the interest in investing it locally. It was usual
for the treasurer or accountant to engage in trade and production
(“tratos y granjerias”) of his own. Retail trade was not allowed to
a gentleman, but a good head for business was always respected. 25
The Potano territory, which included the good grass country,
ran west from the St. Johns River to the Gulf marshes, south to
Ocali (presently Ocala), and north to the San Martin River
(Suwannee-Santa Fe). Above Potano on the way to Apalache there
were two other regions peopled by Timucuan-speakers-Utina and
Ustaqua. The natives of Potano suffered through three generations of exposure to European pathogens and firearms, two wars,
and sixteen years of exile before they finally made peace with the
Spanish in 1600. The Indians agreed to furnish laborers and
maize to St. Augustine when required, and requested that friars
be sent into their territory. 26
Within a few years the Franciscans were gathering their
Potano converts into missions placed at strategic points along the
communications network. Two transpeninsular roads led from
the east coast to Apalache. On the upper artery were, the missions
of San Diego de Salamototo, at a ferry point on the St. Johns;
San Francisco de Potano, near present-day Gainesville; Santa Fe,
where the road entered Utina by a natural bridge over the Santa
Fe; and San Juan de Guacara, the ferry point over the Guacara
River (Upper Suwannee) between Utina and Ustaqua. The lower
road crossed the St. Johns two leagues south of Salamototo and
23. Ibid.
24. Ismael Sanchez-Bella, La organizacion financiera de las Indias (siglo
XVI) (Seville, 1968), 146-54; Cedula to royal officials of Florida, Septemme
Arguelles, August 3, 1598, SD
ber 30, 1580, in “Registros,” 145; Br
54-5-14/24 JTC 3.
25. Fr. Juan Luengo, [Madrid], November 30, 1676, SD 54-5-20/104 JTC 4.
26. Lillian M. Seaberg, “The Zetrouer Site: Indian and Spaniard in Central
Florida” (M.A. thesis, University of Florida, 1955), 72, 105-06, 111, 156-57,
and passim; Jerald T. Milanich, The Alachua Tradition of North-Central
Florida, Contributions of the Florida State Museum, Anthropology and
History, Number 17 (Gainesville, 1971), 4.
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came into the savannahs of the interior somewhere in what is
presently southern Alachua County. Then, heading northwest
toward Apalache, the road crossed the San Martin four leagues
from its mouth, at present Old Town Hammock, which may have
been the site of San Martin mission. 27 The two transpeninsular
roads were linked at San Francisco by a north-south trail. 28 Waterways were also available. From the St. Johns there was access into
the interior by the Oklawaha; from the Gulf, by the San Martin
or the Amajuro, the lower of the two Withlacoochees. The transportation network for north-central Florida was complete, and
docile Indians were there to run the errands, row the canoes, and
carry the burdens.
The new missions were harassed by the Tocobaga and Pocoy
Indians from the coast and the Keys who raided upriver in their
great scows of cypress. Governor Juan Fernandez de Olivera
(1609-1612) made war on these Indians in 1610 or 1611, and afterward he kept a launch on the San Martin to insure the safety of
Potano, open the way for missions in Utina and Ustaqua, and
provide a back door exit to Havana. 29 This was the first time
soldiers were stationed in the Florida interior. The frontier of
conquest-or of “pacification” as Philip II preferred to call itshifted to Ais and Jeaga on the east coast. 30 But Potano’s troubles
were not yet over. In 1614 an epidemic struck, and within four
years at least one half of the Christian mission population had
died. Soldiers began referring to Florida as an “uninhabited
land.“ 31
The Spanish were also facing adverse times. Piet Heyn, the
Dutch corsair, captured the New Spain silver fleet in 1628, and
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Boniface describes this road network but is unaware that the lower road
extends east of la Chua. Boniface, “Historical Geography of Spanish
Florida,” 164-84
The trail described by Burke G. Vanderhill, “The Alachua Trail: A
Reconstruction,” Florida Historical Quarterly, LV (April 1977), 423-38,
was east of this earlier one.
Governor Fernandez de Olivera, October 13, 1612, SD 54-5-14/74 JTC 3;
Thomas Menendez Marquez and Joachin de Florencia to Governor
Torres y Ayala, April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113 NC 9.
Governor Salinas, January 30, 1623, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3.
Fr. Francisco Pareja et al., January 14, 1617, SD 54-5-20/18 JTC 4;
Petition of Florida soldiers, n.d. [before 1627], SD 54-5-18/15 JTC 4.
Governor Andres Rodriguez de Villegas was baffled by Indian mortality.
In 1630 he wrote, “. . . the Indians [of Florida] are the least worked and
the best treated in the Indies, yet they die here as elsewhere.” Boniface,
“Historical Geography of Spanish Florida,” 81-82.
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the Florida situado with it. Ten years later the King ordered all
situados bound for Caribbean forts brought instead to Spain for
more pressing military needs. 32 If only Florida had suffered a loss,
Spanish colonies that were unaffected could have come to her aid,
but in these two cases there was nowhere to go for help. Credit
was available in Havana, but without exports to serve as collateral, it could be secured only on the most usurious terms. 33
Florida was forced to become as self-sufficient as possible, while
trying to find products for export: hides and pelts to Spain,
naval supplies and provisions to Havana. 34
There was a modest boom in production. Governor Luis de
Horruytiner (1633-1638), whose family elected to remain in
Florida, may have begun land grants in the provinces. He was the
one who opened trade between Havana and the port of San
Marcos in Apalache, the newest and richest province. Trading
vessels began to call at the port of San Martin, four leagues up
the Suwannee, and at other rivers on the Gulf coast. 35 In an attempt to make this trade beneficial to St. Augustine, Governor
Damian de Vega Castro y Pardo (1639-1645) sent ships around
the peninsula to secure maize, and he stationed customs officials
at the Apalache port. 36 Governor Benito Ruiz de Salazar Vallecilla (1645-1651) opened up fur trade operations with Apalachicola, north of Apalache, and started a wheat farm at Asile in
37
Ustaqua. And Francisco, the first Florida-born Menendez Marquez of the line, began raising cattle in Timucua.
32. J. H. Elliott, Imperial Spain, 1469-1716 (New York, 1963), 331: Pedro
Beltran de Santa Cruz, November 28, 1645, SD 54-5-14/102 JTC 3.
33. Brme Arguelles, May 12, 1591, SD 54-5-14/16 JTC 3; Governor Rojas y
Borja, November 6, 1628, SD 54-5-18/9 JTC 6; Francisco Menendez
Marquez and Pedro Benedit Horruytiner, May 17, 1646, SD 54-5-14/98
JTC 3.
34. Gillaspie, “Juan de Ayala y Escobar,” 17-18, 22; Boniface, “Historical
Geography of Spanish Florida,” 190-220.
35. Arnade, “Cattle Raising in Spanish Florida,” 121-22; Governor Luis de
Horruytiner, June 24, 1637, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3; Thos Menendez Marquez
and Joachin de Florencia to Governor Torres y Ayala, April 15, 1697,
SD 54-5-13/113-113 NC 9. Havana and San Marcos were only a week’s
sail apart according to Joseph de Prado and Juan Menendez Marquez II,
September 22, 1667, SD 58-1-34/4 JTC 6.
36. Governor Vega Castro y Pardo, August 22, 1639, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3. See
also Lowery notes in JTC 8. The usual Apalache maize route up the
Suwannee and then overland to St. Augustine is described in Tho s
Menendez Marquez and Joachin Florencia to Governor Torres y Ayala,
April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113 NC 9.
37. Auto on Bishopric, September 30 to October 5, 1645, SD 54-5-20/43 JTC
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SO far, only two documents referring to this early ranch have
been found. The ranch’s location, its date of founding, even its
name, are unknown. The most famous of the Menendez Marquez
family ranches in a later time was the “hacienda de la chua,”
from which the town and county of Alachua took their name. Its
owner, Francisco’s son Thomas, claimed he had inherited la Chua
from his father. 38 Without more documentation, however, it
would be premature to equate la Chua with the first ranch.
Francisco may have started his hacienda in 1646 or 1647, when he
and the accountant were serving as co-interim governors, having
suspended Governor Salazar Vallecilla for not finishing the galleon he had promised to the King. During that period Francisco
led a troop of Spanish soldiers and Timucuans into Apalache
province, where he subdued a rebellion and obligated the natives
for the first time to the labor draft, for as he explained, the other
provinces of Christians were almost out of Indians. 39
From the prices prevailing in 1651 one can estimate the capital needed to start a ranch. Land in the provinces cost nothing
unless it was under cultivation. It was measured by the league or
by the amount of seed required to plant it. Cattle averaged
twenty-one pesos each, and locally-bred horses, 100. A black or
mulatto slave from New Spain, expert at handling cattle, could
40
be purchased for 500 to 600 pesos. In addition to the outlay for
equipment and ranch buildings, a spread of 200 head, five
mounts, and two hands could run to over 6,000 pesos, or four
times as much as a royal official legally earned in one year.
Treasurer Francisco’s ranch was valued in 1649 at 8,000 pesos,
and was showing an annual profit of 700 pesos. Thus, if Francisco
had invested 8,000 pesos in his property, he was receiving a return
of nearly nine per cent. Since Francisco died almost 20,000 pesos
4; Domingo de Leturiondo, Madrid, December 30, 1672, SD 58-1-35/11
JTC 6. Asile, on the border between two Spanish provinces, was sometimes said to be in Apalache and sometimes in Timucua.
38. P o Beltran Santa Cruz, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-18/48 JTC 4;
Salvador de Cigarroa, Madrid, June 25, 1659, SD 54-5-14/121; Tho s
Menendez Marquez and Joachin Florencia to Governor Torres y Ayala,
April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113 NC 9.
39. Frco Menendez Marquez and Po Benedit Horruytiner, May 17, 1646, SD
54-5-14/98 JTC 3, and July 27, 1647, SD 54-5-20 JTC 4; Frco Menendez
Marquez, February 8, 1648, SD 54-5-14/109 JTC 3.
40. Sale of Governor Salazar Vallecilla’s estate, October 16, 1651, SD 54-5-18
JTC 4. Governor Rebolledo, October 18, 1657, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4, thought
these prices were low for Florida.
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in debt to the treasury, the money he had invested was obviously
the King’s. 41
The conditions for large ranches in north-central Florida
seemed to have been met. The provinces were pacified. In Potano,
the largest district of Timucua province, there were some 3,000
Indians, enough to maintain the transportation network but not
42
to compete for the grasslands. There were creole entrepreneurs
who had access to the capital with which to acquire both labor
and livestock. And there were markets: internal ones at St.
Augustine and the smaller Florida garrisons, and external markets
in Spain and in Havana, where the treasure fleet was outfitted.
But, in addition, there had to be more Spanish citizens than were
needed to maintain the St. Augustine garrison, and there had to
be continuity. These two determinants of economic expansion
into the hinterlands were about to receive a serious setback.
In 1648 Francisco Menendez Marquez complained that a
clique of Basques, with the governor as their leader, were monopolizing trade and threatening his life because he was carrying out
his responsibilities as treasurer. 43 A year after the King received
this letter, Francisco was dead. Typhus or yellow fever, which had
carried off a third of the people of Havana, had been brought
from there to Florida. In St. Augustine the epidemic killed
Francisco and his fellow treasury official, the governor, both
company captains, and many friars. 44 Florida’s Spanish population was so reduced that expansion would not be possible for
years unless more settlers arrived on the scene. Six years after the
epidemic of 1649, smallpox was reported in Florida. All of the
royal slaves died, and many of the Indians. 45 The plague atmosphere produced a kind of recklessness in the city. In an irregular popular election Pedro Benedit Horruytiner was chosen
governor, and immediately issued forty-four officers’patents, including twenty-three for captain. 46 Famine followed plague. The
wheat flour was used up and, more seriously, one of the 1653
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.

Po Beltran Santa Cruz, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-18/48 JTC 4.
Seaberg, “Zetrouer Site,” 120.
Frco Menendez Marquez, February 18, 1648, SD 54-5-14/109 JTC 3.
Po Beltran Santa Cruz, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-18/48 JTC 4. The
“fiebres putridas” were brought to Cuba on the New Spain flota in the
spring of 1649. See Nicasio Silverio Sainz, Cuba y la Casa de Austria
(Miami, 1972), 300.
Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 147n.
Anonymous, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3.
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maize crops was damaged by a wind storm. In the “noble and
loyal city of St. Augustine,” people were living on distasteful
wild roots and shellfood. 47
The labor shortage caused by the smallpox epidemic and
famine were soon aggravated by events originating away from
Florida. When the English seized Jamaica in 1655 all of the
garrisons in the Caribbean were put on alert. Indian auxiliaries
were called up to strengthen the forces at St. Augustine, and
extra workmen were requisitioned for the fortifications. The
chief of San Martin, outraged that chiefs should be required to
carry their own rations of maize on their backs when coming to
help the Spanish, started an uprising in Potano and Utina in
1656. The “Great Rebellion” erupted into an eight-month civil
war between loyal and rebel Indians. The whole countryside
deserted their towns for the woods out of fear, and bands of
starving people roamed from place to place. It was during this
time that the herds of cattle at Francisco’s ranch were destroyed. 48
War and famine were followed by a measles epidemic, the
peste or sarampion. Governor Alonso de Aranguiz y Cotes (16591663) claimed that before he arrived the disease had already
killed 10,000 Indians. 49 Florida was demoralized by death. Juan
Fernandez de Florencia, whose parents had been murdered eight
years earlier in the Apalache rebellion, was sent into Timucua to
return the survivors to essential communications points: San
Juan de Guacara, San Martin, San Francisco, and Santa Fe. 50 In
once populous and well-kept Potano, villages were abandoned
and wild grass covered the maize fields. If Potano was to be
occupied at all, it would have to be by ranchers.
Before cattle raising could resume in north-central Florida the
essentials must be reestablished. Peace seemed to have returned
to the land, where most of the inhabitants had died, but a detachment of soldiers under a deputy governor was stationed at
47. Acclamation of Philip V, January 7, 1702, SD 58-1-27/45 JTC 5; Santos
de las Heras and Joseph de Prado, August 24, 1653, SD 58-1-34/2 JTC 6.
48. Fr. Juan Gomez de Engraba to Fr. Francisco Martinez, Havana, March
13, 1657, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3; Friars, September 10, 1657, SD 54-5-20 JTC
4; Sdor Cigarroa, Madrid, June 25, 1659, SD 54-5-14/121 JTC 3.
49. Guale chiefs, October 16, 1657, SD 54-5-20 JTC 4; Governor Aranguiz y
Cotes, November 1, 1659, SD 58-2-2/4 ST.
50. Juan Fernandez de Florencia, July 31, 1670, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4; Claudio
de Florencia et al., May 7, 1707, SD 58-2-14/61 JTC 6; Po Beltran Santa
Cruz, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-18/48 JTC 4.
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Santa Fe just in case. The transportation network had been reestablished. Breeding stock was available, with some 800 yearlings
being branded every spring on the small estancias east of the St.
Johns. 5 1 Skilled labor was inadvertently provided by the Viceroy
of New Spain when he dispatched a company of Mexicans to the
garrison. Purportedly useless as soldiers, since they were mestizos
and not “real” Spaniards, many who were expert horsemen found
themselves working on ranches. One, Francisco Perez de
Castaneda from Xochimilco, later became the Menendez Marquez
overseer and was married in Don Thomas’s house. 52
It is not clear how capital was supposed to be accumulated
legitimately in Spanish Florida. Perhaps there was no way. Alonso
Menendez y Posada, the young uncle and guardian of Francisco’s
children, was engaged in many disreputable political and economic activities during the 1650s. Although never a royal official
himself, Alonso was favored by Governor Pedro Benedit Horruytiner (1651-1654) and Governor Rebolledo (1654-1659). His
involvement with retail trade, ambergris smuggling, and rigged
elections may have accounted for some of the capital which became available in the 1660s. 53 Certainly little funds were coming
from the Crown. In 1668 the situado was delinquent by eight
years, and there were only 130 effective soldiers in the garrison,
which had an authorized strength of 300. 54 There is no evidence
51.

This figure is an estimate from the cattle tithes of 1648-1657, reported by
Stos Heras and Domgo Leturiondo, September 13, 1656, SD 54-5-14/118
JTC 3. Since the tithe was two and a half per cent, rather than ten per
cent as Arnade supposed, his estimates of herd size may be quadrupled.
See Frco Rocha and Frco Cigarroa, July 10, 1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6, and
Arnade, “Cattle Raising,” 122-23. For the practice of branding, see Governor Zuniga y Cerda, Auto on cattle, November 10, 1702, SD 58-2-8/B-76
JTC 6.
52. Nicolas Ponce de Leon II, February 19, 1664, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3; Joseph
de Prado and Ju Menendez Marquez II, June 30, 1668, SD 54-5-14/134
JTC 3; Boniface, “Historical Geography of Spanish Florida,” 75-76;
Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1; Parish Register Marriages,
April 20, 1678. Judging from those they married, these Mexican recruits
and those who came later were mestizos or mulattoes. The St. Augustine
Cathedral Parish Register has entries dating back to 1594 and amounts
to 8,000 pages. Overton Ganong kindly permitted use of a typescript in
preparation for the Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board.
53. Petition of Menendez Marquez orphans, Madrid, June 30, 1630, SD
53-1-6/44-2-6 JTC 2; P o Beltran Santa Cruz, November 20, 1655, SD
54-5-18/48 JTC 4; Anonymous, November 20, 1655, SD 54-5-10 JTC 3;
Stos Heras and Domgo Leturiondo, October 8, 1657, SD 54-5-14/116 JTC
3; Governor Rebolledo, October 10, 1657, SD 54-5-18/53 JTC 4; Po Benedit
Horruytiner, November 10, 1657, SD 54-5-18/55 JTC 4.
54. Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 60, 61.
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that any of the 8,000 Spanish refugees from Jamaica to Cuba
chose to come on to Florida. 55
In the 1660s three of Francisco’s sons by Antonia de Pedroso
took their commissions in the garrison. The first one, Sergeant
Major Juan, also became the accountant in 1664. The parish
priest, the mistress of Governor Francisco de la Guerra y de la
Vega (1664-1671), and Juan’s wife all seem to have been related.
Captain Antonio went on dispatch voyages and maintained the
family trade connections. Adjutant Thomas, the youngest, married Maria Mejia de los Angeles in 1663, when he was twenty. 56
Five years later, when privateers from Jamaica under Robert
Searles attacked St. Augustine and killed sixty persons in the
streets, Juan and Antonio distinguished themselves in the defense of the fort, but Thomas was absent. 57 He may have been on
assignment with the little garrison in Timucua, and using his
leave time to plan a new ranch in Potano. Most of the more
affluent families of St. Augustine owned farms in the country, but
the Menendez Marquez brothers wanted more than a small
country place. 58
In 1670, two years after the Searles raid on St. Augustine,
Charles Towne was founded sixty leagues up the coast. Accountant Juan commanded a small fleet that hoped to destroy
this settlement, but a storm dispersed his boats. Before anything
else could be attempted, news came that Spain had made peace
with England. The two powers may have intended this peace
only as a breathing period, but the effects on St. Augustine were
immediate. Authorities in New Spain, whose interest in Florida
had been reawakened as a result of the Searles raid, now began
forwarding everything that had been lacking: weapons and ammunition, supplies, soldiers to replenish the garrison quota, and

55. Silverio Sainz, Cuba y la Casa de Austria, 276.
56. Ju Menendez Marquez II, July 4, 1668, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4; Governor
Guerra y Vega, September 18, 1667, and Joseph de Prado and Ju Menendez Marquez II, September 22, 1667, SD 54-5-14/132 JTC 3; Governor
Guerra y Vega to Governor Davila Orejon Gaston of Cuba, July 7, 1668,
SD 54-5-18 JTC 4; Parish Register, passim.
57. Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 62; J u Menendez Marquez II,
July 4, 1668, and Governor Guerra y Vega, July 7, 1668, SD 54-5-18
JTC 4.
58. Auto on St. Mark’s Day, April 27, 1697, SD 54-5-20/141 JTC 4; Governor
Zuniga y Cerda, Decree, November 6, 1702, SD 58-2-8/B-26 JTC 6.
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most important, money-enough to pay debts and back wages and
to start constructing a stone castillo. 59
In the twenty-three years (1672-1695) that it took to build the
Castillo de San Marcos, St. Augustine was a busy, prosperous
place. In addition to the increased numbers of soldiers, more
slaves, convicts, and artisans were sent to work on the fort. 60 The
levy of Indians from the provinces was larger, with as many coming from Apalache as had formerly come from all three provinces
together. The demand for foodstuffs rose sharply, and the creoles
of Florida were ready to take advantage of the situation. 61
It was about this time that the ranch at la Chua began operating at full strength. Thomas Menendez Marquez had already
resigned his commission in order to devote all his time to it. 62
The cattle, which had browsed in the woods throughout the
winter, returned to the savannahs in the spring. They were then
rounded into corrals for counting and branding, and the ecclesiastical tithe was set apart. There were no fences except those
around gardens, and the savannahs were regularly burned over
to control pests and renew the grass. Cattle from la Chua were
driven to St. Augustine, crossing the St. Johns on flatboats operated by the Indians of Salamototo. In the city they were moved
on to the royal abattoir, where they were slaughtered. The fresh
meat was delivered to the garrison or sold to the citizens. 63 The
tallow was then extracted, the hides tanned, and then these ranch
products were exported-some by the yearly vessel licensed since
1621 to trade with Spain, but most of them to Cuba. 64 It was a
profitable enterprise, and probably operated as a monopoly when
59. Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 63-65, 151-53n. Interim Governor
Nicolas Ponce de Leon II informed the Crown that Charleston (San
Jorge) had been settled in 1669. See July 8, 1673, SD 58-2-14, Lowery
translation in JTC 6. Settlement actually took place in April 1670, three
months prior to the Treaty of Madrid which defined boundaries on the
principle of uti possidetis de facto.
60. Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 59-75, 148-57n.
61. Fr. Antonio de Somoza, May 2, 1673, SD 54-5-20/97 JTC 4; Consejo summary [November 5, 1676?] of letter from Fr. Alonso del Moral, n.d., SD
54-5-20/104 JTC 4; Joseph de Prado and Antonio Menendez Marquez,
March 21, 1672, SD 54-5-14/136 JTC 3.
62. Thos Menendez Marquez Service Record, Arana Papers.
63. Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1; Boniface, “Historical
Geography of Spanish Florida,” 113-63; Sdor Cigarroa and Frco Rocha,
February 18, 1680, SD 54-5-14/150 JTC 3.
64. Governor Hita y Salazar, September 6, 1677, SD 54-5-11/34 JTC 3;
Cedula, May 9, 1687, SD 58-1-26/121 JTC 5; Juan de Pueyo and Joseph
Benedit Horruytiner, November 10, 1707, SD 58-1-34/11 JTC 6.
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the Menendez Marquez brothers were on good terms with the
governor. At times Don Thomas also provided the meat for the
garrison at Apalache, although there were a number of cattle
ranches in that province. From la Chua there was access to
Apalache by both transpeninsular roads and by canoe. 65
La Chua had not been located, however, to serve the needs of
any garrison, nor did Don Thomas prefer to use the harbor at St.
Augustine. The port of San Martin on the Suwannee was much
closer to his ranch-fourteen leagues rather than thirty-and
nearer to Havana than St. Augustine was. Also, the pigs-andchickens coastal trade of the Gulf, important as it might be to
Cuba and the Florida provinces, was not as attractive to pirates
as the treasure fleets which sailed up the Bahama Channel on the
Atlantic coast. When Manuel de Cendoya was governor (16711673), San Martin was formally opened for exports. 66 Diego de
Florencia and other Havana merchants began sending sloops and
ketches up the river for consignments of la Chua hides, dried
meat, and tallow. Don Thomas himself had a frigate in the
coastal trade. It carried too much draft to cross the shallows of
the Suwannee River mouth when loaded, so Juan Fernandez de
Florencia, now deputy governor of Apalache, regularly sent
Tocobaga Indians with canoes to lighten it. 67
Although the majority of Florida’s products went out through
San Martin and other Gulf ports, all imports for trade or resale
were supposed to arrive by way of St. Augustine, where there was
a customs house. Don Thomas claimed that his fragata was only
used to bring in necessities for his household and his ranch. The
Havana record of cargoes and destinations, however, shows otherwise. He was carrying on a profitable three-cornered trade: ranch
products to Havana for rum, rum to Apalache for furs. 68 The
65.

Governor Hita y Salazar, Orders, April 7, 1679, SD 58-1-26/62-60 JTC 5;
Domingo de Leturiondo Visita of 1677-1678, EC 156-3-22/87-90 JTC 1.
Also see note 36 above.
66. Tho s Menendez Marquez and Joachin Florencia to Governor Torres y
Ayala, April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113 NC 9; Boniface, “Historical
Geography of Spanish Florida,” 206-07, 210.
67. Diego de Penalver Angulo, Havana, March 21, 1696, Tho s Menendez
Marquez, [April 15, 1697], and Thos Menendez Marquez and Joachin
Florencia
to Governor Torres y Ayala, April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113
NC 9; Ju Fernandez Florencia to Governor Hita y Salazar, May 25, 1675,
SD 58-1-26/32-28 JTC 5; Juan de la Rosa, December 24, 1677, in
Leturiondo Visita of 1677-1678, EC 156-3-22/87-90.
s
68. Diego de Penalver Angulo, Havana, March 21, 1696, Tho Menendez
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entire Menendez clan were merchants and the sons of merchants.
They could have written at the top of their ledgers, as did one
Renaissance entrepreneur: “In the name of God and of profit.“ 69
Meanwhile, as a result of another epidemic in 1672, and of the
mortality rate among the natives working on the castillo, the
Indians of the earliest converted provinces seemed to be disappearing. 70 A census ordered by Governor Pablo de Hita y
Salazar (1675-1680) showed that of the 10,766 Christian and
heathen Indians subject to the Crown in 1675, there was a provincial distribution of eighty-one per cent in Apalache, thirteen
per cent in Timucua, and six per cent in Guale. Potano, the
largest territorial unit in Spanish Florida, had no more than one
and one-half per cent of the provincial population: 170 natives in
the two towns of Santa Fe and San Francisco. 71 The demographic
vacuum was beginning to exert a pull on other Indians of the
southeast. Representatives of various heathen tribes began drifting into the peninsula as early as 1650. 72 Since they were neither
tributary nor living in towns, they had not been counted in the
census. Some attempt was made to redistribute the King’s subjects. Ustaquan families were subsidized to form the new town of
Ivitanayo on the road between San Francisco and Salamototo,
but within a few years they had abandoned the place. 73

69.

70.
71.

72.
73.

Marquez, [April 15, 1697], and Thos Menendez Marquez and Joachin
Florencia to Governor Torres y Ayala, April 15, 1697, SD 54-5-13/113-113
NC 9.
Francesco di Marco Datini in I. Origo, The Merchant of Prato (New
York, 1957), cited by Eric E. Lampard, Industrial Revolution: Interpretations and Perspectives, American Historical Association Service Center
for Teachers of History, Publication Number 4 (Washington, D.C., 1957),
13.
Fr. Anto Somoza, May 2, 1673, SD 54-5-20/97 JTC 4; Interim Governor
Nicolas Ponce de Leon II, n.d. [1674], SD 54-5-11 JTC 3; Seaberg,
“Zetrouer Site,” 120.
Mark F. Boyd, “Enumeration of Florida Spanish Missions in 1675,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XXVII (October
1948), 181-85. The
\
author made the demographic calculations. The Bishop of Cuba confirmed 13,152 natives during his visit to Florida in 1674-1675. The reasons
for this wide variance in figures invite further study. See Lucy L. Wenhold, transl., A 17th Century Letter of Gabriel Diaz Vara Calderdon,
Bishop of Cuba, Describing the Indians and Indian Missions of Florida,
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Volume 95, Number 16 (Washington, D.C., 1936).
Jerald T. Milanich and William C. Sturtevant, eds., Emilio F. Moran,
transl., Francisco Pareja’s 1613 Confessionario: A Documentary Source
for Timucuan Ethnography (Tallahassee, 1972), 3.
Leturiondo Visita of 1677-1678, EC 156-3-22/87-90 JTC 1; Boniface,
“Historical Geography of Spanish Florida,” 89-90; Florencia Visita of
1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1.
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With the influx of castillo builders and soldiers, the St.
Augustine Spanish population had recovered and was increasing.
Plans were proposed for new towns of Spaniards in Timucua and
Apalache provinces to provide defense against a foreign take-over.
Governor Hita y Salazar issued numerous estancia licenses in
both provinces, including some to Florencias and some to his
own sons. He encouraged the creoles to resign their places in the
garrison and to move into the interior to occupy the land and
74
make it productive. Settlers took their families to San Luis, the
new capital of Apalache, where they started ranches and became
middlemen for the sale of Indian produce. One Spaniard entered
into partnership with the chief of Ajoica in Utina to start an
hacienda on that town’s abandoned fields. 76
Before Governor Hita y Salazar’s administration there had
been no charge for the use of either the King’s lands or his waters
except the two and one-half per cent tithe on the fruits of the
land: maize, cattle, and garden stuff, and an occasional excise tax
for a special purpose. 76 The governor lacked the funds to pay the
laborers on the castillo and the viceroy was ignoring his letters.
He decided to raise the money himself through land sales and
quitrents, or usufructs. Ranchers were charged fifty pesos for each
of their estancias. Farmers paid four reales (later reduced to one)
per yugada, which was the area that a yoke of oxen could plow
in one day. The minimum for each farmer was five pesos. 77 Indian chiefs, who appreciated the new source of income, began
allotting and charging for the use of their old fields-a practice
which they called “imposing tribute”-and they disputed the
74. Joseph Prado and J u Menendez Marquez II, September 22, 1667, SD
58-1-34/4 JTC 6; Domgo Leturiondo, Madrid, December 30, 1672, SD
58-1-35/11 JTC 6; Nicolas Ponce de Leon II, March 24, 1675, SD 58-135/18 JTC 6; Governor Hita y Salazar, September 6, 1677, SD 54-5-11/34
JTC 3, and October 30, 1678, SD 58-1-32 JTC 5.
75. Alonso de Leturiondo, Relacion (Madrid, n.d. [1700?]), SD 58-2-3/14 ST;
Leturiondo Visita of 1677-1678, EC 156-3-22/87-90. The Leturiondo
Relacion and some other documents have recently been translated by
John H. Hann for publication under the auspices of the Division of
Archives, History and Records Management, Florida Department of State.
76. Stos Heras and Domgo Leturiondo, September 13, 1656, SD 54-5-14/118
JTC 3; Frco Ramirez, Frco Menendez Marquez and Juan de la Cueva,
June 2, 1627, SD 54-5-14/88 JTC 3.
77. Governor Hita y Salazar, October 30, 1678, SD 58-1-32 JTC 5; Frco Rocha
and Frco Cigarroa, July 10, 1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6; Consejo, October 13,
1687, noted on letter of Governor Marquez Cabrera, April 28, 1685, SD
54-5-12/13-19 NC 6.
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78

governor’s right to assign the realengo. Estancia holders who
wanted their licenses made inheritable and not subject to the
quitrent could buy titles of inheritance for fifty pesos a league. It
is unclear whether this was computed by a square league, a league
on one side of a square, or a radial league. Between 1677 and
1685, these titles brought in 2,500 pesos. 79
The way was now open to accumulate land in true baronial
style by family alliance. Don Thomas and Dona Maria betrothed
their daughter Antonia to the governor’s son, Captain Juan de
Hita, whose ranch was near San Francisco. Another daughter,
Maria Isidora, was married to Captain Francisco Romo de Uriza,
whose ranch, the Chicharro, was visible across the Nayoa from
the buildings at la Chua. Don Thomas’s son Francisco was
betrothed to Antonia Basilia de Leon, daughter of the widow
Luisa de los Angeles who had estancias east of the St. Johns. 80
The King was displeased with Indian chiefs and a governor
who set tribute and granted the royal lands as if they themselves
were sovereign. At first he refused to confirm the titles, decreeing
that only grants made at the foundation were inheritable. The
treasury officials answered that governors in St. Augustine had
always had the right to grant lands, and that many of the lands
awaiting title confirmation had been granted at the foundation.
They mentioned as one proof the ephemeral twenty-five-league
grant to Pedro Menendez in 1565. 81 As the titles proved impossible to retrieve without refunding monies already spent on the
castillo, the King merely declared his displeasure and his willingness to accept whatever funds were generated, as long as the
assigning of lands was done fairly. The income from quitrents
Frco Rocha and Sdor Cigarroa, March 2, 1680, SD 54-5-14/152 JTC 3.
Frco Rocha and Frco Cigarroa, March 20, October 6, 1685, SD 54-5-12
NC 6; Governor Hita y Salazar, October 30, 1678, SD 58-1-32 JTC 5. The
petitions of Marcos Delgado [December 1694] in the Florencia Visita of
1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1, and of Lorzo Horruytiner, May 6, 1685, SD
54-5-12/12-12 NC 6, suggest that the measurement was radial.
80. See the Parish Register for family connections and dates; also the
Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1; Chatelain, Defenses of
Spanish Florida, 158n; the 1763 map referred to in note 14 above; Frco
Menendez Marquez II will, September 2, 1742, included with probate
report of July 3, 1743, SD 58-1-34/73 1/2 ST. These ranches of northcentral Florida figured largely in the third war of the Florida provinces.
See notes 90-91.
81. Fiscal of the Consejo, October 3, 1680, in reply to Frco Rocha and Sdor
Cigarroa, March 2, 1680, SD 54-5-14/152 JTC 3; Lorzo Horruytiner, May
6, 1685, SD 54-5-12/12-12 NC 6; Frco Rocha and Frco Cigarroa, October 6,
1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6.

78.
79.
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and titles, and then of the three reales per beef that Governor
Marquez Cabrera imposed, was applied at first entirely to the
castillo construction. Later, fifty-five pesos a year, and then a
hundred, was spent on the celebration of saints days dear to the
King’s heart. 82
Don Thomas quietly continued his export of ranch products
out the San Martin to Cuba, and la Chua prospered. It is likely
that Lieutenant Colonel James Robertson was referring to Don
Thomas in his report in 1763, when he noted that in the days
before the Indians rebelled against the Spaniards (which would
have been before 1702), black cattle abounded and one man
owned 7,000 fat oxen. 83
The black cattle of la Chua played a significant role in what
might be called the Wars of the Florida Provinces, which began
in 1680 and lasted to 1706. The first to take notice of them were
pirates. In June 1682, French buccaneers, with headquarters on
Anclote Key, sent out thirty-five men to hunt provisions. The
party raided several ranches near the Gulf, then, guided by a
captive pilot, they came four leagues upriver and fourteen leagues
overland to la Chua. At two in the morning they surprised the
ranch houses and captured Don Thomas, his son-in-law Juan de
Hita, and four servants, including two women. The buildings
were left in flames. The buccaneers demanded a ransom of 150
head of cattle and a purse of money, but before it was paid three
Timucuan chiefs ambushed the French as they retreated toward
the Suwannee, and Don Thomas escaped. Governor Juan Marquez Cabrera (1680-1687) tried to close off the river with a barricade of trees and brush, but the Suwannee’s strong current
8 4
washed the debris away. This was not the only waterway near
the ranch, anyway. Eligio de la Puente later thought that la
Chua’s outlet to Havana had been the Amajuro. The next time

82. Fr co Rocha and Fr co Cigarroa, March 20, 1685, SD 54-5-12 NC 6;
Consejo, October 6, 1690, in reply to Three Ranchers’ letter of August
28, 1689, SD 54-5-19/104 JTC 4; King [Charles II] to Governor Quiroga
y Losada, August 31, 1688, SD 54-5-20/119 JTC 4; Al o Leturiondo,
August 7, 1697, SD 54-5-20/146 JTC 4.
83. Covington, British Meet the Seminoles, 5.
84. Governor Marquez Cabrera, July 16, 1682, SD 58-1-26/71 JTC 5; Thos
Menendez Marquez [1682], no AGI number given, BS I.2.101/617-18;
Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 150; Auto on the pirates, July
1682, SD 58-l-26/71-71 NC 5.
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that corsairs attacked la Chua, in 1684, they traveled by way of
the Amajuro. 85
Don Thomas was not present when his ranch was raided the
second time. Earlier in the year he had inherited the accountantcy from Antonio, and he began spending most of his
time in New Spain and on his business arrangements with the
Florencias. His fragata no longer went up the San Martin. The
ranch of la Chua was left to the care of overseers, slaves, and
Indian peons. 86
Perhaps cattle no longer brought a high enough price to be
worth Don Thomas’s personal attention. In 1651 one head of
beef had been valued at twenty-one pesos and an ox at forty. In
1682 a pair of draft oxen was worth twenty-five pesos, and a calf,
nine. Seven years later, the legal price of a beef was down to six
pesos, and deducted from that amount were the tithes, the tax for
the castillo, the butcher’s fee, the amortized cost of the land, and
the beef tongue and loin which went to the governor. 87 La Chua,
of course, was not dependent for an outlet upon St. Augustine,
but the price of cattle must have been declining in Havana, too.
By 1702, a Florida steer was worth only two pesos. The price of
horses was also falling, from a hundred pesos in 1651 to twentyfive pesos in 1682. The value of hogs, on the other hand, was increasing. In 1670, Apalache hogs were quoted at four pesos, delivered to the city. Thirty years later they sold for as much as
twenty-five pesos each, in spite of attempts at price control. The
Menendez Marquez family owned land east of the St. Johns as
well as in Potano. 88 Perhaps they turned to raising hogs.
The multiplying herds around la Chua could not be left to
themselves. The free food supply they presented was too dangerous an attraction in the heartland of Florida. Governor Marquez
85. Eugene Lyon to author, April 21, 1976; Governor Marquez Cabrera,
June 28, 1683, SD 54-5-11/l04 JTC 3; Auto on the pirates, November
1684, EC 156-3-17/58 J T C 1 ; Antonio de Arguelles, February 24, 1688,
SD 54-5-19/87 JTC 4.
86. Governor Marquez Cabrera, October 6, 1686, SD 58-1-35/21 JTC 6; Alo
Leturiondo, April 29, 1697, SD 54-5-20/143 JTC 4.
87. Sale of Governor Salazar Vallecilla’s Estate, October 16, 1651, SD 54-5-18
JTC 4; Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 74; Three Ranchers,
August 28, 1689, SD 54-5-19/104 JTC 4; Boniface, “Historical Geography
of Spanish Florida,” 149.
88. Covington, British Meet the Seminoles, 5; Sale of Governor Salazar
Vallecilla’s Estate, October 16, 1651, SD 54-5-18 JTC 4; Chatelain, Defenses of Spanish Florida, 74; Alo Leturiondo, Relacion, SD 58-2-3/14 STHann.
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Cabrera put some of the ranchhands, including the overseer, back
onto the garrison payroll and had them defend the ranch and
continue its operation. 89 There were enough peons there in 1699
for Governor Laureano de Torres y Ayala (1693-1700?) to show
concern that they all attend mass, and that Apalaches not leave
their families to work at la Chua on contract. In that year, the
ranch paid thirty-five per cent of all the cattle taxes collected:
seventy-seven head. The next largest ranch paid only fifteen head
of cattle. 90
Every year it became more difficult to guard the herds. Runaway slaves and Indians from the missions could survive by
rustling cattle in the woods. Ranchers along the St. Johns wanted
to treat all Indians not on their own payroll as trespassers, but
Governor Torres y Ayala decreed that the sale of the lands had
not cancelled the Indians’ancient right to glean wild fruits. Anyone caught killing cattle, however, was sentenced to four months
hard labor on the ferry, and anyone not a ranch peon who made
a round-up on the lands of la Chua was to have his ears cropped. 91
The cattle attracted not only pirates and rustlers, but also
enemy Creeks. English-allied Indian forces leaving the siege of
St. Augustine in 1703 moved into Potano, where they raided San
Francisco and drove herds of horses, cattle, and humans up the
Alachua-St. Marys Trail and into Carolina. From then until
1706 these slave raiders, armed by the British, continued to return
to Florida. 92 They did not have to carry their own provisions.
With the provinces of Apalache and Guale lost to the enemy,
the food source in Timucua became even more important to the
Spanish. 93 The governor built a blockhouse at la Chua and
placed overseer Juan Lorenzo de Castaneda in charge. Under
Castaneda’s direction, soldiers and ranchhands salted or dried
meat for the garrison. It was dangerous work. One black ranchhand was captured by a raiding party and quartered. Twice the
89.
90.

Governor Marquez Cabrera, March 20, 1686, SD 54-5-19/64 JTC 4.
Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1; Arnade, “Cattle Raising,”
122-23.
91. Florencia Visita of 1694-1695, EC 157-4 JTC 1; Governor Zuniga y Cerda,
January 20, 1701, SD 58-1-27/4 JTC 5.
92. Governor Zuniga y Cerda, March 30, 1704, SD 58-1-27/66 JTC 5; Ju Pueyo
and Joseph Benedit Horruytiner, November 10, 1707, SD 58-1-34/11 JTC
6; Seaberg, “Zetrouer Site,” 115. Vanderhill, in “Alachua Trail,” 423-24n,
postulates that this trail was in existence by the late seventeenth century.
93. Frco Florencia and Ju Pueyo, April 30, 1706, SD 58-1-27/87 JTC 5.
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blockhouse was under fire. At other times, just beyond musket
range the enemy leisurely slaughtered cattle and pigs, broke
94
horses, and destroyed gardens. Finally in 1706 the little force at
la Chua burned their own blockhouse and retired to San Francisco. Later that year all the soldiers and Hispanic Indians in
Timucua were withdrawn to St. Augustine. Old Don Thomas
died in New Spain the same year his ranch was lost. 95 It had been
an over-extension of Spanish resources to try to raise cattle in
Potano.
In the eighteenth century the hollow peninsula of Florida
began to fill with buffalo, deer, and thousands of wild black
cattle. Outlaws of all races found good hunting in Florida. The
British, and then the Spanish, recognized the fait accompli and
relinquished by treaty the lands across the St. Johns. 96 But the
Menendez Marquez family did not forget their former holdings.
In the will of Francisco, last of the direct line to hold office in
the treasury, there was an echo of the original promise to Pedro
Menendez. Francisco stated that the cattle hacienda de la Chua,
twenty-five square leagues, had been given to his ancestors in
perpetuity by grace of the King. Even though it had been lost in
the time of his father during the enemy invasion and the Indian
uprising, the family possessed legal title to the land if it was ever
reclaimed. 97 There was little chance of that. The fortunes of the
Menendez Marquez family were those of Spanish Florida, and for
both of them the Golden Age was over.
94. Juan Benedit Horruytiner to Governor Corcoles y Martinez, n.p., April
18, 1706, and Governor Corcoles y Martinez, November 30, 1706, SD
58-1-28 NC 11.
95. Seaberg, “Zetrouer Site,” 115-19, 121. Some dispatches from these
Timucuan outposts between February 3, 1705, and October 9, 1705, are in
SD 58-2-8, cuaderno 4, 100-19 JTC 6; Governor Corcoles y Martinez,
September 30, 1706, SD 58-1-27/95 J T C 5.
96. Helen Hornbeck Tanner, Zespedes in East Florida, 1784-1790 (Coral
Gables, 1963), 83-84. The Treaty of Picolata in 1765 disregarded Spanish
land claims west of the St. Johns. See the text in Covington, British
Meet the Seminoles, 35-39.
97. Luis Arana provided a summary, and Charles Arnade a transcript of this
will, dated September 2, 1742. The will was included with the probate
report of July 3, 1743, SD 58-1-34/73 1/2 ST.
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COLORED TOWN:
MIAMI’S BLACK COMMUNITY, 1896-1930
by P AUL S. G EORGE *
of Miami’s incorporation in 1896, the fortunes of
black Americans had declined to their lowest level since the
Civil War. The heady illusions and notable accomplishments of
the freedmen during Reconstruction had succumbed to the harsh
realities of economic dependency and the restoration of white
Democratic rule in the South. Increasingly, blacks found themselves scapegoats for political and economic tensions and targets
of virulent new doctrines of racial inferiority, resulting in widespread disfranchisement, segregation (Jim Crow) legislation, and
increasing white intimidation and violence in Florida and elsewhere in the South. The problems worsened in the early decades
of the twentieth century, a period that one historian has aptly
described as the “nadir of race relations in Florida and the
nation.“ 1
The racial situation in Miami was typical. After incorporation, the city upheld state segregation statutes, passed its own
Jim Crow ordinances, and consigned blacks to cramped quarters
with inadequate municipal services. Miami’s white citizens
vigilantly resisted black movement into their neighborhoods, administered a dual system of justice, and countenanced white terrorism of blacks.
Fifty years before the incorporation of Miami, slaves from the
Carolinas began immigrating to south Florida to work on the few
plantations in the sparsely settled region. Later, Bahamian blacks,
attracted by employment opportunities in the rich agricultural
fields of Coconut Grove, south of Miami, settled in the area. They
T THE TIME

* Mr. George is Instructor of History, South Georgia College, Douglas,
Georgia.
1. Jerrell H. Shofner, “Custom, Law, and History: The Enduring Influence of Florida’s ‘Black Code,“’ Florida Historical Quarterly, LV (January 1977), 290. For a treatment of white attitudes toward blacks nationally, see George Frederickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The
Debate on Afro-American Character and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York,
1971).
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were followed still later by small numbers of blacks from north
Florida, Georgia, and Alabama. Tiny black communities soon
dotted the landscape north and south of Miami. Substantial migration of blacks did not occur, however, until Henry M. Flagler
began constructing his Florida East Coast Railroad into Miami,
and brought in hundreds of black laborers. 2
The railroad launched an era of frenetic urban growth in
south Dade County. From a settlement numbering only a few
families in 1895, Miami mushroomed to a town of 3,000 by the
summer of 1896. Blacks worked with white laborers in clearing
land and on various construction projects and lived among them
in a temporary “tent city.“ 3 Blacks and whites also labored together in community affairs. According to one pioneer Miamian,
several blacks spoke at the incorporation meeting in July 1896.
Of 368 persons who voted in the incorporation election, 162 were
blacks. Most black voters were registered to vote immediately
before the elections by the Flagler organization, which wanted
their support for incorporation and for its slate of candidates in
the first municipal elections. 4
Incorporation marked the beginning and end of meaningful
black involvement in municipal affairs for more than six decades.
Within a few years of incorporation, blacks were virtually disfranchised. State statutes in 1897 and 1901 enabled the Democratic party of Florida to exclude blacks from membership, preventing them from participating in Democratic primaries, the
only meaningful contests in the solid Democratic South. 5 Black
2. Transcript of an interview with Kate Dean and Louise Davis, members
of pioneer black families in south Florida, conducted by the Miami Dade
County Library and Dade Heritage Trust, Miami, Florida, May 29, 1973,
pp. 1-6, 11-12, 14-17, 19, Historical Association of Southern Florida;
Miami Herald, February 1, 1976; Miami Times, July 1, 1976; Jean C.
Taylor, “South Dade’s Black Pioneers,” Historical Association of Southern
Florida Update, III (June 1976) 10.
3. Transcript of interview with Kate Dean and Louise Davis, May 29, 1973,
1-6, 11-12, 14-17, 19; Miami Herald, February 1, 1976; Nixon Smiley,
Yesterday’s Miami (Miami, 1973), 24.
4. Transcript of the proceedings of the meeting held July 28, 1896 for the
incorporation of the City of Miami, Florida, Office of the Clerk of the
City of Miami; Miami Daily Metropolis, July 28, 1917; Miami Herald,
July 22, 1976; Miami Metropolis, May 15, 1896; Miami Times, July 1,
1976.
5. “An Act to Provide for the Payment of a Capitation or Poll Tax as a
Prerequisite for Voting and Prescribing the Duties of Tax Collector and
Supervisor of Registration in Relation Thereto,” Laws of Florida, 1889,
13-14; “An Act to Regulate the Holding of Political Primary Elections
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An advertisement for the Colored Town Bargain Store, a flourishing local
business, as it appeared in the Miami City Directory of 1904. Courtesy of the
Historical Association of Southern Florida.
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Miamians could join the weak Republican party and vote in
general elections upon payment, once every two years, of a poll
tax of one dollar. Few bothered. In 1920, registered white voters
in Dade County outnumbered blacks fourteen to one. That
margin increased significantly at election time, since a high percentage of blacks failed to pay their poll tax on time, and thus
were barred from voting. 6
Segregation also became a way of life. Residential segregation,
the cornerstone of racial separation, was from the beginning the
rule in Miami. Restrictive clauses in land deeds prohibited the
sale of land to blacks except in the section called Colored Town,
in Miami’s northwest sector. 7 Colored Town quickly became an
impoverished, congested quarter, abounding with disease and
crime. Most white Miamians heard or read of it only in a criminal
context or during periods of unrest, and many were ignorant of a
subculture there which contained enterprises, institutions, and
activities characteristic of many black settlements. It included a
bustling black business community, vice district, a variety of
entertainment, and numerous churches. Colored Town also contained an interesting population mix, since a sizable percentage
of its inhabitants were Bahamian blacks, and a lesser number
were Jamaican and Haitian Negroes. Despite substantial populain the State of Florida for the Nomination of Delegates to Political Conventions, or of Candidates for Any Elective Office Under the Laws of
This State,” Laws of Florida, 1897, 62-64; “An Act to Regulate the Holding of Political Primaries in the State of Florida for Nominating Candidates for Any Office Under the Laws of This State, and for Nominating
Delegates to Political Conventions,” Laws of Florida, 1901, 160-65; Constitution of Florida, 1885, “Declaration of Rights,” section 2.
6. Daily Miami Metropolis, May 27, 1909; Miami Daily Metropolis, October
18, 1920; Miami Herald, September 21, October 15, 1920; Jesse Jefferson Jackson, “The Negro and the Law in Florida, 1821-1921; Legal
Patterns of Segregation and Control in Florida, 1821-1921” (M.A. thesis,
Florida State University, 1960), 96, 98-101.
7. Ruby Leach Carson, “Miami: 1896 to 1900,” Tequesta, XVI (1956), 8;
J. K. Dorn, “Recollections of Early Miami,” Tequesta, IX (1949), 55;
Miami Metropolis, May 15, 1896. Miami’s original boundaries extended
from Fourteenth Street on the banks of the Miami River north to First
Street, and from Avenue A along Biscayne Bay west to Avenue H beyond the Florida East Coast Railroad tracks. Encompassing an area extending from Sixth Street to First Street and from the railroad tracks
near Avenue F to Avenue H, Colored Town comprised about fifteen per
cent of Miami’s original area. During its first thirty-five years, this black
community expanded slowly in a northwesterly direction. Colored Town
is sometimes called “Overtown” in modern accounts of Miami’s original
black settlement, but the author has not seen this term used in the primary sources he has examined.
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tion increases, whites prevented Colored Town from expanding
much beyond its original boundaries. This resistance produced
explosive racial situations, and is a pervasive theme in the early
history of Miami.
Black Miami grew quickly. Depending on the year, it comprised twenty-five to forty per cent of Miami’s total population
during its first generation. Heavy migration and a high birth rate
accounted for its rapid growth. Lured by prospects of better economic opportunities and Colored Town’s growing reputation as
an entertainment center, blacks from the Bahamas and other
parts of the Caribbean, as well as native Americans, poured into
the area. 8
Colored Town lacked proper facilities for even a small population. Municipal penuriousness resulted in unpaved and pockmarked streets and footpaths, insufficient lighting, uncleared
areas of wilderness, and a dearth of sanitary facilities. The black
community had no park until the 1920s; a library came even
later. Although generally insensitive to black needs, the Miami
Herald admitted in 1920 that “in the distribution of improvements, Colored Town has not fared equally with other portions
of the city,” and averred that its people “are entitled to at least
a fair proportion of city improvements.“ 9
The most glaring deficiency in the private sector was the
severe shortage and low quality of housing. Most dwellings were
cramped and rickety, vulnerable to heavy rains, winds, and fire.
Few homes possessed electricity or indoor plumbing. As Colored
Town’s population grew, the housing problem became even
more acute. In 1920, social workers discovered 100 families residing on one block, while a single lot on another block contained
nine cottages. 10
In such an environment disease was rampant. Colored Town
residents suffered epidemics of yellow fever and influenza and
8. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States,
1910, Population, II (Washington, 1913), 66; U. S. Bureau of the Census,
Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Population, II (Washington, 1922), 759-60, 795; Miami Herald, September 26, 1912, February 10,
April 20, 1975, February 1, 1976. According to the United States census
report for 1920 Miami contained more West Indian-born inhabitants
than any other American city except New York.
9. Miami Daily Metropolis, May 10, 27, 1920; Miami Herald, April 28,
1920; City Manager’s Report (Miami, 1926), 95, 97.
10. Daily Miami Metropolis, October 21, November 7, 1904; Miami Daily
Metropolis, May 10, 27, 1920; Miami Herald, February 1, 1976.
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sporadic outbreaks of smallpox. Venereal disease was widespread.
The area’s infant mortality rate was twice that of white Miami.
Yet the settlement had few physicians and no hospitals until the
Christian Hospital, a wooden structure containing twelve bedrooms, opened in 1918. 11
A public school did exist in Colored Town as early as 1896,
but “School Number Two,” as it was styled, was cramped for
space and hampered by poor lighting and an absence of blackboards and heating. Additional public schools arrived slowly;
there was no black high school until the 1920s. The shortage of
public schools led to the creation of many private, industrial, and
home-study institutions. Most were of dubious quality. Predictably, truancy was high and learning slow. As late as 1930, the
illiteracy rate for black Miamians ten years of age and older was
11.3 per cent, as opposed to an illiteracy rate of 0.3 per cent
among white Miamians of the same age. 12
If schools were few, churches were abundant; one resident
characterized Colored Town as “a city of churches.“ 13 Baptist
churches were the most numerous, but Colored Town also contained many Methodist and Episcopal churches, and a fewer
number of Seventh Day Adventist, Pentecostal, and Church of
God congregations. Churches varied sharply in size and style.
Many were large structures, others were homes, stores, and even
tents. The prevalence of churches underlined the significance of
religion in black communities. Spiritual, social, and even political
activities took place frequently in the churches. Ministers were
11. Florida State Board of Health Report for 1899-1903 (Jacksonville, 1904).
14-34; Board of Health Report, 1909, 59; Board of Health Report, 1912,
132; Board of Health Report, 1913, 137; Board of Health Report, 19211922, 274-77. Transcript of an oral history interview with Annie M.
Coleman, Colored Town civic leader, conducted by Harvey and Mary
Napier for the Miami Dade County Public Library and Dade Heritage
Trust, May 10, 1976, 6, Historical Association of Southern Florida; Miami
Herald, April 21, 1975; William M. Straight, “James M. Jackson, Jr.,
Miami’s First Physician,” Tequesta, XXXIII (1973), 81-82.
12. Florida Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
1897-1898 (Tallashassee, 1899), 100, 106, 111, 185; Report of Superintendent, 1903-1904, 84, 137; Report of Superintendent, 1904-1905, 319;
Report of Superintendent, 1911-1912, 234, 412-13; Report of Superintendent, 1921-1922, 523; Report of Superintendent, 1927-1928, 230-31;
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930,
Population, III (Washington, 1932), pt. 1, 412; Daily Miami Metropolis,
November 7, 15, 1904, January 27, 1905; Miami Daily Metropolis, July
19, 1920; Miami Herald, July 10, 1911, February 9, 1976; Thelma Peters,
“Miami’s First School,‘‘: Update, I (February 1974), 7.
13. Daily Miami Metropolis, September 24, 1904.
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important figures, and were recognized as community leaders and
spokesmen to the white population. 14
Colored Town’s business and professional community formed
another influential element. A business district, predominantly
black-owned, took shape along a half mile strip on Avenue G.
By 1905, it contained grocery and general merchandise stores, ice
cream parlor, pharmacy, funeral parlor, clubhouses, rooming
houses, and an office of The Industrial Reporter, a black newspaper. These enterprises were later joined by a soft drink plant,
professional offices, real estate brokers, insurance agencies, and
numerous food and entertainment establishments. 15
Dana A. Dorsey was Colored Town’s most prominent businessman and its lone millionaire. After coming to Miami in 1896
from Quitman, Georgia, it is said that he parlayed a $25 parcel
of land into a business empire which included properties in Dade
and Broward counties, Cuba, and the Bahamas. By 1920, Dorsey’s
holdings also included Colored Town’s first hotel, which became
a gathering spot for visiting dignitaries. On Sundays, Dorsey rode
about in a chauffeured limousine collecting rents from his properties. He was Colored Town’s main benefactor, and he financed
the community’s first park, a library, and a school. 16
Other black luminaries included the Reverend Mr. S. W.
Brown, a South Carolinian who owned the bustling Colored
Town Bargain Store and other properties; Henry Reeves, a
Bahamian, who published the Miami Times, Colored Town’s
most influential newspaper; Kelsey Pharr, a funeral director and
developer of the community’s first cemetery; and Richard
Toomey, the first black lawyer in south Florida, vice president of
the Negro National Bar Association, and for many years a
principal spokesman for black Miamians. 17
14.

Federal Works Agency, Works Projects Administration, Guide to Supplementary Vital Statistics From Church Records. The Florida Historical
Records Survey, I (Jacksonville, 1942), 154-75; interview with Annie
Germaine, a black Bahamian who migrated to Miami. in 1921, Miami,
Florida, January 29, 1977; Miami City Directory, 1907 (Jacksonville,
1907), 241; City Directory, 1926, 36.
15. City Directory, 1904, 31-32; City Directory, 1914, 297-98; City Directory,
1927, 1179-1320; Daily Miami Metropolis, January 27, 1905; Dorothy
Fields, “Reflections on Black History: Miami’s First Newspaper,” Update,
III (February 1976), 10; Dorothy Fields, “The Industrial Reporter:
Miami’s Early Black Newspaper,” Update, III (August 1976), 4.
16. Transcript of interview with Annie M. Coleman, May 10, 1976, 15;
Miami Herald, January 29, 1950, April 20, 1975, February 1, 1976.
17. City Directory, 1915, 344; Historical Association of Southern Florida,
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Black labor was the backbone of the city’s physical plant and
many businesses. From Flagler’s clearance and construction projects in 1896 to the building boom of the 1920s, blacks played a
vital role in the growth and prosperity of Miami. White Miami’s
dependency on black labor was evident during racial crises, when
the specter of a mass exodus impelled business and community
leaders to assure blacks that they would receive better treatment
and protection. 18
Employment figures are not available, but other information
indicates that for much of the period the area’s expanding economy provided ample job opportunities for a large labor force. In
addition to construction projects, blacks toiled as draymen and
hackmen at the railroad station, and as stevedores, hotel porters,
mechanics, leather tanners, blacksmiths, domestics, tailors, gardeners, and farmers. Black women were prized as laundresses, nursemaids, cooks, and cleaners. 19
Black Miamians enjoyed various leisure activities. They participated in colorful minstrel shows, bazaars, festivals, parades,
athletic contests, and excursions to the beach and to other black
communities, especially Coconut Grove, South Miami, Buena
Vista, Lemon City, and Little River. There were numerous
secret and fraternal orders, civic and business organizations, Red
Cross and YMCA establishments, black nationalist groups, and
local chapters of Bahamian clubs. 20 Avenue G was the center for
activities and organizations. Clubs met nightly in commodious,
dimly-lighted buildings. The street also hosted parades celebrating the anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation, religious
holidays, and, in deference to the large Bahamian element, even
British holidays. Impressive parades occurred when contingents
“Reflections on Black History”; scrapbook of Agnew Welsh, book 40A,
61, Florida Room, Miami Dade County Public Library; Miami Herald,
May 31, 1976.
18. Miami Daily Metropolis, July 17, 1917; Miami Herald, July 17, 1917;
Dorn, “Recollections of Early Miami,” 55.
19. City Directory, 1904, 32-33; City Directory, 1927, 1179-1320; Miami
Herald, April 20, 1975, February 1, 1976; Smiley, Yesterday’s Miami,
12-14, 33.
20. City Directory, 1907, 241-42; Daily Miami Metropolis, September 19,
1904, January 10, 1905; Miami Herald, December 26, 1912, February 21,
1975; Dorothy Fields, “Black Entertainment, 1908-1919,” Update, II
(December 1974), 11; Dr. S. H. Johnson as told to Dorothy Fields, “Reflections on Black History: Fun and Games Overtown,” Update, IV
(August 1977), 8, 9, 11.
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of black Miamians left for military service during World War I.
Parades sponsored by the Colored American Legion on Armistice
Day were equally festive after 19l8. 21
Renamed Northwest Second Avenue in the 1920s, Avenue G
acquired fame for other kinds of entertainment. The syncopated
sounds of jazz and the blues issued nightly from its nightclubs
and dance halls. Northwest Second Avenue also contained the
Lyric, a legitimate theater, and several movie houses, as well as
its own trolley car line. The strip’s rich entertainment accounted
for a new sobriquet, “Little Broadway,” and a growing national
reputation. In the 1930s and 1940s, its clubs presented such stars
as Marion Anderson, Bessie Smith, Hazel Scott, and Nat “King”
Cole. 22 More prurient entertainment was found in nearby North
Miami, a thriving center for prostitution, gambling, and saloons.
Pioneer Miamian John Sewell insisted that North Miami, established in 1896, “had all the vices that there ever were in the
worst frontier towns.” The night after payday was particularly
chaotic. 23
By 1910, however, the “better class” of North Miamians, preparing to incorporate their community, persuaded Sheriff Dan
Hardie to eradicate the vice district. Hardie proceeded to drive
the prostitutes into Colored Town, creating a red-light district
in its northwest corner. Named “Hardieville,” the area quickly
surpassed North Miami as a center of vice. Hardieville’s brothels
were elaborate dwellings which featured colorful madams, elaborately attired ladies, live music, alcohol, and drugs. Hardieville
also offered bars, restaurants, and fortune tellers. Vehicle traffic,
particularly on the weekends, congested the streets. During
World War I, federal authorities, fearful of the district’s effects
on servicemen, forced its closing, but black prostitutes remained
in Colored Town. 24
Reform groups periodically attempted to purge Colored Town
21.

Miami Daily Metropolis, October 30, 1920; Miami Herald, November 7,
1920, April 20, 1975, February 1, 1976; Thelma Peters, “Jubilation-The
War’s Over!” Update, III (October 1975), 7.
22. City Directory, 1922, 902-1039; Miami Daily Metropolis, September 1,
1920; Miami Herald, April 20, 1975, February 1, 1976; Edward Ridolph,
“Street Railways of Miami, Part II,” Update, I (August 1974), 8; City
Manager’s Report, 84.
23. John Sewell, Memoirs and History of Miami, Florida (Miami, 1923), 140.
24. Miami Daily Metropolis, December 13, 1911, September 9, 1920; Miami
Herald, November 11, 1911, June 21, 1917, August 16, 1912.
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of vice. In 1913, the Civic League of Colored Town and a white
counterpart, the Civic League of Miami, urged the city council
and the police department to crack down on bootlegging and
gambling, impose a curfew of 8:00 p.m. for children, and remove
“immoral women” from the streets. 25 Other organizations, such
as the Negro Uplift Association of Dade County, battled police
brutality and discrimination, while the Colored Board of Trade
fought segregation legislation and white terrorism, which sometimes erupted over boundary disputes. The earliest major disturbance of this nature occurred in 1911, after several black families moved north and west of Colored Town into a white area.
The Miami Herald blamed this incursion on slick white speculators renting shoddy homes to blacks, and maintained that the
“advance of the negro population is like a plague and carries
devastation with it to all surrounding property.“ 26 In November
1911, white residents of North Miami agreed to restrict blacks
from moving beyond a line along the northern and western
borders of Colored Town. 27 Supported by the municipal leaders
of Miami and North Miami, their “color line” held until 1915,
when several black families moved beyond the boundary. White
discomfiture over this migration exploded in August 1915, as six
masked whites raided several black dwellings west of the line.
Their occupants received warnings to abandon their homes, and
most left immediately. 28
The renewal of boundary strife caused Mayor John Watson
and several officials to seek council approval for an alley separating the races along the disputed western boundary and for a
segregation ordinance. A committee of the Colored Board of
Trade retorted that “the enactment of a segregation ordinance by
the council would be ill advised” because “segregation by legal
enactment is indefensible both in laws and morals.“ 29 After a
lengthy discussion, the council appointed a committee to consider a segregation ordinance and establish a geographical barrier
between the races. On October 18, 1915, the committee unveiled
25. Minutes of the City Council, VI, October 2, 1913, p. 304; VII, June 8,
1914, 26. Hereafter cited as MCC. These demands met with modest
success.
26. Miami Herald, October 5, 1911, October 24, 1915, June 2, 1919.
27. Ibid., November 20, 24, 1911.
28. Miami Daily Metropolis, August 14, 1915; Miami Herald, August 17, 1915;
Crisis-A Record of the Darker Races, XI (December 1915), 74.
29. MCC, VII, August 19, 1915, 605.
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a segregation bill providing for construction of an alley fifty feet
wide along the western border. 30 The Colored Board of Trade
denounced the segregation ordinance as “a joke and a ruse.” It
predicted that the bill would include a color line that was too
narrowly confining, and charged that the councilmen had “sidestepped the matter of white movement in the segregated district.“ 31
In addition to the board’s opposition, there were legal obstacles to the passage of a segregation ordinance. First, there was
the prospect that it would suffer the fate of similiar laws in
Baltimore, Winston-Salem, and Atlanta, which had been overturned by the courts. Another legal snarl arose from the presence
of a small black community with its vested rights on the southside. Since the provisions of a segregation law would require that
all blacks live in a single district, those living on the southside
would have to move to Colored Town. Unable to resolve these
problems, the council accordingly tabled the bill. The previous
color line remained, fortified by increased police surveillance. An
uneasy truce prevailed in the disputed area. 32
Despite Colored Town’s increasing population density, the
color line held in most places except along a portion of the northern perimeter adjacent to the subdivision of Highland Park.
Black migration into this white area led to bombings and shootings in 1920. No further boundary problems of consequence occurred for the next decade, since the appearance of new black
communities within Miami’s expanding borders relieved pressure
from Colored Town. 33
Trouble was nevertheless endemic in the criminal justice system, where a dual system, bolstered by white terrorism, prevailed.
Examples of this enduring pattern are plentiful throughout the
period. For instance, in 1898, members of the United States Army
billeted at Camp Miami, a hastily constructed military base
adjacent to Colored Town, terrorized the black community with
impunity. 34
30. Ibid., 605-731; Miami Herald, August 20, October 19, 1915.
31. Miami Herald, October 24, 1915.
32. Crisis, XI (January 1916), 117, XV (April 1918), 284; MCC, III, February
3, 1916, 167; Miami Herald, November 29, 1915.
33. MCC, X, July 1, 1920, 333; Miami Daily Metropolis, May 20, 26, 27, June
30, 1920; Miami Herald, May 21, 1920.
34. Miami Metropolis, July 29, 1898; Willard B. Gatewood, Jr., Black Americans and the White Man’s Burden, 1898-1903 (Urbana, 1975), 114;
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Meanwhile, Dade County Sheriff R. J. Chillingworth’s flagrant
attempts to prevent blacks from voting angered even many
whites. In 1899, several whites protested Chillingworth’s intimidation of black voters to city and county authorities and even
35
hanged the sheriff in effigy . Chillingworth’s successor, John
Frohock, was not as blatantly hostile to blacks, but, on occasion,
he spoke of them disparagingly. 36 Several years later, Dan Hardie
campaigned for sheriff on a platform that advocated “arresting
suspicious characters first, and letting them explain afterwards.“ 37
After Hardie’s election, it was announced that he would employ
“nigger” hounds (bloodhounds) in his detective work. 38 Hardie
was especially vigilant in apprehending black miscreants. One
observer noted that Hardie was able to “catch the lightfoots
about as well as any officer.“ 39 For Hardie and other lawmen, the
black community was the primary source for inflating departmental statistics. Of thirty-five inmates in the county jail in
September 1904, thirty-four were black. 40
Vagrancy, disorderly conduct, and vice were the most common
black offenses in early Miami. After pressure from municipal
leaders for a community-wide cleanup, the police generally arrested numerous black vagrants, but no whites, despite a recent
grand jury report criticizing the police for this practice. In addition to their raids on brothels, the police sometimes pursued
black fornicators. In one roundup, the city marshal and the
sheriff’s department arrested thirty-seven persons, almost all of
whom were black, and charged them with fornication. 41
No black criminal activity raised the ire of whites more than
an alleged sexual assault on a white woman. On such occasions,
enraged whites threatened lynchings or mass assaults on Colored
Town. In January 1903, the white community reacted in this

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Willard B. Gatewood, Jr., “Negro Troops in Florida, 1898,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIX (July 1970), 12; William J. Schellings, “Soldiers
in Miami, 1898,” Tequesta, XVII (1957), 73.
Miami Metropolis, May 12, 1899.
Ibid., June 28, 1901.
Ibid., May 13, 1908.
Ibid., December 28, 1908.
Ibid., November 1, 1909; Miami Herald, August 10, 1920; Miami Daily
Metropolis, June 23, 1911.
Miami Metropolis, September 2, 1904.
Ibid., February 17, 1903, January 4, 1907. A municipal statute made
fornication an offense. In Miami’s early years, police “round-ups” of
alleged black fornicators occured periodically.
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fashion after Richard Dedwilley allegedly attempted to rape Rose
Gould. The Miami Metropolis, the community’s first newspaper,
announced that after capturing this “unholy fiend of hell,” many
Miamians planned to “treat” him to “a necktie party.“ 42 After
his arrest, Dedwilley was tried and convicted of attempted rape
in a fifteen minute trial. He was subsequently hanged in the
county jail yard. 43
The city council, municipal and county courts, and the newspapers also displayed jaundiced attitutes toward blacks. In addition to its failure to provide Colored Town with adequate
municipal services, the city council refused to employ black
policemen in the area. The earliest request for a black policeman
came in 1901, but for two years the council refused to act. Finally,
in 1903, Frank Wharton, chairman of the Committee on Police
and Charities, announced that he, along with Mayor John Lummus and City Marshal Robert Flanagan, regarded employment
of a black policeman as unnecessary. 44
The courts and coroner’s juries likewise manifested the official
racial bias toward blacks. Judge John Grambling of the municipal court praised the Miami police department in 1908 for
altering the views of “Nassau Negroes who upon their arrival
here consider themselves the social equal of white people.“ 45
Coroner’s juries perfunctorily exonerated policemen and other
whites in black homicides. 46
The Miami Metropolis and the Miami Herald characteristically patronized or deprecated blacks. Terms like “darky,”
“coon,” “brute,” “fiend,” and “hamfat” appeared regularly in
their pages, along with racially degrading stories. The papers
42. Ibid., January 23, 1903.
43. Ibid., March 13, 1903.
44. MCC, I, May 4, 1903, 295; Miami Herald, July 19, 1976; David Cohen,
“The Development and Efficiency of the Negro Police Precinct and Court
of the City of Miami” (M.A. thesis, University of Miami, 1951), 21. In
1944, five blacks joined the Miami police department, becoming the first
members of their race to serve in this capacity.
45. MCC, III, December 17, 1908, 313. Many Bahamians came at harvest
time, finding seasonal employment as laborers in the agricultural groves
in South Dade. Independent and footloose, these British subjects were
less obsequious than native blacks toward whites. Because many Bahamian blacks preached racial equality, a majority of whites, including
the police, regarded them as troublemakers.
46. Miami Daily Metropolis, August 23, 25, 1909, November 27, 1911; Miami
Herald, June 2, 1919.
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frequently referred to the social and political inferiority of
blacks, and prohibited pictures of Negroes on their pages. 47
At other times, however, they recognized the inequities of
local justice. The Metropolis complained that it was almost impossible to convict a white man of murder in any court in Dade
County, and called justice for blacks “an outrage,” the result of
“infamous discrimination.“ 48 The Metropolis also criticized the
police for hauling “unfortunate negroes . . . to court for mere
family quarrels” and compelling them to “pay a fine of $7.50 or
stay in jail ten days just to make the police department pay.“ 49
Despite such criticism, a double standard of justice continued to
prevail. In the second decade of this century, it showed itself
especially in officia lsupport for restricting black expansion, in
white terrorism, and in a tough police campaign against black
bootleggers, gamblers, and prostitutes. 50
The early 1920s brought additional white terrorism, black
frustration, and the specter of major racial violence. The Ku
Klux Klan caused much of the trouble. Founded in Georgia in
1915 on the model of its Reconstruction era predecessor, the
KKK, with its shibboleths of “white supremacy” and “one
hundred per cent Americanism,” won wide acceptance from
millions of Americans by the early 1920s. A parade of 200 men
announced the organization’s presence in Miami in May 1921.
Klan membership increased quickly in the friendly confines of
South Florida. By 1925 the local chapter had an estimated 1,500
members and participated in numerous civic activities. 51
Soon after the Klan’s arrival in Miami, blacks became targets
for a series of its threats, beatings, and kidnappings. In July 1921,
eight Klansmen kidnapped H. H. Higgs, a black minister in
Coconut Grove and president of the local branch of the Universal
Negro Improvement Association, charging that he espoused racial
47. Miami Metropolis, August 29, 1902, February 27, December 11, 1903,
April 15, June 5, 1909; Miami Herald, October 5, 1911, June 2, 1919.
The Miami Daily Metropolis, sometimes entitled the Daily Miami Metropolis, was a daily counterpart of the older, weekly Miami Metropolis,
which naturally shared the same viewpoint as the latter.
48. Cited in Crisis, XII (June 1916), 76.
49. Daily Miami Metropolis, May 27, 1909.
50. Miami Herald, January 29, 1911, March 1, 29, 1916, November 29,
1915; Miami Metropolis, January 29, March 1, 1916.
51. Miami Daily Metropolis, May 24, 25, 1921; Miami Daily News, July 26,
1925; Miami Herald, November 24, 1925; Miami Sunday News, July 24,
1949.
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equality, intermarriage, and violence as a weapon against white
oppression. The minister was released only after promising. to
return immediately to the Bahamas. His abductors were never
found. 52
Two weeks later another band of masked men kidnapped
Phillip Irwin, white pastor of a black church, whose sermons reportedly stressed racial equality and intermarriage. Irwin was
beaten, tarred and feathered, and ordered to leave Miami within
forty-eight hours before being dumped from a speeding car in
downtown Miami. The cleric left town quickly, while his kidnappers remained free. 53
Additional kidnappings, beatings, and forced migrations followed in 1921, all unpunished. On one occasion, several prominent Bahamian blacks received letters warning them to leave
Miami immediately or face punishment similar to that suffered
by Higgs and Irwin. The letter, which branded its recipient a
“traitor” who was “dangerous to any community,” was signed by
the “Committee that waited on Higgs and Irwin.“ 54 After reading a copy of the letter received by the Reverend Vincent Moss,
a Baptist preacher, Police Chief Raymond Dillon denied that
either the KKK or “a white person” had written it. Instead, the
chief maintained that “a personal enemy of the preacher who was
possibly a member of his own race” was responsible. 55
Miami Daily Metropolis, July 2, 1921; Miami Herald, July 2, 3, 1921,
January 10, 1926, February 10, 1975; John Hope Franklin, From Slavery
to Freedom: A History of Negro Americans, 3rd ed. (New York, 1967),
479-81. The Universal Negro Improvement Association (U.N.I.A.) was a
black nationalist organization founded by Marcus Garvey, a Jamaican
Negro, in 1913. It claimed millions of members by the 1920s. The
U.N.I.A. exalted everything black, while insisting that the solution to
the suffering of black Americans was migration to Africa and the establishment there of a nation of their own. Since Higgs was a black
nationalist, it is highly unlikely that he championed intermarriage, as
his accusers insisted.
53. Miami Herald, July 18, 19, 20, 1921; Miami Sunday News, July 24, 1949.
The Klan later erected an obelisk at the county courthouse, where
Irwin was dumped, which bore the legend: “On this Spot a few years
ago a white man was found who had been tarred and feathered because
he Preached Social Equality to Negroes.” Another side of the column
contained a warning: “Note: If you are a Reckless Negro Chauffeur or
a White man who believes in Social Equality be advised Dade County
dont [sic] Need You.”
54. Miami Herald, July 26, August 26, 1921. Dr. A. P. B. Holly and John
Bethel were two blacks who left Miami after receiving a copy of the
letter.
55. Miami Herald, July 26, 1921.
52.
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In ensuing years, the Klan continued to harass blacks with
impunity. In this lawless climate other whites took the law into
their own hands. The most notable example occurred in June
1923, when a white mob near Homestead lynched two blacks,
William “Grey Eye” Simmons and Robert Gainer, for the alleged
murder of Charles Bryant, a United States marshal. 56
Miami’s police were also involved in black homicides in the
1920s. Coroner’s juries ruled in each instance that the officer had
acted in self defense. But testimony at the trial of Police Chief
H. Leslie Quigg and some of his aides in the death of Harry Kier,
a black, suggested otherwise. During the trial, William Beechy, a
former Miami police department member, testified that the
police frequently terrorized black suspects. A grand jury investigation of the police department at this time found strong support
for Beechy’s testimony; its findings resulted in Quigg’s removal as
chief of police. 57
Quigg’s successor, Guy Reeve, and director of public safety,
H. H. Arnold, treated blacks more prudently. But arrests of blacks
for major and minor offenses continued to outnumber arrests of
whites even though the former comprised only thirty per cent of
Miami’s population. In fiscal year 1928-1929, the police charged
more blacks than whites with murder, manslaughter, robbery,
burglary, and aggravated assault. In many of these categories the
black to white arrest ratio was extremely large. 58
By the close of its first generation, Colored Town’s meteoric
growth had led to marked changes in its appearance, while the
increasing institutionalizing of discrimination created additional
problems. The community’s troubles worsened in later decades
amid further changes and dislocations and the persistence of discrimination.
56. Miami Daily Metropolis, July 3, 1922; Miami Herald, January 26, June
23, July 2, 1922, June 17, 1923.
57. Miami Daily News, April 24, 29, 1928; Miami Herald, September 7, 1923,
May 20, 1925, February 4, June 10, 15, August 27, 1926, April 24, 28,
1928; Crisis, XXXV (June 1928), 203-04. Quigg’s dismissal came after he
and his co-defendants had been acquitted.
58. Fifteenth Census 1930, Population, III, pt. 1, Reports by States, Table 12,
410; Department of Public Safety, City of Miami, First Annual Report,
Fiscal Year July 1, 1928-June 30, 1929 (Miami, 1929), 15; Miami Herald,
November 11, 1928.
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TORMENT OF PESTILENCE:
YELLOW FEVER EPIDEMICS IN PENSACOLA
by GEORGE F. PEARCE*

a century, yellow fever epidemics intermittently
F swept over Pensacola,
Florida, producing a high mortality,
OR MORE THAN

disrupting its economic and social life, dividing community
leaders and medical authorities over courses of action in combatting them, causing untold numbers to flee, some permanently,
and keeping those who remained in a state of demoralizing terror.
The approach of summer each year invariably brought with it
the fear of a repetition of the dreadful experience. This atmosphere of apprehension and utter helplessness was nourished by
ignorance about the origin, transmission, and prevention of the
disease. It was not until 1900 that medical science identified the
mosquito Aedes aegypti as the sole carrier of yellow fever and
therewith unraveled the secrets of this enigmatic disease. This
medical discovery brought peace of mind to Pensacolians and to
countless numbers elsewhere who had lived in terror of this fatal
scourge.
On August 13, 1822, the Pensacola Board of Health announced the existence of yellow fever, and “warned all inhabitants able to remove, to retire to the country.“ 1 The Pensacola
Floridian predicted that the dreadful malady’s presence would
soon disappear, however, since no “infection can rage here, as
long as our bay continues salt, and the Gulph stream breeze,
continues in its daily, luxurious office.” Exposure to the sun, consumption of green fruit, and intemperance were among the causes
for the fever cases originating locally, the paper learned. But,
* Mr. Pearce is associate professor of history at the University of West
Florida, Pensacola. Research for this article was aided by a grant from
the University Research Committee.

1. U. S. Surgeon General’s Office, Statistical Report on the Sickness and
Mortality in the Army of the United States, 1 (Washington, 1840), 37,
on microfilm roll 250, John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida,
Pensacola. On July 19, 1821, Andrew Jackson established a board of
health at Pensacola “to take active oversight of the quarantine and health
regulations.” Quoted in William M. Straight, “The Yellow Jack,” Journal
of the Florida Medical Association, 58 (August 1971), 36.
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according to many local doctors, “fear itself was the most contributing cause of fever,” and they felt that those who were
alarmed should leave town. 2
McMahon, an army assistant surgeon, thought otherwise about
the fever’s origin, however. He observed that the wooden houses
in the city were in a general “state of decay,” the lots and yards
contained “the accumulated filth of years,” and the much neglected privies were “abominably fetid.” “To these prolific sources
of miasmata,” he lamented, “may be added a total neglect of
cleanliness in the personal habits of the inhabitants.” Furthermore, he charged, lax public health measures permitted a cargo
of “half putrid cod fish arriving from Havana to be sold to the
inhabitants of the city. Thus a new source of pestilential effluvia
was introduced, tending into action the dormant enemy within
the bosom of this ill-fated city.”
The board did order, the surgeon conceded, that fires of pine
and tar be kept continuously burning throughout the city in an
effort to cleanse the infected atmosphere. Nevertheless, “the
pestilence . . . became more rife, and the disease acquired new
malignancy.” After August 20, “the disease spread . . . with a degree of malignancy rarely equalled in the annals of this destructive malady. Neither age, sex, complexion, occupation, nor residence, has afforded any exemption from its fatal ravages. The old
and the young, the native and the emigrant [sic], the white and
the black, have been alike subject of its baleful influence.”
Symptoms of the disease, the surgeon wrote, were “a sensation
. . .in the thoracic and abdominal regions; the tongue became
yellowish black . . .; the stools are involuntary, liquid and dark
green; the urine is small in quantity and passed wth great difficulty; the pulse becomes imperceptible at the wrist; then follow
. . . convulsions, and hoemorrhage from the mouth, nose, eyes,
and ears . . .-the immediate precursors of death; and finally,
black vomit, that ever fatal symptom, puts a period to the patient’s sufferings. [Hemorrhages into the stomach and intestinal
tract form the basis for black vomit - vomito negro.] If prominent
symptoms are not . . . relieved by active depleting measures, all
hopes of recovery may be abandoned.“ 3
2. Pensacola Floridian, August 17, 1822.
3. Statistical Report, 1840, 36-38. The evidence does not reveal Assistant
Surgeon McMahon’s given name.
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Despite this seemingly irrefutable evidence of the fever’s presence, the local editor was not unalterably convinced that the
upsurge in deaths was ascribable to yellow fever, especially since
no soldiers “quartered in town” were infected. 4 This challenging
of the medical profession’s diagnosis of yellow fever by lay persons would be heard repeatedly throughout the remainder of the
century. Businessmen in Pensacola tried desperately to prevent
the city being labelled unhealthy, but the disease had become
epidemic by late August and during September. The death toll
eventually numbered 237. 5 Writing to George Walton on November 26, 1822, General Andrew Jackson expressed his sorrow over
losing many friends from the “dreadfull calamity.“ 6
Notwithstanding this situation, it became a common practice
for the local editor to carry articles during this period extolling
the healthful condition of the city. One such news story appeared
on August 6, 1825, assuring its readers “of the almost total absence of disease from our City.“ 7 While minimizing the presence
of any disease locally, Pensacola papers were not averse to printing glaring accounts of epidemics in the rival cities of Mobile and
New Orleans. A week after the article appeared describing the
absence of fever in Pensacola, local citizens read that many were
fleeing New Oorleans and that Mobile was “almost entirely depopulated. “ “Under these circumstances,” the editor cautioned,
“it behooves us to be unremitting in our vigilance” against this
fearful pestilence. 8 Mirroring the belief that the disease was imported, and contagious, the local board of health imposed quarantine measures against all vessels arriving in the port from Mobile
and New Orleans. This quarantine further stipulated that “no
person . . . coming from . . . Mobile by land, shall . . . enter this

4. Pensacola Floridian, August 17, 1822. Since few cases of fever had appeared among the troops before their departure from the city to a dry
elevated position in the vicinity, some residents assumed their immunity
“was due to their peculiar habits and mode of living.” Consequently,
“whiskey and salt pork were . . . considered as prophylactics.” Statistical
Report, 1840, I, 37.
5. George Augustin, History of Yellow Fever (New Orleans, 1909), 811.
6. Jackson to Walton, November 26, 1822, in Herbert J. Doherty, Jr.,
“Andrew Jackson’s Cronies in Florida Territorial Politics,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXIV (July 1955), 26.
7. Pensacola Gazette and West Florida Advertiser, August 6, 1825.
8. Ibid., August 13, 1825.
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The Pensacola Infirmary as it appeared about 1896. Courtesy of the Pensacola Historical Society.

United States Marine Hospital, Pensacola, late nineteenth century. Courtesy
of the Pensacola Historical Society.
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An example of the yellow fever immunity cards issued by the Florida State
Board of Health during the late nineteenth century.
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City, under a penalty of Fifty Dollars, without special permission
of this Board.“ 9
In spite of these measures, the sickness appeared in Pensacola
late in October 1825, but the local paper assured its readers that
the cooler weather “would fully reinstate our City in her welldeserved character-that of being as healthy a place as any in the
Southern climate.“ 10 How successful such statements were in
mitigating apprehension is unknown. If one person’s observation
is accurate, considerable anxiety over yellow fever continued to
prevail. Commodore William Bainbridge, who was in Pensacola
in November 1825 as a member of a naval commission to select a
site for establishing a navy yard, wrote that “The Town of Pensacola has a population of about 1400 souls.” The population had
evidently remained much the same, Bainbridge remarked, “since
the fever of 1822-which caused many to remove from it and prevented others from coming to it from apprehension of the return
of the fever.“ 11
The Pensacola Gazette remained quiet about yellow fever for
the remainder of the 1820s, but ignoring it did not make it disappear. Writing from the navy yard in July 1826, Samuel Keep,
who had recently arrived there to oversee the construction of a
wharf, informed his brother in Boston that the frigate John
Adams had arrived at the yard with yellow fever cases aboard. “I
shall not remain here unless I am absolutely obliged to do so.“ 12
The following spring, Keep revealed again his anxiety to his
brother: “I must confess to you that I do not think I can possi9. Ibid. Quarantine measures were important to those who believed that
the disease was imported and contagious. Out of sheer desperation, however, even those who supported the local origin theory usually advocated
such action. In 1802, Stubbins H. Firth, a medical student at the University of Pennsylvania, conducted experiments which had proved yellow
fever was noncontagious. Among other things, “he slept in the soiled
clothing and bedding of yellow fever patients, [and] he repeatedly
swallowed quantities of ‘black vomit’ expelled by yellow fever patients,”
and did not acquire yellow fever. “When he published his results in
1804, . . . the lesson they taught was largely overlooked.” Straight,
“Yellow Jack,” 35.
10. Pensacola Gazette and West Florida Advertiser, October 29, 1825.
11. “Manuscript Notes Of A Journal Of Commodore Bainbridge, U. S. N.,
Of Voyage En Route to Pensacola, Fla., Together With Brief Minutes
While There and During Return Voyage From Pensacola to Washington,”
p. 20, in Box 533 (PS-Navy Yard and Naval Hospital, Pensacola, Fla.,
1825-1877), Naval Records Collection of the Office of Naval Records and
Library, Record Group 45, National Archives, Washington, D. C.
12. Samuel Keep to Dr. N. C. Keep, July 12, 1826, Keep Manuscript Collection, John C. Pace Library.
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bly stand it. I am almost sick and I think the prospect is that it
will be sickly here in a few weeks.” Northern mechanics who had
come to work in the navy yard apparently felt likewise and
started returning home with the arrival of hot weather. “My men
are leaving fast,” Keep wrote, “I have only twelve left.“ 13 His
prediction about an approaching sickly season proved accurate.
He informed his brother on September 2 that yellow fever had
appeared in Pensacola. If Keep’s description of conditions in
Pensacola is accurate, yellow fever had obviously reached epidemic proportions: “More than two thirds of the inhabitants of
this small city[,] Creoles as well as the American population[,]
are sick with a fever which some of the people are too obstinate
to call Yellow because it will be a damage to the city-they cry
peace and safety in the morning and are buried perhaps before
they see another sun. There was a funeral this morning before I
arose from my bed-the victim was the Marshall of West Florida.
The Navy Agent was buried the day before yesterday. Whole
families lie sick without even a servant to administer to their
wants for the disease is not confined to the Gentry, and servants
cannot be obtained for love or money. So many people have left
the place that . . . [burglaries] are committed almost every night.”
Keep informed his brother that he had saved many lives. He
described how he allegedly treated one fever patient: “I bled him
and gave 25 grains of clear calomel-four hours after bled him
again and gave 25 grains of calomel-also gave green arrow
root[,] chicken water[,] and sulfate and Quinine.” Keep also
described how he would treat himself if he became a victim of
the malady. “My determination is . . . to stick the lancet into
both arms and let them bleed-which I hope to be able to do myself.“ 14
13. Samuel Keep to N. C. Keep, May 4, 1827, ibid.
14. Ibid., September 2, 1827. One can assume that Keep had talked with
local physicians and was describing the standard treatment for most any
sickness at this time. With the bacteriological explanation of communicable diseases still in the future, the medical profession was unable to determine the origin and causative factors for most diseases. Thus, in the
South, one medical historian states, bloodletting was a traditional
therapeutic until well past mid-century. “The two medicines basic to
any treatment . . . were calomel and quinine.” “Bleeding was only one
aspect of medical treatment.” Purging, by excessive doses of the laxative
calomel (mercurous chloride), and by blistering (placing some initiative
substance on the skin to create a second or third degree burn and when
pus appeared in them, it indicated that the blisters were drawing poison
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The Gazette broke its general silence about the presence of
yellow fever in September 1830, after the Mobile Commercial
Register claimed that the disease had broken out in Pensacola.
A few cases of “slight fever” caused by the “extreme heat” had
occurred in Pensacola, the editor admitted, but in every instance
it had “yielded to medicine.“ 15 The Gazette attested to the city’s
health throughout the 1830s, but said little, if anything, about
the presence of yellow fever. In July 1836, it commented that “An
unusual number of strangers have made this place their retreat
for the summer.“ 16 Appearing at about the same time, a brochure
advertising the sale of town lots boldly claimed that Pensacola “is
recognized as a place of refuge from all malignant diseases.“ 17
Naval Surgeon Isaac Hulse, writing to a friend on April 12, 1836,
from the Pensacola Naval Hospital, recalled that during his
practice there over the last thirty-nine months “The whole number of cases of yellow fever was about 80.“ 18 One can assume,
therefore, that sporadic cases were present in Pensacola during
the same period.
This relatively healthy state of affairs changed in 1839. In
August, the Gazette complained about the sparse number of
visitors in town, but discounted deteriorating health conditions
as being the culprit responsible for their absence. 19 Some sickness
existed in Pensacola, the editor admitted, but what we have here
is all imported from Mobile and New Orleans. 20 On the other
hand, Surgeon Hulse wrote to a friend on November 2 saying:
“Within six weeks Pensacola has been visited with an epidemic

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

from the system), to cleanse the system was also fundamental to the
cure. John Duffy, Sword of Pestilence: The New Orleans Yellow Fever
Epidemic of 1853 (Baton Rouge, 1966), 150-51.
Pensacola Gazette and Florida Advertiser, September 18, 1830.
Pensacola Gazette, July 9, 1836.
Sale of Town Lots at Pensacola With a Description of the Place, Climate,
etc. (New York, 1836), 4.
Hulse to B. F. Thompson, April 12, 1836, in Charles J. Werner, Dr.
Isaac Hulse, Surgeon, U. S. Navy, 1787-1856, His Life and Letters (New
York, 1922), 23. On September 13, 1834, Commandant Wolcott Chauncey
wrote the navy commissioners saying the naval hospital was too small to
accommodate fever patients, and that be had “put up huts on the beach
in front of the hospital to take care of the sick.” Chauncey to navy
commissioners, September 13, 1834, in Box 520 (PN-Hospital Construction at Pensacola, Fla., 1828-1846), Naval Records Collection of the
Office of Naval Records and Library, Record Group 45, National Archives,
Washington, D. C.
Pensacola Gazette, August 24, 1839.
Ibid., September 21, 1839.
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fever.” Hulse also told the West India Squadron’s departure
from Pensacola to escape the fever, but Hulse was permitted to
remain behind due to “the wishes of the people of Pensacola”
and because “the place was indifferently supplied with medical
aid.“ 21Hulse said the disease resulted from the “general epidemic
state of the atmosphere.“ 22 In treating the disease, Hulse relied
chiefly on bloodletting, and the use of such purgatives as calomel,
castor oil, enemas, and blistering. 23 He claimed that during the
epidemic he had “treated 146 civilian cases with a loss of only
six.“ 24
Pensacola experienced only sporadic fever cases the following
seven years, but in 1846 an epidemic occurred at the naval hospital. Surgeon Hulse wrote that “Scarcely an individual residing
at the Hospital escaped an attack.” About ten or twelve cases
proved fatal. But Hulse was especially saddened by one of these:
“the malady which made such ravages here . . . deprived us of a
favorite daughter. She died after 4 days illness at the age of 7full of excellence, loveliness and promise.” He believed the epidemic had “its origin in local causes”-that is, from stagnant
ponds located near the hospital grounds which emanated poisonous effluvia or germs infecting the atmosphere. 25
The following summer the naval hospital was again filled
with fever patients. When rumors appeared that the epidemic
was spreading city officials appointed a health officer and imposed
a quarantine against all shipping. 26 There is no record of the
number of cases and deaths from yellow fever in Pensacola during the 1840s. Nonetheless, its presence was probably a major
factor contributing to Escambia County’s lack of substantial
growth. 27
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Hulse to Thompson, November 2, 1839, in Werner, Dr. Isaac Hulse, 30.
Pensacola was the home port for the West India Squadron.
Isaac Hulse, “Navy Reports,” Maryland Medical and Surgical Journal, I
(1840), 440.
Isaac Hulse, “Monograph on the Yellow Fever,” Maryland Medical and
Surgical Journal, II (1842), 401.
Ibid., 394.
Hulse to Thompson, March 13, 1847, in Werner, Dr. Isaac Hulse, 40-41.
These ponds were very likely the breeding place of the Aedes aegypti.
Pensacola Gazette, September 4, 1847.
The county’s population increased by only 358 (3,993 to 4,351) during the
decade of the 1840s. J. D. B. De Bow, Statistical View of the United
States . . . Being a Compendium of the Seventh Census . . . (Washington,
1854), 206.
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Following the fever’s presence in 1847, Pensacola enjoyed a
period of relative freedom from the pestilence. But in 1853 it
struck again with increased fury. The steamer Vixen had arrived
at the navy yard in late July from the West Indies with many
cases of yellow fever among the crew. Before long an epidemic
reigned, taking a heavy toll of officers and men. John F. Hammond, assistant surgeon at neighboring Fort Barrancas, claimed
that while the Vixen was moored at the navy yard the daily sea
breeze spread her effluvia through the community. To support
his position, he described how a youngster who had fished from
the decks of the Vixen “Took the fever,” and shortly afterwards
his sister contracted the same disease. Although “they were carried into the country, both of them died with black vomit.“ 28
With an epidemic raging, the yard was again the scene of a work
stoppage as most workers fled. 29
On October 8, as it had done in the past, the Gazette eventually acknowledged the fever’s presence by exclaiming that it
had disappeared. 3 0 However, within two weeks, the editor wrote
that “the fever had made its appearance again.“ 31 Before it had
run its course, the epidemic equalled in severity that of the previous most devastating calamity in 1822. According to one source,
“The scourge raged within fearful violence from the latter part
of July to about the 10th of October, carrying off about 260
victims of the 1,200 who remained in the city.“ 32 It was indeed a
heavy toll in life. For a decade after this devastating epidemic,
only a few scattered cases of fever appeared in Pensacola.
In the meantime, the Civil War began, and Pensacola and the
navy yard passed from Confederate to Union hands. Late in
August 1863, sickness broke out on board the Federal supply ship
Relief. The fever had its origin, Navy Surgeon B. F. Gibbs asserted, in the filthy unventilated holds of the Relief where de28. U. S. Surgeon General’s Office, Statistical Report On the Sickness and
Mortality In the Army of The United States From January 1839 to January 1855, I (Washington, 1856), 325-26.
29. U. S. Navy Department, Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy,
1853 (Washington, 1853), 444.
30. Pensacola Gazette, October 8, 1853. The issue carries the date October 9,
1853.
31. Ibid., October 22, 1853.
32. Augustin, History of Yellow Fever, 812. Pensacola had a population of
2,164 in 1850; thus roughly half the people had fled. De Bow, Statistical
View of the United States . . . Being a Compendium of the Seventh
Census . . ., 375.
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composing matter emanated a noxious poisonous effluvia. Upon
visiting the ship, he found the odor “most intolerable” when the
hatches were opened. “In consequence of these nauseating
odours,” the surgeon exclaimed, “it was impossible for me to but
indifferently explore the hold of the ship, and I was glad to again
shut up the fomites of the fever under closed hatches, with the
conditions that gave them birth.” Gibbs was satisfied that the
disease had a shipboard origin, but he was uncertain as to how it
reached land. 33 The commandant of the yard wrote the Secretary
of the Navy on September 29 informing him that “the disease
yellow fever had become epidemic in the Yard.“ 34 The dreadful
scourge disappeared with the advent of cold weather, but only to
reappear again four years later to add to the miseries of a city
then under military occupation.
Supposedly the city was infected by the crew of the English
ship Fair Wind which had contracted the disease in Kingston,
Jamaica, before arriving in Pensacola on June 21, 1867. During
July, fever cases were rapidly increasing, and many were leaving
Pensacola as fast as possible. “But, with the natural unwillingness
of a commercial community to declare itself pest ridden, the disease was called . . . billious fever, Dengue or breakbone fever,
red fever . . . etc., until the Mayor of Pensacola [on] . . . August
35
9 . . . announced the existence of yellow fever in that city.“
Shortly thereafter, Pensacola was described as the “city of the
plague. All its unacclimated inhabitants have fled; and its deserted streets tell a tale of silent horror.” The fever also raged
epidemic at the navy yard, and in September it was closed and all
officers granted leave. An observer on the scene remarked: “There
are no men left to guard it; and all labor has been suspended.”
33. B. F. Gibbs, “Account of the Epidemic of Yellow Fever which visited
Pensacola Navy Yard in the Summer and Autumn of 1863,” American
Journal of Medical Science, 51 (1866), 341, 344. The unacclimated suffered most, Gibbs found. However, he also discovered that “sexual excesses favored an invasion of the disease.” He gave this example; “A
clerk who had escaped during the height of the disease, toward the close
of the epidemic became placee with a mulatto woman, and was shortly
taken with fever and died.” ‘ibid., 350.
34. W. Smith to Gideon Welles, September 29, 1863, Commandant’s Letters,
Letter Book No. 2, 1863, May-November, Naval Records Collection of the
Office of Naval Records and Library, Record Group 45, National Archives.
35. “Report of the Outbreak of the Yellow Fever Epidemic at the Naval
Station, Pensacola, Florida, 1867,” Medical and Surgical Reporter, XVIII
(March 14, 1868), 227-28.
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The character of the fever in Pensacola was described as extremely virulent, and a charitable association was organized “to
nurse the sick and bury the dead.“ 36 One member of the association recalled: “we had a charitable people to care for the sick and
destitute, without outside help. Nearly all our citizens, when not
sick, gave their entire time and attention to nursing the sick and
burying the dead. . . . They hired a two-story building at the
corner of Palafox and Romana Streets, which they used as a
hospital and for the headquarters of the Noble Band . . . all the
sick who had no homes [strangers] and those who could be better
treated at the hospital were taken to it, to get well or die. This
hospital was open at all hours to charitable visitors; it was attended by all the Doctors of the city, without charge, and, the
Noble Samaritans, did the nursing and defrayed the expenses.“ 37
In spite of the appearance of cooler weather in September, the
epidemic continued unabated with the number of deaths mounting daily. The high mortality rate prompted one person to remark: “It must soon expire from the want of fuel.” A persistent
rumor making the rounds was that the water in the harbor had
an amber-colored hue, something which had not occurred since
the last epidemic in 1863. 38
Pensacola medical authorities believed the city was infected in
1873 by the ship Golden Dream that arrived on June 11 from
Havana with fever cases aboard. Pensacola physician Robert B. S.
Hargis claimed the epidemic was due to a southwesterly wind
which “swept rapidly over the infected ship each evening from
the 28th of July till some time after the disease became epidemic
on August 15.” The germs carried by the winds found a hospitable environment in the unsanitary conditions of the city. The
board of health had no medical adviser, Hargis insisted, and the
only preventative action it had taken was to order the citizens to
clean out their privies and to clean up around their premises. 39
36.

J. C. Hoadley, ed., Memorial of Henry Sanford Gansevoort, Captain Fifth
Artillery, and Lieutenant-Colonel by Brevet, U. S. A.; Colonel Thirteenth
New York State Volunteer Cavalry and Brigadier-General of Volunteers
by Brevet (Boston, 1875), 248, 252, 253. Gansevoort commanded the detachment of the Fifth Artillery stationed at Fort Barrancas from April
1867 until military rule in Pensacola ended in February 1869.
37. Siempre La Patria, “Recollections of the 1867 Yellow Fever Epidemic,”
Pensacola Pensacolian, January 6, 1884.
38. Hoadley, Memorial of Henry Sanford Gansevoort, 249, 252.
39. Robert B. S. Hargis, “Yellow Fever Epidemic at Pensacola, 1873,” New
Orleans Medical and Scientific Journal, I (March 1874), 783.
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The epidemic soon spread to the navy yard. The Secretary of the
Navy described it as an “unusually fatal epidemic” which seriously retarded construction work in progress there. 40 In all, there
were 600 cases in Pensacola during this epidemic; sixty-two of
41
Unfortunately, after a few months respite
which proved fatal.
during the winter months it reappeared with renewed frenzy.
Ships arriving from Havana during the summer of 1874 were
placed in quarantine, along with ships free of the disease, without
any effective restrictions against communication between the infected and the healthy. Furthermore, lax quarantine enforcement
permitted stevedores to work on ships in quarantine and to come
ashore at night along with seamen from the ships. Commenting
on this lax quarantine enforcement, George M. Sternberg, army
surgeon at Fort Barrancas, said: “When the mass of the people
headed by a respectable number of physicians, insist that the disease is a necessary evil, resulting from annually recurring climatic
conditions, it is useless to expect their support in the maintaining
of a quarantine for its exclusion.“ 42 The first case of fever appeared in the city on August 17 and the last on November 9. 43
“The disease progressed with fearful rapidity, and everyone able
to leave the place did so.“ 44 The population of Pensacola was
3,347, but 1,947 fled, thereby reducing the population over one
half. Of those remaining, 354 died. “Among the poor,” it was reported, “burials were made without much ceremony without even
going to the graveyard in some cases. Some were buried on the
sand beach, and the shifting of sand by the ebb and flow of tide
exposed the naked feet of some of the dead.“ 45
The fatality rate among the naval officers at the navy yard
was also extremely high. On September 28, Paymaster William J.
40. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1874 (Washington, 1874),
19.
41. Augustin, History o f Yellow Fever, 812.
42. George M. Sternberg, “Yellow Fever In Pensacola, Fla., in 1873, 1874, and
1875,“ American Public Health Association Report, 11 (1875), 469.
43. Joseph Wilson and others, “Report of a Naval Medical Board to Investigate the Circumstances Connected With the Visitation of Yellow Fever
at Navy Yard, Pensacola, Fla.” U. S. Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Hygienic and Medical Reports by Medical Officers of the U. S. Navy
(Washington, 1879), 700.
44. J. R. Tyron, “Epidemic of Yellow Fever at the Navy Yard, Pensacola,
Fla., During the Summer and Fall of 1874,” Sanitary and Medical Report, U. S. Navy, 1873-74 (Washington, 1875), 453.
45. Wilson, “Report of a Naval Medical Board,” 701-02.
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Thompson telegraphed Washington saying “that he was the only
commissioned officer left on duty.“ 46 Another wire to the Secretary
of the Navy on November 2 from A. A. Semmes, captain commanding, listed those who had died during the epidemic; it contained the names of six officers, including Commandant W. B.
Woolsey and two surgeons. 4 7 The epidemic evidently created extreme privation among the citizenry. Henry Davidson wrote in
his diary on December 31, 1874: “The year ends on a state of extreme impecuniosity and no prospect of anything better for a
year at least. I suppose by the next new year we shall all be in
our graves, starved to death.“ 48
On June 27, 1875, the German bark Von Moltke sailing from
Havana and bound for Pascagoula, Mississippi, put into Pensacola
harbor because of sickness among her crew. During the night the
Von Moltke anchored opposite Fort Barrancas before reporting
to the quarantine station the following morning where it was determined that five crew members had fever. The pilot of the
vessel returned to his home in Warrington and allegedly infected
nearby Fort Barrancas. But Major George M. Sternberg, army
surgeon of the fort, did not rule out the possibility that the disease germs were wafted on the wind which “was blowing in such
a direction as to come from her to the fort.“ 49 After ascertaining
that no one from the post went aboard the Von Moltke, Surgeon
H. N. Beaumont at the naval hospital said: “We are reduced to
the necessity of supposing that the yellow fever germs were sown
broadcast by the wind which flew from the Von Moltke in the
direction of Fort Barrancas.” The only other explanation, he
believed, was that they “floated ashore by infected articles thrown
overboard from the vessel.“ 50 James S. Herron, surgeon-in-charge
of the marine hospital in Pensacola, did not rule out the wind
theory of the transmission of the disease, but he leaned more
heavily toward transmission by infected articles. The pilot, it was
46. Thompson to Robeson, September 28, 1874, in Commandant’s Letters,
Navy Yards-Washington, Pensacola, Mare Island, 1874, no. 100, Naval
Records Collection of Naval Records and Library, Record Group 45,
National Archives.
47. Semmes to Robeson, November 2, 1874, ibid., no. 134.
48. From the foreward of a diary of William Henry Davison, “Quarantine
Station, Pensacola, 1876,” Special Collections, John C. Pace Library.
49. Sternberg, “Yellow Fever in Pensacola,” 479-80.
50. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1881-1882 (Washington,
1882), 627.
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said, was wearing the captain’s pea jacket when he came ashore
from the Von Moltke. Stringent quarantine regulations placed
against the post by the commandant of the navy yard and the
Pensacola Board of Health presumably prevented its spread to
those places. 51
For the succeeding seven years, a few sporadic cases of the
fever appeared in Pensacola. Strict quarantine regulations, which
required all vessels to discharge their ballast at the quarantine
station and be fumigated, some believed, had virtually rid the
city of the detested malady. Such talk created a false sense of
security, according to William Henry Davison, who was serving
as port inspector in 1876. Connivance between the captains of
ships calling at the port and some members of the board of health
and stevedores who questioned the necessity of the regulation
made a farce of quarantine. Davison claimed that violations of
the quarantine were reported to the mayor, but usually went unpunished. “So much for having a weathercock at the head of
affairs,” he wrote. 52
Reportedly to strengthen quarantine regulations, on April 10,
1882, the quarantine station for Pensacola and the bay was moved
from Deer Point, some four miles from the city, over to Little
Sabine Inlet on Santa Rosa Island. According to a Pensacola
ordinance, quarantine measures went into effect on May 15.
Nevertheless, the naval officer in charge “soon reported . . . that
the regulations were not being observed, and that the quarantine
was a farce.” He complained that “sailors, boardinghouse keepers
. . . and stevedores were allowed to come and go at all times . . .
having written permission from the board of health.” Moreover,
the officers and men of the ships in quarantine “kept up their
visiting . . . regardless of the state of their vessels or the conditions of their crews.“ 53
If complacency existed, it was shattered early in August when
fever appeared on the Spanish bark Saleta. Fever from the vessel
spread ashore, according to Dr. R. B. S. Hargis, president of the
Pensacola Board of Health, when a Mrs. Rosario laundered the
51. James S. Herron, “Yellow Fever at Barrancas, Near Pensacola, Fla., in
1875,” Marine Hospital Service of the United States, Report of the Supervising Surgeon, 1874-1875 (Washington, 1876), 140-43.
52. Davison, “Quarantine Station, Pensacola, 1876,” 57-58.
53. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1883-1884 (Washington,
1884), 567.
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clothes of the captain and crew of the vessel. Hargis had been
“severely denounced” in 1873 when he announced the presence
of yellow fever in Pensacola. And since the lay element of the
board of health was presently reluctant to recognize its existence,
Hargis thought it wise to act with caution to allay panic. 54 “It is
certainly the fact,” reported the surgeon general of the navy,
“that yellow fever existed in Pensacola for at least fourteen days
before the board of health acknowledged it [on August 28].”
Suspicion about the presence of the disease mounted among the
citizens in the meantime, and “many persons departed . . . if not
. . . convinced of the existence of the disease in their midst, at
least alarmed at the various startling rumors relative to its presence.“ 55
William Martin, a navy physician, criticized the indecision on
the part of the board. It permitted businesses to stay open in the
fever area, Martin charged, which were frequented by people both
in and outside the district. Consequently, they “were a constant
menace to the entire population.” Moreover, due to differing
opinions among the members of the board, funerals were conducted at the Catholic church. Testimony, Martin claimed,
clearly showed “that fever spread along the route usually followed
by those funeral processions through Government street to
Alcaniz, and thence to the cemetery.“ 56
In defense of the board, Hargis contended that the year 1876
inaugurated a new order of things regarding shipping in Pensacola. Italian ships rarely were seen in Pensacola prior to that
year, he said, but now appeared regularly in connection with the
lumber trade. These vessels were poorly constructed and their
crews were “ill-fed, ill-paid, and always dirty.” The ships gave off
the most “pestiferous emanations” and were a threat to the health
54. R. B. S. Hargis, “The Pensacola Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1882,” American Public Health Association, Public Health Papers and Reports, IX
(Washington, 1884), 6-7.
55. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1883-1884, 566-68.
56. William Martin, “Conclusions As To The Outbreak of Yellow Fever at
Pensacola in 1882,” Proceedings of the U. S. Naval Medical Society, 18821884, 1 (Washington, 1884), 174-75. The creation of a State Board of
Health finally received legislative approval in 1889, but before that time
“the wide spectrum of quarantine concepts prevailing in the state because
of independent, locally controlled agencies resulted in much conflict and
inefficiency.” Elizabeth Dwyer Vickers and F. Norman Vickers, “Notations
on Pensacola’s Medical History, 1873-1923,” Journal of the Florida Medical Association, 61 (January 1974), 9.
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of any port which they entered. Hargis was also critical of the
number of “mean abodes of vice and iniquity” in Pensacola
which were visited by the “dissolute and degraded wretches” of
humanity. “Herein,” he said, “yellow fever revelled and did its
work in the summer and fall of 1882.” Apathy resulting from the
city being healthy for several years, and the vehement objections
by railway officials and businessmen to isolation by quarantine,
were named by Hargis as other forces preventing mitigation of
the disease. Even so, he added, the prevailing atmospheric conditions were inimical to staying its progress. As Hargis put it:
“Scores of barrels of sulphur and tar were burned, almost to a
suffocating degree, in every street, alley, and vacant space of the
infected districts, outside even of their limits, and still the scourge
overleaped its bounds, and raged with increasing violence and
malignancy until it spread over the entire city, and died out
ultimately for the lack of materials.“ 57
The naval reservation escaped this epidemic allegedly owing
to its isolation from the surrounding community enforced by an
armed picket line. “Watchmen . . . were encamped at the Bayou
Grande bridge, on the road to Pensacola, and it was here that the
incoming mails were thoroughly fumigated.” The yard steam
launch patrolled the beach both day and night to “warn off all
approaching ships and boats.” The unacclimated officers and
their families were permitted to go by steamer to Mobile, upon
the word of the surgeon of the yard “that there was no yellow
fever on the reservation, and that a rigid quarantine had been
established against Pensacola and vicinity.“ 58 As one naval medical officer put it: While the naval reservation generally remained
healthy, “a ‘fever’ was raging and killing people in the city of
59
Pensacola . . . and against which we were strictly quarantined.“
The navy yard was thereby “cut off from all the world-save by the
sea.“ 60 The epidemic raged in Pensacola from August 28 to
November 21; there were 2,400 cases and 200 deaths. 61
57. Hargis, “Pensacola Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1882,” 3-4.
58. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1883-1884, 568.
59. Daniel M. Guiteras, “Notes on the Yellow Fever at Pensacola in 1883,”
Proceedings of the U. S. Naval Medical Society, 1882-1884, I (Washington, 1884), 176.
60. “The Yellow Fever At Pensacola,” Medical News (February 24, 1883), 234.
61. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1883-1884, 566. One report
states that of the “2,400 cases fully one-half were among the colored
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With the announcement of yellow fever in Pensacola, the
Alabama State Board of Health sent its state health officer, Dr.
Jerome T. Cochran, to Pensacola Junction (Flomaton, Alabama)
to oversee quarantine rules against Pensacola. 62 Upon his arrival,
Cochran was informed by local officials that they had demanded
the suspension of all trains running between Pensacola and the
Junction. This action had interrupted the “human exodus from
the stricken city,” and stopped the movement of the mail, medicine, and other necessary supplies into Pensacola. Believing that
a complete embargo was too harsh under the circumstances,
Cochran modified the quarantine regulations. The mail from
Pensacola was allowed to pass after it was taken from the mail
cars and thoroughly fumigated with sulphur in a small structure
he had set up for that purpose. All passengers coming from Pensacola were transferred into special cars on the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad. “These cars were kept locked, were not entered even by the conductors, and no one was allowed to leave
them until they had passed beyond the northern boundaries of
the State; and it was further provided that passenger cars so used
should not be returned to the State until after frost.” Likewise,
freight cars going to Pensacola were not returned to Alabama,
“but were allowed to accumulate on the side tracks in Pensacola
and vicinity.” However, when the line became practically blocked
with empty cars, the boards of health of Montgomery and
Escambia counties in Alabama permitted their return after the
interiors were fumigated with sulphur and the exteriors were
washed with copperas water. 63
After the 1882 epidemic, sanitary inspectors were appointed
for Pensacola upon the advice of the surgeon-general of the United
States Marine Hospital Service. The inspectors were “to visit each
house in the city and make a report of its hygienic and sanitary
condition,” and to identify those where “insalubrious air pervails.” Correcting this condition wherever it was discovered, some
believed, was imperative if the community was to escape epiresidents. Of the white inhabitants, many of whom were Germans and
Italians, too poor to get away, a majority were seized with the disease.”
“Yellow Fever at Pensacola,” 234.
62. Pensacola Junction was located at the intersection of the Pensacola and
Louisville Railroad with the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.
63. J. Cochran, “Report on Yellow Fever and Quarantine in Pensacola,”
Transactions of the Medical Association of Alabama, 36 (1884), 149-55.
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demics. The inspectors were further expected to enforce a regulation “that the yards be kept free of offal desposits.” Despite these
precautions, fever cases were diagnosed at the navy yard and in
Pensacola and made public in August 1883. Reciprocal quarantine measures were immediately taken by both the yard and the
city. 64 The Pensacola Commercial reported on August 22 that
“there had been . . . two deaths at the Navy Yard.” The editor
urged that everyone remain “cool” and disregard “sensational
reports.” Anyone maliciously starting false reports with the obvious intent of alarming the community, he felt, “deserves a coat of
tar and feathers, or better a halter and a convenient lamp post.”
On the same day, August 22, the sickness of two sailors staying
at the Jasper Rand boarding house on Palafox Wharf was
diagnosed as yellow fever by Drs. W. F. Fordham and R. D.
White. Several other physicians concurred with the diagnosis, and
the board of health made an official announcement of the fever’s
presence and the implementation of quarantine measures. 65 The
Commercial saw no reason for reporting the cases at Rand’s
boarding house and thereby creating a stampede. Indeed, in its
view this action by the physicians and the board of health would
do untold damage to commerce and trade through quarantine.
Under these circumstances, the Commercial thought it behooved
the board to issue a counter report. 66 The board responded by
cancelling its subscription to the newspaper. 67
The board of health’s announcement of the presence of the
fever evidently created a frenzied scene. Naval physician Daniel
M. Guiteras arrived in Pensacola two days after the board’s action
on August 22 and found that Rand’s boarding house had been
“pulled down and burned by a lot of excited people.” Describing
the scene further, he noted that “citizens were flying from
town . . .; shipping was diverted from the port; hotels were being
emptied; and business was paralyzed.”
Being in the company of several Pensacola businessmen
shortly after his arrival, Dr. Guiteras further recalled that it soon
became evident, “from the drift of their conversation, that they
64. E. Bouvier, “Sanitary Conditions of the City of Pensacola and Vicinity,
1883,” Marine Hospital Service of the United States, Report of the Supervising Surgeon, 1883 (Washington, 1883), 251-55.
65. Pensacola Commercial, August 22, 1883.
66. Ibid., August 25, 1883.
67. Ibid., September 29, 1883.
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had made up their minds to stamp out yellow fever . . . by the
very simple method of changing its name.” Bilious or malaria
fever, the businessmen agreed, “would do just as well to account
for the deaths, but it must not be yellow fever.“ 68
Possibly a measure of doubt about the fever’s presence, as well
as business reasons, prompted this decision because the medical
profession itself was divided on the correctness of the diagnosis.
Dr. R. D. Murray, of the Marine Hospital Service, performed an
autopsy on one of the Palafox Wharf victims who had succumbed,
and he attributed his death to swamp fever (malaria). Quarantine surgeon T. M. Leonard concurred fully with Dr. Murray’s
autopsy report. However, three other local physicians reiterated
their previous endorsement of the original diagnosis by board of
health physicians White and Fordham. 69 Nonetheless, the board
rescinded the quarantine against the city on August 30. This
action largely reflected pressure from the lay members on the
board. Indeed there was some talk of removing the two physicians
from the board of health so that “the wisdom of its counsels
should not be marred by professional incompetency and mendacity.“ 70However, naval surgeon Adolph A. Hoehling lashed out at
those whom he believed distorted the state of the city’s health.
“When fear of the loss of business causes communities and their
physicians to call a disease like that now prevailing in . . . Pensacola malaria, or the prevailing disease,” he said, “it is time to
raise a voice in protest.“ 71 Meanwhile, a Court of Inquiry visited
the navy yard to determine the cause of the yellow fever at that
place. When the study listed four possible causes, the Commercial
said it had overriding evidence that the medical experts “know
nothing at all about the matter.“ 72
Nonetheless, this charge apparently did not apply to one
Pensacola physician, R. Bosso, who ran an advertisement in the
Commercial guaranteeing that any one, over five years of age,
who took one bottle of his “Wonderful Medicine” according to
the directions would be “free for six months from contracting
68. Guiteras, “Notes on the Yellow Fever in Pensacola in 1883,” 177-78.
69. Ibid., 178-84.
70. Quoted in Vickers and Vickers, “Notations on Pensacola’s Medical History,“ 8.
71. Guiteras, “Notes on the Yellow Fever in Pensacola in 1883,” 191.
72. Pensacola Commercial, October 27, 1883.
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any of said contagious diseases.“ 73 Unfortunately, Bosso contracted yellow fever himself after having treated a fever patient
at the navy yard. The physician who attended to him said: “He
persisted in drinking abundantly of his remedy, and, unnecessary
to say, the black vomit persisted too, until the time of his death;
before he died he wanted me to sign a certificate stating that he
had not died of yellow fever, for, he said, ‘if I die of yellow fever
people will not buy my medicine any more.’ The physician on
the case described it as “a good cathartic, with the disadvantage
of being expensive, (one-dollar for an eight-ounce bottle).“ 74
Pensacola was spared the torment and suffering of another
yellow fever epidemic in the decade from 1883 to 1893. During
that time, however, the public’s fear of the pestilence evidently
had not abated. On August 9, 1893, the board of health announced the deaths of two yellow fever victims. The local paper
described the scene created by this announcement: “This [news]
flew like wild fire over the city and gathered wings as it went.
The cheeks of timid people which but a few hours before had
been radiant with smiles, suddenly paled with fear and in an
incredibly short time in every part of the city preparations for
departure were being made. The north bound train which left at
1:45 p.m. was filled to overflowing and hundreds of others hurried their preparations to leave on the night train.“ 75 Such hasty
action is understandable, considering “the absolute helplessness
of citizens and physicians in controlling the spread or anticipating
the course of the plague.“ 76
Mayor William Dudley Chipley concurred with the board of
health’s decision to impose a quarantine until it could be determined whether an epidemic existed. 77 During this time the
board promised to post bulletins that would keep the public in73. Ibid., August 22, 1883.
74. Guiteras, “Notes on the Yellow Fever in Pensacola in 1883,” 178. Dr.
R. Bosso was born in Verona, Italy. He had been in the United States
for nine years, but had come to Pensacola only a short time before his
death. His widow remained in Pensacola and married Constantine
Apostle, who apparently owned a grocery store. William Bernard Simmons, “Bosso’s Blessing To Mankind,” typescript, Pensacola Historical
Museum. Simmons is a great-grandson of Dr. Bosso.
75. Pensacola Daily News, August 10, 1893. Miss Lelia Abercrombie remembers her family talking about leaving Pensacola for Marietta, Georgia,
during the epidemic. Interview with author, November 12, 1975, Pensacola.
76. Robert B. S. Hargis, Yellow Fever: Its Ship Origin and Prevention
(Philadelphia, 1880), 50.
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formed about its findings. In an obvious attempt to ease the
anxiety of those who remained in the city, the Daily News reported that the mayor and the surgeon general had “agreed that
in case an epidemic occurs people would be placed in sanitary
camps . . . and cared for by the government.“ 78 Not pleased with
the quarantine, however, the paper observed: “Trade and industry have received a paralyzing shock and hundreds of people have
been thrown out of employment in consequence.“ 79 Soon thereafter state health officer Joseph Y. Porter announced that the
quarantine “involving the interdiction of travel and the consequent embarrassment to commerce, should now cease” because
an investigation had ruled out fever as the cause for the first two
deaths which were responsible for implementing it. 80 The board
of health followed Dr. Porter’s advice and lifted the quarantine,
and made a plea for the people to forget the scare. 81
In September 1897, fever cases were reported in Flomaton,
Alabama, only forty miles from Pensacola. Nonetheless, the city
was enjoying exceptionally good health at this time, according to
reports by local physicians at the September meeting of the Pensacola Medical Society. Papers were also read at the meeting on the
origins of yellow fever. Dr. Frank G. Renshaw supported the germ
theory while Dr. W. E. Anderson argued strongly in support of
the poisonous gas theory. Despite this difference in theories over
its origins, there was a general consensus among the local physicians that the city was safe from the fever. 82
This optimism was not shared by Captain Junius W. MacMurray, commanding officer at Fort Barrancas, and he made
preparations to remove his command to a healthier area. At the
urging of the fort’s physician, Captain William C. Gorgas, and
Dr. Porter, MacMurray abandoned the plan, however. Removal
of the troops, they were convinced, could very likely spark a
panic. 83 Commenting on yellow fever at the fort, Dr. Gorgas said:
“The fear of yellow fever is so great through all this country . . .,
that I think keeping up the morale of the people is more im77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

Pensacola Daily News, August 13, 1893.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., August 19, 1893.
Ibid., August 20, 1893.
Vickers and Vickers, “Notations on Pensacola’s Medical History,” 14.
Ibid.
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portant than the slight service intra-garrison quarantines do.”
The terror of the contagion was so great, Gorgas claimed, that
the sick were “avoided and looked upon with . . . dread, and the
dead carted away at night and buried without ceremony.“ 84
Gorgas sometimes performed as undertaker, gravedigger, and
clergyman during these burials while the family remained at a
distance. 85 Before such depressing scenes would end permanently,
Pensacola would experience one more epidemic.
In June 1900, United States Army Surgeon Walter Reed was
sent to Cuba as president of a commission appointed to study the
infectious diseases of that country, but more especially yellow
fever. In September the Reed commission had recorded three
cases of yellow fever transmitted by the mosquitoes (Aedes
aegypti) that had fed previously on patients clinically ill with
yellow fever. Subsequent work of the commission proved conclusively that the mosquito was the sole carrier of yellow fever.
As a result of this discovery, the commission advised medical
authorities that “the spread of yellow fever could be most effectively controlled by anti-mosquito measures and the protection of
the sick from the bites of mosquitoes.“ 86 Five years later health
authorities in Pensacola followed this advice.
On July 15, 1905, several hundred persons left Pensacola on a
railroad excursion to Mobile and New Orleans. Many of these
people visited relatives in a quarter of New Orleans which, it was
learned afterwards, had been infected by yellow fever. 87 On
August 29, three cases of fever were reported. Each of the victims,
Manuel Migul, George Klonio, and Chris Thimoras, had traveled
to New Orleans on the excursion. Dr. Porter, following Dr.
Reed’s advice, immediately informed the public that an attempt
would be made to isolate the disease by establishing a sanitary
cordon around the area where the victims lived, and all houses
within the district would be inspected to detect further cases of
yellow fever. Within these boundaries dwellings would be
84. Quoted in ibid., 15.
85. Marie D. Gorgas and Burton J. Hendrick, William Crawford Gorgas:
His Life and Work (New York, 1924), 65. As the chief sanitary officer in
Havana, Cuba, in 1901, Major William C. Gorgas instituted measures
that completely eradicated yellow fever from that city within six months.
86. George K. Strode, ed., Yellow Fever (New York, 1951), 8, 10-11.
87. Joseph Y. Porter, “Yellow Fever In Tampa and Pensacola, Florida, 1905,”
Public Health and Marine Hospital Service Report, 1906 (Washington,
1907), 175.
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“screened and fumigated,” and all inhabitants were to remain
and be given bi-daily medical inspections. A police guard was
stationed around the restricted territory to enforce the regulations. 88 At the same time, health authorities urged people to wage
relentless warfare against the infected mosquitoes by screening
their houses and destroying their breeding places. General fumigation days were established by Mayor Charles H. Bliss, and he
assured the public that there was no reason to “get afraid and run
away as formerly.“ 89
It soon became obvious, however, that a sizable exodus was
occurring despite such reassurances. The Pensacola Journal reported that “a number of persons have left the city,” but played
down its significance. 90 Nonetheless, state health authorities soon
found it necessary to “place a sanitary guard around the entire
city under the direction of the sheriff of the county, to prohibit
anyone leaving the city” and possibly spreading the disease to
other portions of the state. A water patrol of the harbor was
established to prevent departure by that means. 91
Apparently aware that some were eluding the cordons, as the
fever jumped the bounds of the quarantine area and was rapidly
assuming serious proportions throughout the city, the United
States Public Health and Marine Hospital Service established a
detention camp near McDavid, Florida. Any person wishing to
leave Pensacola had to remain in the nearby camp for seven days,
the believed incubative period of yellow fever. Refugees could not
leave the camp under any circumstances before the elapse of this
88. Porter, “Yellow Fever in Tampa and Pensacola, 1905,” 176. It was
“bounded by Romana Street on the North, Alcaniz on the East, Church
Street on the South, and a line drawn from Church Street along Jefferson Street through Cushman’s alley to Romana Street on the West.” ibid.
89. Pensacola Journal, August 30, 1905.
90. Ibid., September 3, 1905. Lewis Bear recalls that people were “swarming
out” of Pensacola. He and his parents went by train to Greenville,
Alabama, but they were not permitted to leave their car until they
reached Cincinnati, Ohio. Interview with author, November 11, 1975,
Pensacola. At the age of thirteen, Lelia Abercrombie recalls leaving
Pensacola on a sealed train bound for the Roanoke-Salem area in Virginia. Many others were also leaving, carrying shoe boxes well stocked
with food. Interview with author, November 12, 1975.
91. Porter, “Yellow Fever in Tampa and Pensacola, Florida, 1905,” 177. As
a result of this action, Dr. S. M. Gonzalez was placed under arrest for
making disparaging remarks about the board of health. Pensacola Journal, September 7, 1905. John Ellis Knowles remembers hearing that
guards armed with shotguns patrolled the three main roads leading out
of Pensacola. Interview with author, November 14, 1975, Pensacola.
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prescribed period of time. 92 To enforce this regulation, the camp
was to be “circled by two barbed wire fences” and armed guards
would patrol in between them. 93 Upon completion of the detention, the refugees were issued a certificate permitting them to
travel to other points either within Florida or elsewhere. 94
When the epidemic had not abated by the second week in
October, the State Board of Health responded by creating a
fumigating force of 100 men to destroy mosquitoes. 95 That the
mosquito was responsible for transmission of the disease, according to health officials, was unequivocally supported by the freedom from infection enjoyed by the nurses at St. Anthony’s Hospital. The wards in the hospital were carefully screened and
fumigated and, “although there were virulent cases of yellow
fever in these wards, none of the nurses contracted the disease.“ 96
Despite this medical advice in the transmission of yellow fever,
one Constantine Apostle placed a full page advertisement in the
Pensacola Journal saying: “ ‘Sit Tight’ ” and “Keep Cool!” because “Bosso’s Blessing to Mankind” is “the only Positive Cure for
Yellow Fever.” Instructions for taking the patent medicine were
also given. 97 These advertisments ceased after this news item appeared about a yellow fever death on October 6: “Corfetti, the
Greek who died late last night, was somewhat a favorite of the
general public. He managed the store of Constantine Apostle on
Government St.“ 98 The Lewis Bear Company also advertised one
way to avoid the pestilence: “No Yellow Fever, No Headache!
No Backache! as long as you drink Green River, The Official
Whiskey of the United States Government.‘99 Indeed, many business enterprises, unlike on previous occasions, exploited the epidemic. Hooton’s Pharmacy advertised that it had received a large
92. Porter, “Yellow Fever In Tampa and Pensacola, 1905,” 178.
93. Pensacola Journal, September 19, 1905.
94. Porter, “Yellow Fever In Tampa and Pensacola, 1905,” 178.
95. Pensacola Daily News, October 13, 1905.
96. Porter, “Yellow Fever In Tampa and Pensacola, 1905,” 177.
97. “Take the first bottle in two or three doses within an hour’s time. Then
take a tablespoonful every hour until the second bottle is used up. Then
take one tablespoonful every two hours until the patient has recovered.
The medicine may be given with crushed ice.” Pensacola Journal,
September 10, 1905. According to John Ellis Knowles, it was believed
that Bosso’s medicine was “principally alcohol.” Interview with author,
November 14, 1975, Pensacola.
98. Pensacola Journal, October 6, 1905.
99. Ibid., September 19, 1905.
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shipment of sulphur, oil of citronella, and insect powder for
combatting the mosquito. In bold letters it said: “We want your
business.“ 100
Most likely as a result of recent discoveries on the cause and
transmission of yellow fever, the press took a different attitude
toward the epidemic. The Journal recognized the fever’s presence
and was not critical of the quarantine measures instituted. Indeed, one editorial stressed that the existence of fever might even
prove a “Blessing in Disguise.” Mainly, because it possibly would
bring federal quarantine regulations which would be applied to
all Gulf coast cities. New Orleans and Mobile, it contended, with
weak quarantine regulations, profited at the expense of Pensacola
101
The Journal regularly carried
where regulations were stringent.
yellow fever reports. The report for October 29 listed only one
new case. 102 Reacting to this encouraging development, Mayor
Bliss requested that the quarantine around Pensacola be removed
“in order that country people might enter the city and dispose of
their produce.” He also wanted the water patrol modified “to
allow vessels more liberty in coming and going.“ 103 On November
12, the Journal’s headline read: “Not A Single Case Of Yellow
Fever In Pensacola.“ 104 Action by health authorities in Pensacola,
for the first time in the history of Florida, had suppressed a yellow fever epidemic before the appearance of frost. The last yellow
fever bulletin appearing in the Journal listed a total of 562 cases
and eighty deaths. 105
The report of the surgeon general of the United States Navy
in 1906 reflected the successful conquering of the dreadful
pestilence which had haunted and terrorized the citizens of Pensacola and other coastal cities fo rover a century. It read: “Precautionary measures have been taken throughout the year at the
Pensacola Navy Yard to prevent the reappearance of yellow fever.”
“Mosquitoes were hunted down in every direction and . . . every
precaution was taken in the management of suspicious cases.”
No cases of yellow fever have occurred “either at Pensacola or at
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

Ibid., September 5, 1905.
Ibid., September 7, 1905.
Ibid., October 29, 1905.
Ibid., October 27, 1905.
Ibid., November 12, 1905.
Ibid., November 10, 1905. Frederick R . Bonar, English vice-consul at
Pensacola, died of yellow fever on October 10, 1905. Pensacola Daily
News, October 10, 1905.
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this station and the health record is very good.“ 106 The dreaded
scourge, yellow fever, had succumbed to medical science.
106. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1907 (Washington, 1907),
1217. Warfare against the mosquito rid localities of the pestilence, but it
was not until 1937 that a vaccine was developed which provided “a practicable, safe method of large-scale immunization against yellow fever.”
Strode, Yellow Fever, 37.
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SEMINOLE FOLKTALES
collected and edited by HEDVIG TETENS EVANS *
F
early 1950s when these stories were gathered,
I folktales
were still being kept alive among some of the oldest
N

LORIDA IN THE

Seminole Indians. All of the following tales were collected at the
Brighton Reservation which is located in the center of the state
northwest of Lake Okeechobee. It is one of three federal Indian
reservations in Florida. 1 The Seminole words that are used are in
the Muskogee (Cow Creek) dialect. This is different from the
Hitchiti dialect used by the Miccosukees who live on the
Tamiami Trail west of Miami.
The Reverend Billy Osceola, Billy Bowlegs, Frank Tiger, and
the Reverend Daniel Beavers, a Muskogee from Oklahoma, recounted all of the stories to the editor. The Reverend Osceola
related the tales “Hazolebah-Hlacunn,” “The Man Who Ate Children, ” “How Indians Got Corn,” and “The Hunt Dance.” The
next group of stories-“The Choctaw War,” “How Lake Istokpoga
Got Its Name,” “The Long War,” and “The Creation”-were remembered by Billy Bowlegs. Frank Tiger recounted the stories of
“The Seminole School,” “The Lion Hunt,” “Rabbit and the
Lion,” “How Rabbit Got Married,” and “Doctor Buzzard.” “The
Indian History” was related by the Reverend Daniel Beavers.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Boehmer were white school teachers
living at Brighton during the 1950s. In the search for folklore, the
first contact was with the Boehmers who arranged a meeting with
Billy Osceola, a Baptist minister who spoke English. The first
meetings were at the school, but later in Osceola’s home. The
tales remembered by Billy Bowlegs were all in Muskogee and
were translated by Billy Osceola. Billy Bowlegs was a very old
man at the time, and he was living with his sister and her seven
grandchildren. Frank Tiger in his youth had studied to become
*

Mrs. Evans worked as a biological technician at the Entomological Research Center, Vero Beach, and is presently living in Fort Pierce. She
collected the Seminole folktales during the 1950s from Billy Bowlegs, the
Reverend Daniel Beaver, the Reverend Billy Osceola, and Frank Tiger.

1. Other federal Seminole reservations in Florida are the Hollywood Reservation, near Fort Lauderdale, and the Big Cypress Reservation south of
Lake Okeechobee.
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a mahaya, an Indian teacher, but his teacher died, and he was not
able to complete his work.
HAZOLEBAH-HLACUNN
Once long, long ago seven men went on a bear hunt. They
went far away from their village and were gone for many days.
Early one morning they found a huge dead tree. It was very old
and hollow all the way from the crown to the root. It was just the
place where they might expect to find a bear, so they decided to
smoke it out. They built a fire of dry pinewood and threw one
small piece down the hole in the tree. Something came out, all
right, but it was not a bear. It was an awful monster called
Hazolebah-Hlacunn. He looked somewhat like a lizard but was
ten feet long and so strong that he could easily carry a man on
his back.
As soon as the men saw him, they started running, but they
could not outrun Hazolebah-Hlacunn. He caught them all and
carried them to his tree. The last one almost escaped, but the
monster got hold of his leg, and he, too, was dragged to the hollow tree. But just as they reached the tree a big panther jumped
down on Hazolebah-Hlacunn, and the two started fighting. They
were so engrossed in their fight that they forgot the man who had
been dragged back. He succeeded in crawling away, even though
his leg was badly hurt. In those days people knew which herbs to
use to heal a wound quickly. The man put some of these herbs on
his leg, and in a few minutes he was able to walk again. But because he was still weak, he had to leave his weapons and game
behind. So he hurried home the best he could.
When he arrived at his village, he immediately told his
friends what had happened, and they sent a big hunting party out
to kill the monster. When they came to the hollow tree they
found that the panther had won the fight and had forced
Hazolebah-Hlacunn down into the earth. He is still living there,
and on the last day of the world he will return to catch every
human being in the world.
THE MAN WHO ATE CHILDREN
Once long, long ago there lived a family consisting of a man,
his wife, and their six children. Their home was near a river.
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Once one of the boys was sitting on an overtuned tree, throwing
his hook into the water, trying to catch some fish. He did not
have any luck, and he sat there for nearly half a day without
catching anything.
Suddenly he saw something large swimming towards him. It
was a man who stuck his head out of the water and asked the boy
if he would like to have some fish. “Yes,” the boy said.
“Well, I am the lord of all the fish, so I can give you as many
as you want. But I want something in return.”
“What do you want?”
“One of your sisters!”
The boy thought for a while and decided to give the man one
of his sisters. He had three or four so he thought he could spare
one. The man disappeared as soon as he had the boy’s answer,
and the fish started biting. Soon the boy had caught enough, and
he returned home. His mother cooked the fish. When they all sat
down to eat, the boy said to one of his sisters: “Don’t eat any of
this fish!” His father asked him why, but the boy would not
answer. He just repeated: “Don’t eat any of this fish!”
His sister began to cry for she wanted some fish, but she did
not get any, and finally she got up and left. She went down to
the river and sat down. Soon a canoe came up the river, and it
stopped near where the girl was sitting. There was a man in the
canoe, and he had four beautiful puppies. The girl wanted one,
and the man said that if she came down into the canoe she could
choose the one she liked best. She became so absorbed in playing
with the puppies that she did not realize that the man had
started paddling away from shore. When at last she looked up,
she saw that she was far away from home. “Let me go back,” she
cried, “I don’t know you. I want to go home to my family.”
“No,” the man said, “you have to stay with me until you die.”
The poor girl started crying, but the man just paddled and
paddled all day, and late at night they reached his home. ‘‘Come
with me to my house,” the man said.
“No, I want to go home,” the girl cried, but the man picked
her up and carried her ashore.
The next morning he told her to sit by the water and watch
an acorn hanging on an oak tree to see if it would fall. She promised to do what he said, and the man went away for the day to
hunt. There was an old woman who lived there also, and when
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the man left, she told the girl about him. He was a great hunter
but he was known to steal small girls and then kill and eat them.
The girl began to cry, but the old woman said that she should
not be afraid for she would help her. She told the girl to gather
fifteen different items, including a bamboo stick the size of a
match, a drop of water, and a sandspur, and to bring everything
back to her. When the girl returned the old woman wrapped the
objects in a piece of cloth, performed something mysterious, and
gave them back to the girl. Then she said, “Don’t be afraid, the
man will not catch you. Go now, and once in a while throw one
of the things you have in the bundle behind you. Don’t think of
food or water, for you will not need any even though you have a
long way to go.”
The girl left. She had not walked very far before she threw the
first thing. It was the bamboo stick. As soon as she had thrown it,
a dense forest of bamboo grew up. Then she threw the drop of
water, and at once there was a big lake. In the meantime the old
woman, who was clever, had caught a bullfrog, and she taught
him to speak like the girl. She put him down by the water and
went back to her work.
When the man came home he shouted: “Has the acorn fallen
yet?” “No,” answered the bullfrog, sounding just like the little
girl. The man asked several times and still the answer was no.
Finally he got so angry that he said: “You must be lying! I am
coming down to see for myself.” The bullfrog jumped into the
water, and the man did not even see him. What he did see was
that the girl was not there anymore. He ran back to his house to
ask the old woman if she knew where the girl was. “No, I thought
she was still by the river,” she answered.
“She must have run home. I will go and get her,” the man
said, and he took a deermuscle and formed it into a ball. He
threw it over the house several times in different directions. It
fell straight down until he threw it in the direction the girl had
gone. Then the deermuscle started rolling and rolling after her.
The man had to run to keep up with it. Soon he came to the
bamboo. They were so big and grew so close together that he
nearly lost sight of the deermuscle. He followed it across the big
lake, and through the sandspur field that was one mile wide and
fifteen miles long. And all the time he sang a little song to make
the muscle roll on: “Go on, go on, go on.”
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The girl was almost home when she threw the last thing she
had in her bundle. She was so afraid that she cried, for she could
hear the man coming behind her. She could now see her home;
but it was on the other side of the river, and she had no way of
crossing over. In her despair she sang: “I used to have brothers;
but now I have none, and the man will kill me.” She sang this
song again and again. She was so afraid that she trembled all
over for she could hear the man very near her now.
One of her brothers was sitting on the other side of the river,
and he heard his sister’s song. He ran home and cried: “Father,
Father, I just heard my sister sing. She is on the other side of the
river, and she cannot cross over. Somebody is following her and
will kill her.” But the father shook his head and said: “It is so
many days since she left. She must be dead by now, all alone as
she is.”
The rest of the family heard this, but the boys said that they
would go down to the river to see if it really could be she. They
stood listening, and soon they heard their sister sing: “I used to
have brothers”
“It is she!” they cried. The father came, and he also heard her.
They cut down the largest tree they could find so that it fell
across the river. The girl ran over the bridge and told her family
about the man. “If you do not stop him-and he is very near-he
will kill me and eat me,” she exclaimed. “You, boys, go and get
your weapons and mine, too, but hurry up,” the father said.
He took an axe and ran out to the river where he chopped the
tree bridge almost in two pieces. Then he and the boys hid themselves behind a bush to wait for the man. He came almost at once
and walked out onto the bridge. When he reached the middle, it
broke, and he fell in the water. The father and the brothers
started shooting at him, but they could not kill him, though his
body was nearly covered with their arrows.
They did not know what to do until the father told them to
be quiet. Up in a tree, on a dead branch, a little bird was perched,
and it sang: “If you want to kill him, shoot him in his ankle, and
he will die.” They followed the advice of the bird, and the man
died at once.
HOW INDIANS GOT CORN
Many years ago there was an old woman who lived all by her-
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self far away from her family. Her only company was her grandson whom she had taken care of since he was a little baby. At the
time that this story begins he was fourteen years old. He was a
good hunter, and with his bow and arrows killed birds for food.
He went out early each morning, and sometimes he did not return until late in the afternoon. He was not a happy boy for he
was very lonesome. He never talked about it, but his grandmother
knew what was troubling him. Early one morning she said: “Now,
you go out and get the most beautiful bird in the world and bring
it to me. I want the whole bird, it must be alive and with all its
feathers, legs, and wings on.”
He went out and found the most beautiful bird in the world;
it was red all over and was probably a cardinal. When he came
home with it, his grandmother fashioned some beautiful clothes
and a headdress from the bird’s feathers. Then she gave these
things to the boy and said: “Tonight I am going to die. Do not
worry about me, but do as I tell you. When you wake up tomorrow remove the posts that hold my house so the roof will fall
down over me and then build a tufto (barn). When you have
finished put on the clothes that I have made for you and go to
the big dance. If you meet anybody on your way who starts a conversation, push over a tree and sit down on it. After four months
you shall return to the barn and bring two girls with you.”
The following morning when the boy awoke he discovered
that his grandmother had indeed died during the night. He did
as she had instructed. He chopped down the posts that held up
the roof of the house, and she was buried there. He then built a
tufto, put on his fine clothes, and started out. On the way he met
Rabbit. “Hello,” said Rabbit.
The boy remembered his grandmother’s words. He pushed
over a tree and sat down on it. The rabbit tried to do the same
thing, but he was not strong enough though he tried very hard.
Instead he took a dead branch that was lying on the ground, and
he sat down on it. “My, my, what beautiful clothes you have.”
Rabbit wanted the fine things for himself, and he said, “How
about coming to the pond with me to catch some turtles?”
They went to the pond, and the boy took off his fine clothes
and put them carefully on the bank. He then dived into the
water with Rabbit. They were under the water for about one
minute, and they did not catch anything. “Let us go down for a
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real long time,” Rabbit said. They dived again. But Rabbit came
up at once and went to the place where the boy had put his fine
clothes, and took them and ran away.
The boy stayed under the water for a long time, but finally he
had to come up to get some air. He had not caught anything, and
he swam around for a while waiting for Rabbit to come up also.
When Rabbit did not, the boy thought that he would stay under
the water forever. So the boy went up on the bank where he had
put his fine clothes. He looked and looked for them, but they
were gone. Oh, how sad he was when he discovered that!
When he came to the place where the big dance was being
held he was ashamed because he did not have any clothes. He
took some unripe s-hoda fruits (persimmons), and with the juice
painted himself all black. The first home he came to he did not
dare enter because he was naked. Instead, he hid behind the
chicken coop. The daughter saw him, and told her mother that
there was a boy out by the chicken coop. Her mother wanted her
to ask him in, but the girl refused; he was so ugly, all black and
without any clothes on.
When he heard that, the boy went away again. Soon he came
to another house. But he still did not dare go in, so he hid behind
a small bush. In this house lived a man and his wife and their
daughter. The wife saw the boy and told her daughter to invite
him in. The girl obeyed and fetched him. They asked him a lot
of questions about who he was, where he came from, and what
he was doing. He told them everything, and they gave him something to eat. While he was eating they made him some clothes
and when they were finished, the man said to his daughter: “Go
down to the pond and wash the boy and help him dress.” The
girl did as she was told. But when she washed the boy the juice
from the s-hoda fruit poisoned the water and made the fish
drunk so that they went up on shore. The whole village came
down to the pond and picked up all the fish they wanted.
The boy stayed with this nice family four months, and the
daughter liked him very much. One day when they went swimming, she combed her long hair and parted it in the middle and
braided it. Then she took a very sharp knife and cut off her hair.
Out of the two braids she made two girls which the boy took with
him to his old home. When they came to the barn they saw that
it was full of some strange yellow fruits. They had never seen
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such fruits before, but they carried some of them back to the
village. That was the grandmother’s gift to her boy, and they
called it atzee (corn).
THE HUNT DANCE
Late in November each year Seminoles from all over Florida
meet at the Brighton Reservation in south central Florida to
dance the hunt dance. They make camps around the dancing
ground, and each clan has its own camp. A big fire is started in
the middle of the dancing ground. Around it is spread clean sand
in a circle about twenty-five feet in diameter. Four long poles are
put down inside this circle, one facing east, one north, one west
and one south.
At sunset, when everything is ready, two men carrying a deer’s
tail on a long pole go around to every camp and announce that
the dance is about to begin. Everyone then gathers at the west
corner of the dancing ground and lines up according to height,
beginning with the tallest man, and continuing on down to the
smallest child. Hand in hand they begin walking around the
dancing ground, weaving in and out between the poles, singing
all the time. This part is called the snake dance. With every new
turn around the dancing ground, the dancers stop for a minute
to catch their breath.
This dancing goes on for three days. Then on the fourth day
the men go hunting. When they return the women take the meat
and cut it into small round pieces and cook it without salt or
shortening. On the sixth day of the feast the women bake cornbread, also without salt or shortening. Everybody sits down together, and two men carry all the prepared food around and distribute it to everyone. After the meal there is more dancing, and
then the feast is over.
THE CHOCTAW WAR
Once two Choctaw men and some Seminoles went on a bear
hunt. With the Seminoles was a small boy, an orphan who lived
with his uncle. One morning they came to a swamp where they
thought they would find a bear. The two Choctaws and the little
boy went into the swamp to chase the bear while the Seminoles
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waited outside with their bows and arrows ready to shoot when
the animal came out.
The Seminoles waited for a long, long time, and nothing happened. Finally the Choctaws returned, but without the boy. When
the Seminoles asked where he was, the Choctaws explained: “He
is still in the swamp chasing the bear.” Again the Seminoles
waited, and when the boy did not come, they decided to go in
and look for him. They followed the tracks in the mud until they
came to a place where the mud was all disturbed as if there had
been a fight, and there, half buried, they found the little boy who
had been murdered by the Choctaws.
With sorrow in their hearts the Seminoles returned home and
related what had happened. Everybody was very angry, and it was
decided that the Choctaws needed to be punished. All this happened in a cold country where the Choctaws lived in small
wooden houses. The Seminoles hid outside the doors to these
houses, and when a Choctaw left his home they would swing
their tomahawks and sticks or the heavy hiffippy fruit against his
head. They also killed, of course, with bows and arrows. The
Choctaws suffered heavy losses, so many in fact that even the
women had to fight.
The war lasted a long time, and the white people, hoping to
stop it, called the Indians together for a peace conference. The
Choctaws were sitting on one side of the room, the Seminoles on
the other, and the white people in the middle. The white men
insisted that the war had to end, but the Choctaws were very
angry and did not want peace. After much arguing one of them
went over to the Seminoles and threw a tomahawk down in front
of them. That nearly started the fighting again, but the white
men prevailed upon the Indians to make peace, and after much
trouble, an agreement was reached.
HOW LAKE ISTOKPOGA GOT ITS NAME
From the time the Spaniards first came to Florida, the Indians
resented them very much. In one of the many conflicts between
them the Indians killed a large group of invaders, and the rest
were captured. The Indians took their prisoners south by boat
until they reached a big lake. The Spaniards began to shout and
scream, but the Indians could not understand what was the matter, so they continued to paddle out onto the lake in their canoes.
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Suddenly they saw what the trouble was-a whirlpool. But it
was too late for the first seven canoes, and they were overturned
before they could do anything. The rest of the boats succeeded in
turning away by throwing everything-weapons and blanketsinto the water. The Indians returned to the shore where they
divided into two groups and left the lake which they called
Istokpoga-The-Lake-That-Drowns-People.
The first group went to a cypress swamp located somewhere
between Moore Haven and La Belle. They cut down many trees
and made boats out of them. They then sailed down the Caloosahatchee River until they came to the Gulf of Mexico. Although
they were afraid that they would never see land again, they sailed
out on the Gulf. Luck was not with them. A hurricane roared in,
and many of the boats were destroyed. The survivors followed a
westerly course and arrived safely ashore.
The other group moved southeast towards Miami, but as they
approached the area where the sawgrass grew their Spanish
prisoners managed to escape and to hide in the tall grass. A fight
began. The Indians could not see where the Spanish were, and
they shot at random into the grass. The Spaniards returned the
fire from their hiding places.
The Seminoles had prophets with them, and when the fight
had gone on for some time these prophets said: “You shall stop
the fight now, for the Spaniards will make a big home out of our
country. And some day they will start the war again.”
THE LONG WAR
In about 1820 there was a very small town north of where
Orlando is now. One day a number of Indians attacked it. The
white people put up a fight, but the Indians were too strong, and
all were killed except one. He was lying among the dead people
and was covered with blood, but he was not wounded. The Seminoles thought he was dead. When the Indians had all departed,
the man got up and went to Tampa where he told what had happened. He answered many questions, and when he was asked
whether the whites had tried to kill the Seminoles, he answered:
“Yes.”
Several years later the man sent a message to the Indians
warning them: “Now I am ready to fight you; and I am going to
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send a lot of soldiers after you.” At that time the Indians lived
near Kissimmee where they had many hogs and cows and grew
rice. Everything was peaceful and prosperous. Their only trouble
was with birds that came and took their rice.
Then they received the message from the white man! They
hurriedly bought guns to kill the annoying birds. A few soldiers
came, and the Indians were able to hold them off; they killed
most of them with the guns. But when the big army arrived, there
was nothing for the Seminoles to do but run away, which they
did. But they had to leave their hogs behind.
They travelled west until they came to a place which they
called Zoliodee (big-place-with-lots-of-palms). Here they settled
for a short while, but the soldiers followed them, and forced them
to run away again. This time they had to leave most of the cattle
behind.
Again they moved towards the west until they came to a big
swamp. There they turned south to Lake Istokpoga, then east to
the Kissimmee River. All the time the soldiers were right behind
them. The river was so deep that they had to swim across with
their remaining cattle. Now they moved east until they came to
Fort Bassinger, and then they turned south towards Lake Okeechobee. They divided themselves into two groups. Those who had
horses went one way around the lake, those traveling on foot, the
other. When the two parties joined up they were half starved and
very tired. Nevertheless they had cause to celebrate that both
parties had made the trip without mishap. They killed a cow and
prepared for a party called “wacka-wilanua-defiskilan” which
meant “to-kill-cattle-and-get-all-messed-up”.
Just as everything was ready and the fun was about to start,
the soldiers arrived! The hungry Seminoles had to leave their
food untasted, and they ran until they reached a creek called
Hotzadiho. Then they came to a big cypress swamp, and with
their leader, Sam Jones, stopped to fight their pursuers. They
killed many whites, but finally gave up the fight and fled to Lake
Canyuchsaze where they found a place to make camp. But certain
that the soldiers would come sooner or later, they sent a man
back to watch the movements of the army.
It was in the middle of the night when the scout returned
with the message that the soldiers were coming, and he urged the
people to move out at once. They made torches of dead pine
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trees (called colozoichloboditzcan), and with this light they ventured out into the swamp. They could not take the cattle and
horses with them. On foot they walked until they arrived at
Creek Lazohazee (Loxahatchee), which they crossed. It seemed
as though they had finally evaded the soldiers, and for some time
they lived in peace here.
One day a woman and her child went down to the creek and
discovered there a canoe filled with white soldiers. They stopped
and asked if the camp was a big one, but she told them: “No.”
She then hurried back to the camp and informed her people
about the soldiers. Three brave men went down to meet the
soldiers. When they arrived at the creek they made medicine with
herbs, partly to enable them to fight the soldiers better and also
to make the soldiers go away for good.
Then the shooting began. At first it looked as if the Seminoles
were going to win, but then a huge number of soldiers appeared
behind them. After a fierce battle the Indians succeeded in escaping. They went towards the east until they came out to the coast
near West Palm Beach. The soldiers followed them and put up a
white flag. To most of the Indians the flag seemed like the answer
to their prayers for peace, but Sam Jones, leader of one of the two
groups of Seminoles, was a very clever man. He warned them not
to trust the soldiers. The leader of the other group pointed out
that they were all exhausted from hunger and were tired of the
long war, and believed that they should accept the peace that was
being offered. Many people followed this leader to the white flag,
and they were well received by the soldiers who gave them food.
Then while they were all eating, the soldiers encircled them and
took them as prisoners aboard a ship and sent them to Oklahoma.
Meanwhile Sam Jones and his flock had gone south until they
reached a place near Fort Lauderdale. Here they settled themselves and built homes. They lived here in peace, until one day
the soldiers returned, this time from the ocean. The Indians tried
to hide in a nearby swamp, but their gunpowder was wet, and
when the soldiers approached they could not defend themselves.
The white men were surprised not to hear a single shot from the
Seminoles. They sent an interpreter to the Indians to tell them
that they were going to be sent to Oklahoma, and that those who
earlier went to the white flag were already there. The interpreter
was not happy about his mission, since he had to sleep among the
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Indians. He was so afraid that he did not dare close his eyes the
whole night.
The following day the Seminoles were taken aboard a ship
together with a handful of soldiers. There were so few soldiers
that many of the Seminoles thought that they had a good chance
of killing the soldiers and forcing the crew to turn around and
take them back to their home in Florida. But not everybody
dared do that, and some said: “No, there have been too many
wars already. Let us go where these soldiers will take us, and let
us have peace.” They finally all agreed, and eventually they
reached Oklahoma.
Several years later, after a peace treaty had been signed with
the United States government, some of the Seminoles returned to
Florida where they tried to live in peace with the white people.
THE CREATION
In the beginning all was water. But one time HissagedaMeshee (the creator of life-God) came down from Heaven and
went to the water. He called the shrimp to Him and said: “You
are the one of all my creatures that can stay under the water the
longest, therefore, I command you to go down to the bottom and
fetch me some sand on your flat tail.” The shrimp did as he was
told, and when he reached the surface of the water HissagedaMeshee took the sand and made it grow and grow until you could
not see the ends of it, and it was called the Earth.
It continued growing, and one day Hissageda-Meshee called
two birds to Him and said: “I command you to fly out over the
earth and find out for me how big it has grown.” Titca-the bird
that looked like a woodpecker but was much bigger and was black
all over except for his white wingtips-flew towards the north.
His fluttering wings beat up the still soft earth and thus made
mountains. Solizopco-the buzzard-flew towards the south. He
spread his wings and floated over the still soft earth and thus
made it all flat.
They returned to Hissageda-Meshee and told Him about the
soft earth, and He said: “I will make trees and plants, so their
roots can make the earth stronger.” First He made Dolan-trees
(sweet bay), then cedar trees, then Loczizumba-trees (oak), and
last of all the grass.
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But the Tempter wanted to destroy what Hissageda-Meshee
had made and sent Hodalee-hlacunn (big wind-hurricane) to
destroy the earth and to stop its growing, for it was still growing
towards the east. Therefore Hodalee-hlacunn came from the east
over the ocean and submerged a great deal of land before
Hissageda-Meshee could stop him. But He did not stop Hodaleehlacunn altogether, for he still comes-and always from the eastto destroy the land Hissageda-Meshee has made.
THE SEMINOLE SCHOOL
The teaching of the Seminole children in the old days was
divided between a professional teacher, the mahaya, and the
grandfather. The grandfather’s job was to teach the children
good manners with special emphasis on being honest, good, and
kind to their neighbors.
Not until the boys were between fifteen and twenty-five years
old did they attend the mahaya’s school where the children
learned how to take care of themselves. The mahaya told the boys
about the old hunts and wars, and taught them the best ways to
fight. If the boys followed the mahaya’s advice, they were certain
to live long and become great men. The school generally had ten
to fifteen pupils, and the teaching would last for eight days.
The boys and the mahaya would go far out in the woods
where nobody could disturb them. When they had selected a good
place they built a shelter of cypress, eight by fifteen feet in size.
Here the boys stayed four days. The mahaya did not live with
them, but arrived early each morning and awakened the students
who went down to a creek or small lake to take a bath. They
were not allowed to swim in the sunshine, but only where there
was shadow on the water.
The teacher meanwhile took a medicine plant (barso, which
looks somewhat like a potato) and mashed it in water. When the
boys came back from their swim they each received a bowlful of
this medicine. All of the bowls were alike, each with two handles.
The medicine was very strong, and some of the boys could not
eat it. The mahaya knew that these boys would never be able to
learn anything. When the boys had finished the medicine, the
teaching would begin, and it lasted until the medicine started
working and made the boys vomit.
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Before the teacher arrived in the morning the boys had prepared a dish called oso’ ofki, which is made of grits and water
cooked without salt and sugar. They were not allowed to eat it
before nightfall. After the mahaya left, the boys could not leave
the shelter until the stars were shining brightly. They then went
swimming again. Afterwards they lit a fire to heat the oso’ofki,
and each ate one bowlful.
After four days, the boys left their shelter and went hunting,
especially for deer, but they killed other animals also. The boys
were only allowed to carry their weapons across their folded arms.
Each morning they hunted without eating breakfast. At night
they built a fire and roasted meat without salt, but they could eat
all they wanted.
The seventh day they returned to the neighborhood of the
shelter and made camp. There the mahaya met them and asked
what they had killed. If they had killed a deer, the answer was:
“Wild animal.” If they had not, the answer was: “No wild
animal.” They were not allowed to mention the deer by its name.
After that the mahaya returned to his own home for the night.
The next morning he returned bringing new clothes for the boys.
After taking a bath and putting on their new clothes, the boys
went home, leaving their old garments behind. There was feasting
and happiness when the boys returned. They had usually killed
many animals, and the meat was divided among the villagers.
The mahaya was generally an old man. He had gone to a
special school where he learned to be a medicine man and a
teacher. The medicine man had to study for eight years. It was
necessary that the novice-medicine man be young, for if anything
should happen to the old mahaya he would be able to carry on
the work. If there was nobody to do that all the knowledge and
wisdom of generations would disappear when the old mahaya
died.
THE LION HUNT
Once eight men went on a hunting trip and were gone for
several days. They found a place to camp. Each morning they
went out, one by one, to hunt, and in the late afternoon they returned to the camp. One day one of them did not come back.
The next morning when he was still missing, three of the hunters
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started to search for him, for they feared that he had had an
accident.
They followed his footprints, and suddenly they discovered
the tracks of a lion. They hid behind a bush to wait for the
animal to appear. The lion had killed the man and had fed him
to the cubs. The cubs were still hungry, so the next morning she
went out again and found the three men hiding behind the bush.
She killed them and fed them to her cubs and also had a good
meal herself.
Night came and the four remaining men sat around the fire,
waiting and wondering about their friends. They decided that if
they had not returned by morning, three of them would try to
find out what had happened. The next morning they started out
following the tracks, but the lion caught them also and fed them
to her cubs. There was only one man left of the hunting party,
and he said to himself: “The others must have met with some
great disaster. I must go and see what it is and help them if I can.”
He, too, followed the tracks, but when he saw the lion’s footprints he climbed up into a high tree. The lion tried to climb up
after him, but the hunter took his machete and killed her. He
followed the lion’s tracks to her den, and found her cubs and the
bones of his friends. He killed the cubs, and returned to his
village and told what had happened.
RABBIT AND THE LION
Once there was a lion in America, and he was not liked at all.
Rabbit especially hated him, for he had killed many of his
friends. Therefore he went to the lion, and pretending to be his
friend, he said: “I know of such a beautiful place. Why don’t we
go there and spend the night.”
The lion wanted very much to see this beautiful place, so early
the next morning they started off. On the way Rabbit explained
that the place was by the big lake Isofogo-gha-hatzee which
means Burning-Ashes-Lake. “But,” Rabbit continued, “don’t
be afraid to go there, for I am sure that you won’t get burned.”
They walked and walked all day until they came to the ocean.
‘‘Here is the lake I was talking about,” Rabbit said.
They spent the rest of the day catching an island and tying it
with a strong rope to a tree at the shore of America. Then they
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built a fire and sat talking while Rabbit took a long pole and
made it flat on one end. “What are you making?” the lion asked.
“Oh, nothing special,” was the answer. “But tell me, do you make
any noise when you sleep? ” “Yes, I say Hala-hlalalag. Do you
make any noise?” “Yes, I say Zu-zu. I think it well be best if we
sleep one on each side of the fire.”
After a while they went to bed and when Rabbit heard the
lion say: “Hala-hlalalag,” he got up and took his pole and
shovelled the hot ashes and sparks from the fire onto the lion
until his fur caught on fire. Rabbit ran down to the ocean and
cried: “Come on, come on, or you will get burned!” The lion
woke up, ran down to the water and swam with Rabbit to the
island they had caught earlier in the day. Exhausted the lion lay
down; but Rabbit cut the rope that held the island to America
and he swam ashore. But the island and the lion drifted over the
ocean and were never seen again.
HOW RABBIT GOT MARRIED
Once there lived a huge alligator in a pool near a village. He
was so big that nobody could kill him. The people from the village wanted to get rid of him, and they promised a wife to the
man who could kill him.
One day Rabbit came to the village. He heard about the alligator, and since he wanted to get married, he promised to kill
him. The people from the village laughed, but Rabbit went to
his good friend Squirrel, and said: “Do me a favor. Go to Alligator and ask him to come up on dry land.”
Squirrel went to the pond and said to Alligator: “There are
some people from the village who want to see you. Would you
mind coming up on dry land and walking over to those trees
there?” Alligator said he would, but Rabbit was waiting for him.
He had no bows and arrows but only a heavy stick.
When Alligator passed the place where Rabbit was waiting,
Rabbit jumped out and hit him on the nose and head with the
stick. That did not hurt Alligator very much, but just the same he
ran back to the water. Rabbit did not know what to do now. He
thought and thought, and a couple of days later he asked Squirrel
to go to Alligator again and try to make him come up on dry
land.
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When Squirrel asked Alligator to come with him, Alligator
answered: “Now, look here! A couple of days ago you came and
told me that some people wanted to see me, and you led me
straight into a trap, and I nearly got killed. I don’t trust you anymore.”
Squirrel changed the subject, and they talked for a while
about this and that. Among other things Squirrel asked about the
best way to kill alligators. “Hit them on the back, then they can’t
move,” Alligator said. Squirrel talked about some beautiful
things he wanted to show Alligator. Alligator could not resist the
temptation, and he went ashore and followed Squirrel. Rabbit
had heard their conversation. When Alligator came, Rabbit hit
him on the back and killed him.
It was a happy Rabbit who returned to the village, for now
he had earned his reward and was going to get a wife. The
people in the village did not want to give him the girl, so they
told him that if he wanted her he would have to kill a rattlesnake
first.
So Rabbit took a stick that was four feet long with a very
sharp point and went out to find a rattlesnake. He did not know
where there were any, but after searching for a long time, he
found a huge one in a palmetto shrub. “Oh, hello! I want to see
you, do you mind?” Rabbit politely asked. “You see,” he continued, “a friend of mine and I were talking about how big you
are. My friend took this stick and said that you are not longer
than that, but I said you were, so to get the question settled I
came over here to see you. I took the stick with me so I could
measure you with it.”
The rattlesnake looked at the stick and said: “I am much
longer than that. I will stretch myself just to show you. Put the
stick down here on the ground and see for yourself. The snake
uncoiled himself and stretched out on the ground, but suddenly
Rabbit grabbed the stick and stabbed him in the back of his neck,
killing him.
He carried the rattlesnake back to the village on the stick and
said he wanted his reward. This time the people in the village
could not think of any more animals they wanted killed, so they
had to give him the girl. And thus Rabbit got married.
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DOCTOR BUZZARD
Bear and Rabbit were very good friends, and once Rabbit was
invited to Bear’s home for dinner. When Rabbit came, Bear had
a fire burning and a pot of beans was cooking merrily over the
fire. He had spread a deerskin on the floor so Rabbit could sit on
something soft. When the beans were done, Bear took a big
butcher’s knife, went out into the woods and cut a nice piece of
fat out of himself. He went in again and cooked it, and the two
friends had a good meal.
When Rabbit left he said: “It was a very good dinner you gave
me. Now you must come and see me sometime.” Bear promised to
do so, and Rabbit went home. He went to all his friends and
asked them for some beans so he could serve them to Bear.
When Bear came Rabbit started a nice fire and cooked the
beans over it. When they were done he took a big butcher’s knife,
went out into the woods and cut himself wide open, so all his
guts fell out. He cried in pain, and when Bear heard the screams
he said to himself: “I think my friend must have hurt himself on
that big knife.” He ran out and found Rabbit lying on the
ground. “Oh my, I must get a doctor as quick as I can,” he exclaimed and ran off.
Nobody was able to help poor Rabbit. Finally Bear came to
Buzzard and said: “Do you think you can help my friend Rabbit?
He has cut himself with a knife and he is badly hurt.”
“Well, if you do just as I say, I think I can help him,” Buzzard
said. “You must build a shelter around him. There must not be
any roof on that shelter, so I can fly down to him, and then you
must put some beans in beside Rabbit. You do that and I will
come right away.”
Bear hurried back to Rabbit and built a shelter like Buzzard
had instructed, and put the pot with beans in beside his friend.
Buzzard came and flew down to Rabbit. Once in a while Bear
could hear Rabbit cry out, but Buzzard said: “Don’t worry, It is
just my medicine that burns when I put it on his stomach.”
It took a long time, and Rabbit was silent now. Finally Buzzard came out and flew up into a dead tree and shouted something. Bear thought he said that Rabbit was well, and so he went
into the shelter. But what did he find? Dry bones was all that was
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left of his friend and beside the bones was the empty beanpot.
And that was the end of Rabbit.
INDIAN HISTORY
God created America and took three persons with Him from
Heaven. Out of the soil He created four more people, and from
these seven people all Indians descend. Some white people think
that the Indians came from another country and travelled over a
narrow piece of water in boats, but that is all wrong, for God
created the Indians just as He had created Adam and Eve.
He commanded the seven Indians to live in a fog until He
gave them permission to leave. He gave them five things to help
them. The first was the flintrock; the second, the tomahawk pipe;
the third, the medicine herb, Wild King; the fourth, corn; and
the fifth, the tobacco plant, although it was not the same kind
that we know today.
When God had given the seven Indians these things, He said
that He would show them how to use them. First, He took the
flintrock and taught them how to strike fire with it. He then
taught them how to build a fire. He gathered four logs and placed
one towards the east, one towards the north, one towards the west,
and the last one towards the south. He placed them so that the
ends of the logs made a round place where the fire was lit. To
light the fire He used a certain kind of tree called Tote. Next
He told the Indians to sit down around the fire, and He showed
them how to fill a pipe and to smoke it. They all drew smoke
four times. When all had smoked God told them that it meant
peace.
God took the corn and told the Indians to plant it during the
middle of April to get the best crop. He gave them two kinds:
flint corn and flour corn. The flint corn was very hard and was
used to make grits and sofki. The flour corn was soft, and it was
used for flour which God showed them how to make. First it
should be cooked in ashes and water, for the ashes would make
the shells come off easily. When it had been cooked for some time,
the corn was washed very carefully until all of the ash was
washed away. Then it was beaten to a fine powder with a stick in
a hollow piece of wood. Sometimes the Indians stirred the flour
with water and made a drink out of it or they baked bread with
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it. These are the ways God told the Indians to fix their corn, but
later they found many other ways of using it. Only, they never
fed it to their animals; it was only meant for human consumption.
The next thing God talked about was the medicine herbs.
They should be planted in early spring and should be used by
everybody three times a year to prevent any kind of sickness-in
early spring, in August, and in the late fall. If they did that they
would live to be very old and healthy, and they would be able to
see and hear as well as the wild animals.
God appointed one of the Indians as chief, another, floorspeaker, and a third as medicine man. The chief and the medicine
man belonged to the bear-clan and the floorspeaker to the windclan. The rest of the Indians were members of the other clans.
Everybody had a certain place to sit around the fire: the chief
and the floorspeaker sat on the east side and the medicine man
on the west. The clans sat along the north and south sides. The
fireplace and the logs around where the men sat was called the
square ground.
God then taught the medicine man how to use the medicine
plants and which songs should be used with the different herbs.
Then the fog lifted and God went up in the air and disappeared.
From then on and until Columbus came, America was a
wonderful place to live. The weather was always just right. The
rain would generally fall when it was needed, and if it did not
come the Indians knew how to make it rain. There were never
any surprises from the weather for there were many signs to tell
the people how it was going to be. If, for example, the new moon
was standing up, they knew they would not get any rain; if it was
leaning a little, they would get some; and if it was lying down or
full and very red and shiny, there would be plenty of rain. If it
was unusually hot one day, the Indians knew that in a day or two
they would have snow. By watching the different signs in the
animal world they could predict how the seasons were going to
be. But they never had any hurricanes or cyclones and things like
that until after the white people discovered America.
In the winter months the men went hunting. They hunted
alone and far away from their homes. The meat was dried and
prepared in different ways. After four months of hunting each
Indian would pack his meat in a buckskin and return home. The
bundle of food was no bigger than a shoebox, but it contained so
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much meat that it would last him and his family a whole year.
The Indians knew how to pack in those early days, and they also
knew how to cure their meat and made it shrink. When they returned to their village, they took medicine and spent the summer
tending their homes.
Occasionally, they would have a fishfry to which everybody
was invited. Hundreds of people would sometimes arrive for a
fry. First they would collect a certain medicine plant and tie it
together in bundles which were then pounded into a powder.
This was placed on a stick so it would fall into the water. It
would make the fish come to the surface, so the men could shoot
them. The women had fires going, and they fried the fish as soon
as they were caught.
There were two groups of Indians: the western and the eastern. The eastern Indians were peaceful, but they were often
forced into wars with the western Indians who would cross over
into their territory. But the eastern Indians always knew when
they were coming. If they saw a shooting star they knew that it
was time to gather their weapons and prepare for their enemies.
It seemed that it must be an awfully hard task to surprise an
Indian-indeed, almost impossible. Even Columbus did not find
them unprepared for his arrival. Once, some time before Columbus came, all seven tribes were gathered on the square ground.
(There were only seven tribes; the white man wrongly assumed
that there were many more. They gave every village a special
name and called each a tribe.)
On this occasion an old man arose and told the seven tribes
that some white people would come. He did not know when, but
God had told him that there was going to be an earthquake just
before the white people arrived. God furthermore told him to say
that the Indians should scatter and follow the trails indicated by
the four corners of the fire. They listened to the old man and they
obeyed. When Columbus came they were all scattered, but nobody but the old man noticed the earthquake.
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A NEW GUIDE TO SOURCES OF
SPANISH FLORIDA HISTORY
by D. LORNE MCWATTERS, BRUCE S. CHAPPELL,
M ICHAEL G ETZLER -E ATON

AND

Spanish Borderlands history received major
impetus from a recent National Endowment for the Humanities grant to the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, Uni1
versity of Florida, Gainesville. In August 1977, the Endowment
awarded $127,000 to the Yonge Library to initiate a three-year
project to prepare a guide to the Florida Borderlands collection. 2
The Spanish Florida Borderlands Project represents the first concerted effort to organize and make these materials accessible.
The collection, containing 560,000 pages on microfilm or
photostats, has been assembled in the Yonge Library and is the
most complete documentation for the history of the Florida
Borderlands in the western hemisphere. It records the social,
cultural, political, economic, military, and religious presence of
Spain in the Florida Borderlands. Geographically, it provides
primary source material for the Florida area and related areas in
the Caribbean, Mexico, and the southeastern United States. The
documentation is contained primarily in three major divisions:
East Florida Papers-175 reels of microfilm; The John B. Stetson
Collection-150,000 pages of photostats contained in 7,600 bundles; and the Papeles Procedentes de Cuba - 210 reels of microfilm.
E S E A R C H INTO

*

Messrs. McWatters, Chappell, and Getzler-Eaton are historians employed
by the Spanish Florida Borderlands Project of the P. K. Yonge Library
of Florida History, University of Florida.

1. The Spanish Borderlands are defined as the interface of the Spanish
colonial empire with unsubjugated or partially assimilated native American peoples and with the hegemonies of the other European colonial
powers. The North American Borderlands ranged from the Atlantic to
the Pacific and extended in time from the Spanish arrival in 1510 to the
emergence of independent nations, circa 1821.
2. The Florida Borderlands are defined as the area of Spanish hegemony
based in the Florida Peninsula, with a shifting northern boundary with
the unsubjugated native Americans and with the Anglo-American
settlements. Administrative control exercized by either the Gobierno of
St. Augustine (1565-1763) or the Comandancias of Pensacola and
Apalache (circa 1700-1821) extended at times as far west as the Mississippi.
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The East Florida Papers contain the complete archives of the
Second Spanish Administration of East Florida (1784-1821). This
collection is unusually complete because in 1821, when the American government assumed sovereignity in East Florida, the confusion produced by various interpretations of the Adams-Onis
Treaty of 1819 caused United States authorities to seize the
Spanish archives to prevent their shipment to Havana. Furthermore, the archives remained virtually intact during the turbulent
nineteenth century and were not finally transferred to the Library
of Congress until 1906. The great quantity and diversity of materials make this collection unique among Spanish Borderlands
sources and particularly useful for intensive research into the
whole spectrum of Borderlands topics defined in a relatively short
period of years.
The Stetson Collection contains over 150,000 photostats of
documents drawn from the various Spanish archives and relates
to all phases of Spanish activities in the borderlands of the American Southeast from 1518 to 1819. The bulk of the material documents communications between Spanish Borderlands officials and
crown officers and the king. An important part of the collection,
however, deals with the more candid correspondence between
provincial officials, including those in Havana and New Spain.
Among the topics recorded axe the voyages of exploration and
settlement of eastern and western Florida, religious and clerical
interactions with the indigenous populations, expanding English and French presence, and the development of Negro slavery.
The Papeles de Cuba, a section of the Archivo General de
Indias in Seville, contain the records of Spain’s colonies in the
Caribbean and on the North American continent. While the
Papeles include documentation from the mid-seventeenth century
on into the nineteenth, they are particularly rich for the period
from ca. 1760 to 1821. Although the details of their contents remain largely unknown, the Papeles are an important complement
to the Stetson and East Florida Collections because they contain
the records of the Spanish posts on the northern rim of the Gulf
of Mexico.
Since adequate guides to the collections did not exist, a decision was made in 1974 at the University of Florida to initiate a
project to produce a calendar of the holdings. Supported by the
NEH, the Library employs a selected staff, all of whom are pro-
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ficient in Spanish, French, Portuguese, and English. Each document is described on an individual card, which is divided into
three sections. The first section includes the date of the document
and its location within the collection; the second lists place of
origin, author, and if a letter, the addressee, with indication of
the type of document and its length; and the third is a summary
in English of its contents, noting all topics covered and proper
names mentioned. To date, 150,000 exposures of East Florida
Papers, 4,100 bundles of Stetson, and 116 reels of Papeles de Cuba
have been calendared.
The Project is also committed to an acquisitions program.
Under the direction of Dr. Eugene Lyon, presently in Spain, this
program will extend First and Second Spanish period holdings.
Completion of the Project Guide is projected for 1980.
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FLORIDA MANUSCRIPT ACQUISITIONS
AND ACCESSIONS
The following paragraphs list recent manuscript acquisitions
and accessions as reported by Florida’s university, college, and
public libraries. Those interested in using particular collections
should correspond with the library or institution in question.
The State Library of Florida, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee, has acquired on microfilm the Milton Tribune (1925-1928)
and the Milton Gazette (1910-1929; 1938-1942). The State Library
has transferred all territorial and state archival records formerly
in its possession to the Florida State Archives in the Gray Building.
The Florida State Archives has received the records of the
office of the Superintendents of Public Instruction, including
letterpress books of correspondence (1869-1870, 1877-1902), minutes of meetings of the Board of Education (1871-1970), and
various files and reports. These materials are being inventoried
and will be open to researchers.
The Special Collections department, Robert Manning Strozier
Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee, has added the
Charles Lanman Collection of biographies of members of Congress from Florida. It contains letters, newspaper articles, biographical material, and photographs. The library also acquired
photocopies of five letters written from Tallahassee between 1827
and 1846 by William Wilson to Lucretia Wilson Dutton. The
Strozier Library obtained, in addition, Nicholas Ponce’s Recueil
D’Estampes de la Guerre de l’Independence des Etats-Unis (Paris,
1784), and Erasmus Francisci’s Ost- Und West-Indischer Wie Auch
Sinesischer Lust- Und Stats-Garten (Nurnberg, 1668).
New items in the St. Augustine Historical Society’s holdings
include a typescript copy of the diary of Effie Florence Shorter
of Bakersville, Florida, dated 1903, and a copy of a speech given
by W. A. McWilliams describing life in St. Augustine in 1885.
[498]
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The society has also acquired from Yale University a photocopy of the typescript of “An Autobiography” by James Walker
Benet. Microfilm items added include the records of the Cathedral
Parish, 1784-1921 (baptisms, 1784-1881; marriages, 1784-1882;
burials, 1784-1921); and two bundles of documents from the East
Florida Papers-Escrituras (notarized instruments), 1803-1804,
bundle 374; and Register of City Lots, St. Augustine, bundle 409.
The University of Miami’s Otto G. Richter Library has acquired the first draft typescript of a chapter of Marjory Stoneman
Douglas’s The Everglades, River of Grass, revised edition.
Among the many items acquired by the Pensacola Historical
Society, are the M. A. Quina manuscript collection (1884-1935,
real estate and Gulf Lumber Company correspondence), Thelma
S. Miller collection (1950s-1960s Democratic party and Escambia
County materials), the William Sinton collection (1860-1954,
material on Pensacola’s military installations and fortifications),
and the papers of Jacob Lipps (1900-1918, local soda water manufacturer). Other acquisitions include the log-day book of
the Warren Fish Company, Pensacola (1922); the Sixth District
Justice of the Peace records, 1905-1947, Escambia County; the
log book of the Shipping Board of Enquiry, Pensacola (19081909); a typescript of a letter written by William H. Knowles to
his children, August 10, 1938, describing Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
visit to Pensacola; and theatre programs from the Pensacola Opera
House (1898-1917) and the Saenger Theatre (1925-1929).
The John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida, has
received the papers of several individuals and organizations, including the Pensacola Jaycees and the Florida Nurses Association, District 1. Among the papers of individuals are additions
to the Gerhard Rolfs family papers, papers of Kate Monroe
(Pensacola teacher), the Gordon W. Wells papers (state legislator from Escambia County, 1962-1968), the papers of Ruth Godwin (Democratic committeewoman for the first congressional
district), the Inez Bonifay papers, and the James Waddell papers.
Original issues of the Pensacola Gazette, 1847-1856, have been
obtained, together with a number of important books: Davila
Padilla’s History of the Northern Provinces of Spanish America
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(1625, 2nd ed.); Bossu’s Nouveaux voyages dan l’ Amerique
Septentrionale (1777); William Pultenay’s Thoughts . . . on
Affairs with America (1778); Baudry de Lozieres’s Voyage a la
Louisiane; and John Lee Williams’s Terirtory of Florida (1837).
Key West’s Monroe County Public Library has added to its
collection microfilm copies of Monroe County deed books a
through zz; indices to the deed books; the Key West City Cemetery records (1838-1976); and the church records of St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church and the Old Stone Methodist Church of Key
West. The library has also acquired the manuscript copy of “Key
West Story,” by Marie Cappick, and two rare volumes-Daniel
G. Brinton’s Notes on the Floridian Peninsula and Judge William
Marvin’s Thesis on Wrecking . . . and Salvage.
The Roux Library, Florida Southern College, has received the
papers of former Congressman James A. Haley, covering the years
1952-1976. Congressman Haley represented the seventh congressional district.
A large collection of microfilm records has been added to the
library of Florida Technological University, Orlando, including
the Orange County deed books, probate will books, tax rolls, plat
books, voter registration lists, and mortgage books, some of which
date back to the mid-nineteenth century.
The P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville, added several manuscript collections, including the Richard A. Pettigrew papers (1957-1974), former state
senator and currently aide to President Jimmy Carter), the John
D. Pennekamp papers (editor of the Miami Herald), the James
Branch Hodges, Jr. papers (1918-1971, former legislator), and
approximately 30,000 additional pages of records of the Alachua
County Abstract Co. and Colson family collection. The first portion of the papers of Judge Bryan Simpson (Fifth Judicial Circuit,
U. S. Court of Appeals) have been accessioned. This includes
material relating to the St. Augustine civil rights cases.
The P. K. Yonge Library has also acquired twenty-nine letters,
written in French and dated between 1829 and 1841, signed by
Prince Achille Murat. Rare books added, to the library include
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William Heather’s The New North American Pilot, Containing
Sailing Directions from Nova Scotia to the Gulf of Florida
(London, 1801); Heather’s The New West Indian Pilot; Containing Sailing Directions for the Gulf of Florida, Bahamas (London,
1810, 3rd ed.); John Drinkwater’s A History of the Late Siege of
Gibralter (London, 1786); Francis Comte de Castelnau, Vues et
Souvenirs de l’Amerique de Nord . . . Ouvrage dedie a S.A.R.
Monsiegneur le Duc D’Orleans Dans l’Impartialite est la Verite
(Paris, 1842); and H. R. Stout, The Climate of Florida (Jacksonville, 1895). The library has microfilmed the Palatka News (19021905), the Palatka Daily News (1916-1948), and the St. Augustine
Cathedral Parish records.
The Florida Collection of the Jacksonville Public Library has
the typescripts of the papers of the First Jacksonville History Conference (1977), a transcript of Lillian Adams’s “Manuscript of
the Baldwin Story: To All Who Have Shared in Baldwin’s First
Century, 1876-1976,” the scrapbook “Howard E. Crawford: Inspector of Weights and Measures, City of Jacksonville, 19301969,” and two volumes compiled by Helen Therkildsen, entitled “ ‘Florida Facts’ and Other Miscellanea.”
The Charlton W. Tebeau Library of Florida History of the
Historical Association of Southern Florida, Miami, added the glass
negatives of pioneer photographer Ralph M. Munroe, and the
letters and diaries of the Gilpin family, long-time winter visitors
to Coconut Grove, for the years 1903, 1905-1908, and 1919. The
association also acquired the records for Miss Harris’s School, a
pioneer South Florida school, and the records of Third Century
U. S. A., Miami’s bicentennial commission.
Several rare books have been added to the Florida Collection of the Miami-Dade Public Library System. These include
an Italian travelogue of 1874, La Florida del Signor A. Poussielgue; Letter From the Secretary of the Navy . . . Relating to the
Destruction of the Negro Fort in East Florida (published in
1819); and An Examination of the Civil Administration of
Governor Jackson in Florida (1828).
The University of Georgia Library at Athens has added some
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important Florida materials to its collections. The library has
been given the Reverend John Jones Family papers (1775-1928).
Much of the later correspondence in this extensive collection pertains to Florida. Among the library’s purchases in the past year
is a letter from Senator James Wilson to E. Jackson, Jr. of Savannah, dated January 23, 1819, which discusses pending Senate
business and the conduct of General Andrew Jackson in Florida
during the First Seminole War. Additionally, Zephaniah
Kingsley’s Treatise on the Patriarchal, on Co-operative System of
Society (Tallahassee, 1829); The Florida sporting books of
Charles Hollack; and Max Bloomfield’s History of St. Augustine
have been secured.
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Tories, Dons, and Rebels: The American Revolution in British,
West Florida. By J. Barton Starr. (Gainesville: University
Presses of Florida, 1976. ix, 278 pp. Preface, notes, maps, tables,
conclusion, bibliography, index. $8.50.)
“I may say with safety I am now in the worst part of the
world; nothing to be had but lean beef and pork except poultrywhich is extravagently dear-and it is so damned hot fish stinks
before it can be boiled. The only thing this pleasant place
abounds in is a beautiful white sand which circulates freely.”
Thus, a subordinate officer recorded his impression of the 320
miles of coast extending from the Apalachicola River westward to
Lake Ponchartrain, denominated as the province of West Florida.
His likeminded superior, General John Campbell, repeatedly
used the expression “ruin and desolation” to describe the country
and the two settled places of any consequence, Pensacola and
Mobile. This was the coast with a hinterland extending some
130 miles inland that General Campbell had come to defend for
his sovereign lord George III during the rebellion of Americans
against his authority. As a British dominion West Florida had a
life span of less than twenty years, from 1763 when England
acquired it by cession from Spain until 1781 when Bernardo de
Galvez seized the last military stronghold and held it for Spain
to the war’s end in 1783.
In a sense West Florida has hitherto had no history, or very
little. A minor Spanish possession, it surfaced briefly as a British
colony for two decades before returning to Spanish dominion
until 1819, when the area and its people came back into the
stream of Anglo-American history only to be swallowed up by
four southern states and thus to lose both name and identity. The
roster of previous contributors is not entirely blank, nor the record they sketched barren of incident. Half a dozen names come
immediately to mind: Janus A. James, John M. Caughey,
J. Leitch Wright, Cecil Johnson, Robert V. Haynes, and Robert
R. Rea. But it has remained for Professor Starr to mine the treasures of the Public Record Office and the Clements Library
(among other repositories) and to present the full-bodied account
[503]
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suggested by his subtitle. In short, for the important years, 17761783, he has given West Florida a history.
The story he tells is one of a neglected, largely unsettled, and
not very important outpost of the British empire before 1776.
The War for American Independence changed this posture somewhat. West Florida was still an outpost, still of second importance,
but now vulnerable and growing in population as Tories from
South Carolina, Georgia, New York, and Pennsylvania flocked in
for refuge. Throughout the war General Campbell premised his
defense of the colony on this vulnerability, particularly to the
Spanish Dons. Similarly Governor Peter Chester administered
civil government with an eye to the political instability of a
province lacking both residents with deep roots or traditions that
grow from long attachment.
War, of course, dominated the history of West Florida. Some
of the strongest chapters treat military affairs, among them the
expedition of James Willing down the Mississippi in 1778 to
plunder British settlements in the western reaches of the province.
Frustrated British authorities watched helplessly as the Spanish
governor in New Orleans gave in to a petition from Willing’s
troops for quarters in the city, “feeling humanity demanded it,
especially as the petitioning men held guns,” as one observer put
it with dead-pan humor. Nevertheless the author awards the long
term benefits to the British-before the plundering, either neutral
or mildly pro-American-who became thereafter thoroughly
suspicious of Americans and stronger in their loyalty to the crown.
But “the late rascally transaction of Mr. Willing” was merely a
prelude to the Galvez conquest of Manchak, Mobile, and Pensacola, which takes up almost four chapters.
The American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of Florida, a notable contributor to the national celebration, may justly
take pride in Tories, Dons, and Rebels, sponsored as part of its
distinctive program of state historical publications. The author
combines descriptive, military, and political chapters to construct
a satisfying general account. In a subtle way, too, he contrives a
mise en scene for the tensions forty years in the future when West
Florida became a part of the United States and the name vanished from current usage.
University of Georgia
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Zora Neale Hurston: A Literary Biography. By Robert E. Hemenway. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977, xxiii, 371 pp.
Foreword, preface, acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, notes, illustrations, appendix, index. $15.00.)
Zora Neale Hurston was the most important black writer in
Florida in the 1930s and one of the most important Florida writers of all time. Only in the last few years has she begun to be
studied in much detail-an oversight due to the general apathy
shown toward black writers, especially black women writers from
the South. The literary biography of Miss Hurston, which is
chronologically organized from her birth in central Florida to her
death sixty years later in Fort Pierce, Florida, is arranged around
her major works, especially her six novels, her collections of
folklore, and her many essays and short stories. It traces her slow
rise to fame, her unsuccessful attempts to become a college
teacher, her constant struggle to eke out a living, her tragic love
affairs, and her usually successful attempts to picture in fiction
the life of the southern black.
There is a foreword by novelist Alice Walker, the woman who
found Miss Hurston’s unmarked grave and put up a memorial
stone at the site. There is copious documentation in the footnotes,
a long checklist of Miss Hurston’s writings, and a good index.
This is a well-written biography that will be of use to anyone
interested in either Zora Neale Hurston, the Harlem Renaissance,
or twentieth-century black writers, although it is, in the words of
Dr. Hemenway, not a “definitive book” because “that book remains to be written, and by a black woman” (p. xx).
This is the story of a complex writer, a woman who was raised
and who died in poverty, who was graduated from Barnard College, received support from a wealthy white woman, actively participated in the literary circle of the Harlem Renaissance, traveled
throughout Florida and Haiti collecting folklore, did archeological searching in Honduras, and wrote some important fiction.
She was a woman who often emphasized the uniqueness of AfroAmerican music and culture, but who also criticized the 1954
Supreme Court anti-segregation ruling as an indictment of the
black’s ability to learn without assistance from whites. She wrote
the “first scholarly treatment of hoodoo by a black American folklorist’(p. 77), but went on to deemphasize the academic treatment
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of folklore in favor of incorporating this folklore into fiction. She
used her Eatonville, Florida, folktales, first to establish herself as
a folklorist, but then she sought to better herself and to pursue her
own ambitious goals. She was a woman caught between opposites,
who spent her life trying to find her particular niche in the
literary world.
Unlike many of the important blacks with whom she associated in New York she could trace her background and upbringing to a small, all-black town that prided itself on its segregation.
It was this ability to empathize with the poorer blacks and her
knack of totally immersing herself in a culture that enabled her
to become both a successful collector of folktales and hoodoo
practices and a writer who provided fictional models and stylistic
varieties to writers who would follow her. In the end though she
will be most widely known for her fiction, especially the successful
Dust Tracks on the Road, Their Eyes Were Watching God, and
Jonah’s Gourd Vine. She seemed less successful when dealing with
history (Moses, Man of the Mountain) or white Southerners
(Seraph on the Suwanee). Zora Neale Hurston’s fiction has established her as an important regional writer and a distinguished
novelist of this century.
University of Florida

K EVIN M. M C C ARTHY

The Living Dock at Panacea. By Jack Rudloe. (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, Inc., 1977. ix, 272 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations, index. $10.00.)
Some of the best writing of the last fifty years has been done
by persons who were not primarily professional writers but were
professional naturalists, persons like Rachel Carson, N. J. Berrill,
Aldo Leopold, who not only knew their subject well but had an
intense, personal, almost passionate love for it. Jack Rudloe has
earned an honest place among them.
Rudloe’s work-both as a writer and as a professional collector
of marine specimens-centers around what Rachel Carson called
The Edge of the Sea: the beach, the mudflats at low tide, and
behind them the grassy marshes awash when the tide is high. In
Rudloe’s area the beaches themselves are skimpy, and to the
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average visitor the whole place might seem dreary if not downright desolate. To Rudloe it is not only beautiful, it is dynamic,
filled and overflowing with multitudinous though often invisible
life. And he loves it. He loves every inch of it, everything that
crawls, creeps, swims, or burrows through the mud, grass, water,
or the pilings of his dock. Happily, he has the ability to communicate this emotion to his reader.
Rudloe was fourteen when his family moved from Brooklyn
to Carrabelle, a fishing village on the Florida Gulf coast. Jack
took joyously to the shore and water. Later, when his family
moved to Tallahassee, Jack took to the university with less
enthusiasm. As he once told a reporter, “I had absolutely no
money. I felt I was wasting my time. Apparently the university
felt the same way.” So at eighteen he was a dropout with no saleable skills. But a biology professor studying the neuro-muscular
reactions of amphibians told Jack he would buy bullfrogs, and
Rudloe began to spend his nights catching them. Another professor wanted “Georgia thumper” grasshoppers, and now Rudloe
was employed both day and night. When still another professor
needed pink shrimp, Rudloe went after them. With that his life
changed. He stuck with the sea. Gradually he built a business
supplying universities and research laboratories with marine
specimens. He educated himself by intense study. He became
president of the Gulf Specimen Company. The company consisted at first of Rudloe and a dog that helped dig for crabs and
worms. It has grown. It now consists of Rudloe, his wife Anne
(she is currently writing her Ph.D. dissertation on marine biology;
she also took some excellent photos for this book), a secretary,
and three assistant collectors. All six live dangerously, so far as
the company’s finances are concerned, but are happy with their
work.
The Living Dock at Panacea, as its title implies, deals chiefly
with the life on and around Rudloe’s dock on the Gulf coast of
Florida. From it he watches “the silvery flashes of menhaden
minnows feeding on the bushy pink hydroids that were attached
to the floating boat stalls . . . the crab corks and lines massed with
huge fat clusters of barnacles. I could see them opening and closing their little trap doors, their feathery legs protruding.” When a
neighboring commercial fisherman remarks, “I’ll be damned if I
can see why anyone would want to study a barnacle,” one of
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Rudloe’s assistants explains: “ ‘Cause they ain’t got no barnacles
up in Illinois. They ain’t got no ocean. If these professors want to
study barnacles, and they got the money, we’ll damn sure ship
‘em.”
Not all Rudloe’s work is done from the dock. There is an excellent chapter on collecting a gallon of shark blood for a laboratory. And there is the marsh, probably Rudloe’s truest love. He
writes: “The best way to see a marsh is to get out and walk
around. . . . Walking on a salt marsh is like walking on top of
some gigantic living organism, and after awhile you can almost
feel it respiring under your feet. You can smell the organic smells
of life and death, of living growing things and dying plants,
which all furnish nutrients and life to the estuaries. Marshes are
not wastelands, as many believe-they are wonderlands.”
Rudloe’s book is more personal than those of Rachel Carson;
his year’s work forms the backbone of his narrative. The Living
Dock may not be quite as poetic or informative as, say, The Edge
of the Sea, but it is truly an excellent book.
Anna Maria, Florida

W YATT B LASSINGAME

Fearless and Free: The Seminole Indian War, 1835-1842. By
George Walton. (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
Inc., 1977. 274 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $13.95.)
George Walton states his intent unequivocally in his sub title,
The Seminole Indian War, 1835-1842, and follows with a concise,
step-by-step history of that war. Until recent times that would
have been enough. For 100 years since the event little enough was
written, history or fiction, of that melancholy struggle while the
western adventure supplied material for everything from university presses to the pulps. But the last several decades have
brought a change. Novelists as well as writers of history have discovered this southern attic full of more artifacts of violence than
a tourist would imagine. From the Spanish armed with sword and
cross in 1513, to Americans with rockets and jet planes ready to
invade Cuba (again) in 1962, this peninsula has been more battleground than playground. The relatively sudden interest in Flor-
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ida history has produced a trickle, then a stream of written work
about the past. Interest and a typewriter used to be enough. Now,
if one hopes to be read as well as published, a certain ability to
recreate the life of the past as well as its death is required. Mr.
Walton writes well and with style, presenting the people and the
war with sound and color. Fearless and Free begins with Dade’s
battle and takes the reader step-by-step through each stage of the
war that follows, concluding with Worth’s General Order declaring the war at an end. A brief epilogue gives an excellent perspective to the struggle as a whole.
A couple of questions, however, may be fairly raised. Why was
not at least one map included? It seems a reasonable assumption
that not all of Mr. Walton’s readers will carry in their memories
a clear picture of the Florida Territory of the late 1830s. To assume that the general reader will be able to follow the military
strategy of the war without some visual reference is to propose an
unnecessary challenge.
The book contains many helpful portraits of the leading characters, white, Indian and Negro. Interesting lithographs of the
period are also included, but their helpfulness is limited since
none of them carry a caption. What fort is this? Which troops are
these? What battle is being fought? If the artist did not title the
work how do we know it relates to this war? If he did supply
identification, why not let the reader know?
A more serious problem is accuracy. It is regretable to see
errors of fact perpetuated when research has provided the truth.
Perhaps even in a work of history the spelling of a man’s name is
not critical (Lt. Bessenger for Basinger), though it becomes more
awkward when Private Joseph Sprague is referred to only as
“Private Joseph.” He states further that “He (Sprague) subsequently died of his wounds.” Perhaps, but he continued to serve
in the army through 1839. It seems likely that the author is referring to Ransom Clarke who did die in 1840 from wounds that
never healed. Finally, among these smaller points, Ransom Clarke
is said to have “incredibly reached Fort Brooke on December 29.”
The record seems to show that he reached the fort on the 31st
which was incredible enough. To travel sixty miles with massive
wounds in twenty-four hours would be more impossible than incredible. This reviewer has done some research on Dade’s battle
which gives him cause to wonder if this not-quite-accurate in-
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formation is prevalent in other sections of the book to be noted
only by those whose knowledge is more thorough than that of the
general reader.
And most unfortunate is the author’s perpetuation of a myth
that plagued an innocent man through a long life. Louis Pacheco
is described once again as “guide and interpreter” to Francis
Dade’s command. Interpreter, yes; guide, no. The primary sources
on this point are unequivocal. As alleged guide the Negro was
pilloried as betrayer of the command when in fact he was hired
to serve the command solely as interpreter. Fearless and Free is a
handsome book and a well-written history. Attention to detail
would have made it better.
Dade City, Florida

F RANK L AUMER

Africans and Seminoles: From Removal to Emancipation. By
Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood
Press, 1977. x, 278 pp. Preface, notes, maps, appendix, bibliography, index. $15.95.)
This account of the blacks who lived with the Seminoles during the periods of Spanish rule, the three wars with the whites in
Florida, removal to the West, and final sojourn in Indian territory is well-researched. The author tells about the blacks, mostly
fugitives from plantations in South Carolina and Georgia seeking
refuge among the Indians of Florida. Due to their knowledge of
English and the white man’s way of life, a considerable number
of blacks assumed positions of leadership among the Seminoles.
During the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842, they played an important role in fighting the white armies. In fact, many who took
part in the Dade Massacre in December 1835 and in other battles
proved to be as good fighters as the Indians.
However, difficult decisions concerning the blacks arose when
they were captured. Those that had been slaves of the Seminoles
were removed along with them to the West. Many runaway blacks
were taken to Indian territory so that they could no longer fight
alongside their Indian protectors. Removal of the blacks to the
West created problems since the Seminole slave system conflicted
with that of their neighbors-Creeks, Cherokees, Chickasaws, and
Choctaws.
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Once in Indian territory the blacks became the targets for
both Indian and white slave hunters. Titles of ownership were
hopelessly confused. Theft, sale, resale, marriage, manumission
decrees by chiefs and white officials all contributed to a mixed up
problem of property ownership. At first the blacks tried to reestablish a relationship with the Seminoles by helping them build
their towns and raise crops. Soon, however, this relationship was
disturbed. The Creeks started taking blacks as slaves so that they
could work on their plantations. In desperation the blacks turned
to the military when the Seminoles failed to oppose these raids.
Some moved onto the Fort Gibson Military Reserve and to other
protected areas. A few settled in towns, retaining their arms and
controlling their own affairs. In 1850 the Creeks, with the consent
of the Seminoles, captured some 180 blacks and forced them into
slavery. As a result, a few Negroes, seeking a place of refuge, migrated to Mexico.
During the Civil War blacks fled to Kansas where Union
troops provided some protection, but others were seized as slaves
by the Seminoles and transported south to the Chickasaw Nation.
After 1865, the army was assigned the duty of “regulating the
relations between the Freemen in the Indian Territory and their
former masters.” When some Seminoles tried to dominate the
blacks, the army stepped in to enforce their rights as free persons.
Africans and Seminoles depends mainly on materials in the
National Archives. More non-Federal sources should have been
used, however, to give “body” to the characters in the story. Federal records are excellent, but only rarely do they present enough
insight, particularly into such matters as possible betrayal of the
Indians by black interpreters in treaty negotiations. One such
illustration is found in the June 12, 1858, issue of Harper’s
Weekly. According to the writer Ben Bruno, Billy Bowlegs’s interpreter had “more brains than Billy and all his tribe and exercises almost unbounded influence over his master. The negro
slaves are in fact masters of their red owners who seem fully conscious of their own mental inferiority.” Throughout this book
outstanding figures like Abraham, Gopher John, and John
Cavallo seem to have little warmth or any sense of authority.
University of Tampa
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Religion in the Old South. By Donald G. Mathews. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1977. xx, 274 pp. Foreword, preface, notes, note on sources, index. $10.95.)
Religion in the Old South could well be required supplementary reading with any book on Evangelical Protestantism in
the American South prior to 1860. It provides the theological and
ideological bases which many denominational histories and biographies lack. The distinguishing marks of Evangelicalism, as recognized in the Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian denominations are remarkably similar, yet are underlaid with some differences. In all there is the religious perception that the Christian
life is essentially a personal relationship with Christ achieved by
a profoundly emotional conversion experience.
It is from this definition that Professor Mathews establishes
his theory that southern society has been uniquely affected by
Evangelical values and institutions. “As a social, historical process,
Evangelical Protestantism in the Old South enabled a rising
lower-middle class to achieve identity and solidarity.” The next
step was to “create the moral courage to reject as authoritative
for themselves the life-style and values of traditional elites.” By
establishing academies, colleges, seminaries, and denominational
publications, these converts acquired in their own minds a high
degree of refinement and respectability.
These twice-born were characterized by piety, concern for persons, and a profound sense of social responsibility. They assumed
the role of guardians of society, courts of justice, and boards of
censure. Moral surveillance and self-discipline laid strong bonds
on the free spirits in the expanding West.
The emphasis on personal worth was challenging to women;
new doors opened to them-idealistically if not realistically. The
southern woman with a religious conversion had a multi-role in
family and church- life, and she dared to assert her individuality
at home and leadership in congregational affairs. Women were in
the majority of church membership, and, by number alone, created new attitudes.
Among these provoking attitudes was a rising consciousness of
slaveholding. The Evangelicals never successfully identified slaveholding with sin. The Negro responded easily and emotionally to
a spiritual conversion, and in his “changed life” expected some of
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the liberties promised to white Evangelicals. In order to develop
empathy with slaves, the churches ventured into the Mission to
Slaves, a project which abolitionists condemned as a plot “to perfect the slave system.” The Mission’s first goal was to demonstrate
that whites had the best interests of slaves at heart and secondarily, to preach the gospel to them. Eventually the Mission
failed since it became “as much an assertion of Evangelical power
and prestige, as an honest effort to make southern society into an
integrated whole.” When Evangelicals reenforced their position
by justifying slavery through divine interpretation, the abolitionists drew away from professed Christian faith and sought refuge
in reason, speculation, and human equality.
Professor Mathews has produced a provocative study. The
reader cannot lay it aside with any degree of disinterest. The book
is essentially a series of essays, some of which have been expanded
into chapters by too much repetition of materials and excessive
explanatory sections. The author is indeed in fresh areas of interpretation. This reviewer, however, wishes that Mathews had
permitted some converts to have experienced the pure joy of a
spiritual turn-around without a tinge of guilt concerning slavery
or a touch of personal ambition. He writes well, with an enriching vocabulary and a convincing surety of direction. The book is
a creditable addition to the Chicago History of American Religion series edited by Martin E. Marty.
Atlanta, Georgia

W ALTER B. P OSEY

Adams and Jefferson: A Revolutionary Dialogue. By Merrill D.
Peterson. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1976. xiv, 146
pp. Foreword, preface, notes, index. $7.00.)
The friendship of Adams and Jefferson remains among the
most compelling and inspiring of American national stories. It
affords us a rare glimpse of Founders behaving like Founders. It
is a drama of virtue and patriotism, of great deeds and bitter dispute, of friendship and politics vindicating our claim to a founding by men of more than ordinary stature. Professor Peterson has
retold this story in his 1976 Lamar Lectures, delivered at Mercer
University. His is that rare Bicentennial contribution which justi-
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fies the occasion with something of genuine historical interest that
also satisfies our patriotic and moral tastes.
Professor Peterson brings a special authority to his subject. He
is a distinguished historian of Jefferson, and this study reveals his
particular admiration for the Virginian. One senses almost his
relief in the opportunity to compare the two men. There is something like a confession in the sure and lively way in which he presents Adams, a certainty about Adams the man, his opinions, and
his motives which must elude the Jeffersonian scholar.
Peterson chronicles the friendship of Adams and Jefferson
through the American and French Revolutions and “The Revolution of 1800.” His organization subordinates anecdote and personality to the dialogue between the two men. Introducing his
subjects, he gives the basis for their collaboration in seeking to
achieve the goals of the Revolution. He also suggests the things,
substantive and personal, that tended to divide them. It was during this period, when their hopes for America were fresh and
high, that their rivalry was less obvious. In later years they sought
to return to the moderate temper of these times, but this was not
possible. There were sharp disagreements resulting in their dramatic break during the election of 1800. Peterson’s concluding
essay examines the submergence of their disaffection in the correspondence they carried on in retirement.
As Peterson emphasizes, Adams and Jefferson’s disagreements
reflected the divisions and conflicts within the nation. There were
different points of view about liberty and order, about relations
with France and England, and about aristocracy and democracy.
Compacted in their controversies were basic American issues.
Both men realized, as does Professor Peterson, that they were exploring, sometimes originally, the grounds of American opinion.
Peterson wisely does not insist that their views be constant or
consistent, and he examines both their changing positions and
those general tendencies which remained steadfast.
Professor Peterson is alive to the complexities of his subjects.
The emergence in Europe, for example, of the image of the
Yankee and the Virginian and their very different attitudes
towards the Old World are well detailed. The democrat Jefferson
loved luxury and Enlightenment, but he was little moved by the
political fears which seemed so common among his European colleagues. On the other hand, Adams, like many European intellec-
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tuals, was somewhat apprehensive of popular government. Peterson presents an exchange of views in which there is more than one
ironic shift of position.
Peterson has provided a useful commentary on the AdamsJefferson correspondence. He explains why Adams wrote so much
more than his counterpart, and he notes for us the instances when
the writers grew relaxed, where they retracted, and where they
stood firm. His Adams is all mellow and his Jefferson unusually
grim. The irony of their lives, so poorly rendered in their reputations, is suddenly clear. Peterson offers as his key to Adams that
he thought of himself as a counterweight, a man born to hold
corrective opinions and able to stand the guff which such attitudes caused. Jefferson too had flexibility and ambition which
allowed him to relate to Adams both in friendship and in dispute.
The dialogue between these two great Americans explored the
range of possibilities of American political theories and practice.
In presenting this story, Professor Peterson has written with
authority and fairness. He has written of Adams as Jefferson
might have, and of Jefferson as Adams might have written.
Claremont Graduate School
and University Center

ROBERT DAWIDOFF

Toward a Patriarchal Republic: The Secession of Georgia. By
Michael P. Johnson. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1977. xxiv, 244 pp. Preface, maps, notes, appendix, bibliographic note, index. $15.00.)
This book says nothing about the events of the era 1848-1860,
when the hearts of Southerners were being fired by growing fears
and a sense of outrage against northern “fanatics”. It does not
even say anything about southern reactions to John Brown’s attack at Harper’s Ferry. After a hasty five-page survey of the presidential election of 1860, the author comes speedily to the crisis of
November-December 1860 and to the campaign in Georgia for
the election of delegates to the state secession convention-a campaign made not merely exciting, but even frenzied, by the secessionists.
The author now summarizes the main themes of the secession-
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ists: the glorious heritage of the American Revolution, standing
in great jeopardy by 1860; the tyrannous and menacing conspiracy of the “Black Republicans” against southern rights; the
imperative necessity of southern unity against northern aggression; and the imminent threat of racial equality and all the horrors it would bring if Georgia submitted to dishonor by remaining in the Union. Yet all these arguments were mere rhetoric,
says Dr. Johnson. Even the secessionists were unconvinced by
them. The danger that actually frightened the secessionists (or
the slaveholders, for they were identical, says Dr. Johnson)-the
danger that impelled them to swift action-was what he calls “the
long-developing internal crisis of the South.” What he means is
that by 1860 the non-slaveholding whites of the South were challenging “the social and political dominance of the slaveholders.”
The slaveholders themselves, he says, realized that the crisis facing
them came, not so much from northern Republicans, as from undependable whites in the South. Eagerly, therefore, the slaveholders seized upon secession as the safest and surest means of
perpetuating their dominance in the South. “Many slaveholders
fear[ed] nonslaveholders so intensely that, in their view, secession
was essential to the protection of slavery. . . . The internal crisis
of the South necessitated secession” (p. 87). In Georgia the slaveholders managed not only to get a secession ordinance passed in
January 1861, but also to rewrite the state constitution in April
1861; and they did the latter for the express purpose of perpetuating and assuring their control. These two achievements, the one
following the other almost immediately, Dr. Johnson calls a
“double revolution.”
All this is a very ingenious explanation of secession, and owes
much of its inspiration to Eugene Genovese (although Dr. Johnson’s book was done as a Ph.D. dissertation at Stanford, not under
Genovese). The trouble with this interpretation is that the evidence supporting it is pitifully meager. Of course, the slaveholders themselves could not afford to acknowledge publicly that they
had any such motives as Dr. Johnson ascribes to them. Did they
acknowledge these purposes to each other in private? If they did,
they did it strictly in conversation. They certainly left no record
of it. In the fifty-five pages devoted to developing his thesis (pp.
79-135), Dr. Johnson offers only two Georgia citations that reflected even faint suspicions about non-slaveholding whites. One
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of these (p. 130) was an anonymous letter of February 9, 1861, to
the editor of the Augusta Chronicle & Sentinel; the other was a
resolution presented in the secession convention at Milledgeville
(p. 133)-and there voted down. Furthermore, it is not even possible to demonstrate conclusively that the changes made in the
Georgia constitution by the secession convention in April 1861
were meant to perpetuate, or would actually have perpetuated,
the dominance of slaveholders in state government. True, Dr.
Johnson thinks that the purpose of those changes was to ensure
the permanent control of slaveholders. But thinking does not
necessarily make it so.
After the convention had passed its secession ordinance, it
adopted a strong 3,600-word report, written by Robert Toombs,
explaining to the world why Georgia had seceded. Dr. Johnson
does not think this report worth even mentioning.
Emory University

J AMES R ABUN

Rank and File: Civil War Essays in Honor of Bell Irvin Wiley.
Edited by James I. Robertson, Jr., and Richard H. McMurry.
(San Rafael, California: Presidio Press, 1976. 164 pp. Preface,
notes. $8.95.)
Of the nine contributors to this festschrift all were graduate
students of Professor Wiley at Emory University, and all have
successfully established themselves in the historical profession.
Their mentor’s personal life, as well as the manner in which he
pursued his scholarly interests, are delightfully reviewed by Henry
T. Malone in the opening chapter. Entitled “Bell Wiley: The Uncommon Soldier,” this essay might well be judged the best of the
lot, yet all are remarkably high in quality. Malone’s essay will be
of unusual interest to hundreds of Professor Wiley’s friends both
within and outside the historical profession. Fully as significant as
his accomplishments in research and teaching is the gracious
manner in which he lives. This is described by one of his former
students as characterized by “intelligence, charm and charisma.”
Of seven other essays, three deal with military figures, one tells
the story of a Confederate chaplain, and the remaining three
treat some of the broader aspects of the Civil War. All are ade-
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quately researched and presented in good literary style suggestive
of that for which their teacher is noted. The final contribution
(Chapter IX) is a compilation by John Porter Bloom entitled
“Bibliography of Bell Irvin Wiley” in which are listed the titles
of twenty-seven books, most of which he is the sole author or
editor. In addition, more than seventy articles are listed.
Michael B. Dougan’s essay on Thomas C. Hindman portrays
that Arkansas “political general” as deserving more attention by
historians than he has received, largely because he was an advocate of total war. This included the use of guerillas, a scorched
earth policy, and the total mobilization of the population under
central control.
Richard McMurry presents some little known aspects of
General John B. Hood’s early career. He concludes that the general’s early life in the Bluegrass and his contact with the idea of
chivalry as embodied in Robert E. Lee made him the Southerner
personified. His greatest virtues were physical bravery and the
ability to lead and inspire, although he was unable to command
an army in the sense of using it to the best tactical advantage.
William H. Seward and the Declaration of Paris of 1861 are discussed by Norman B. Ferris. He considers the idea of Seward’s
bellicosity toward England to be a myth and explains that the
precarious Anglo-American relations in the first year of the war
may have been largely a result of distorted reports transmitted to
London.
Willard Wight’s essay entitled ‘‘Colonel Cyrus B. Harkie: A
Troubled Military Career” outlines the most unusual military
career of the incompetent colonel of a Georgia infantry regiment.
Although constantly in trouble with his superior officers and the
men he was supposed to command, Harkie succeeded in retaining
his commission to the end of the war. An essay on ‘‘A Copperhead
Views the Civil War” by Arnold Shankman centers around the
career of George W. Woodward, a Pennsylvanian who believed
that Lincoln was an arbitrary despot and that the South could not
be defeated by force. An unsuccessful candidate for governor in
1863, Woodward is convincingly presented as a noteworthy figure
needing additional study.
James I. Robertson, Jr. gives a rare portrait of an unusual Confederate “Soldier of the Cloth” in a sketch of William E. Wiatt
who served throughout the war as the only chaplain the Twenty-
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sixth Virginia Regiment ever had. His efforts to bolster the morale of combat soldiers and to provide spiritual guidance and
Christian leadership made him the ideal minister of the Civil
War.
Straying farther afield than the others is Maury Klein’s essay
on northern industrialists and the Civil War. These are essentially men whose lives were largely untouched by the fires of war
and they took advantage of the economic opportunities which it
afforded to achieve great business success. The author’s sample
list of sixty men who in 1861 were between the ages of seventeen
and thirty includes such names as Andrew Carnegie, J. P. Morgan,
and John D. Rockefeller. While many on his list became titans
of industry in the post-war years, there were few military heroes
who later excelled in business on a national scale. While these
essays were not designed to provide important new or penetrating
insights on the Civil War, they are informative and useful to
students of that epoch. The work deserves an index.
Milledgeville, Georgia

J AMES C. B ONNER

Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy: Black Citizenship and
the Constitution, 1861-1868. By Mary Frances Berry. (Port
Washington, New York: Kennikat Press, 1977. x, 132 pp.
Acknowledgments, preface, notes, bibliographical essay, index.
$8.95.)
It is not clear whether the thesis of this volume is the highly
controversial one that emancipation and citizenship for blacks
were forced upon the nation by the need for large numbers of
black troops in order to win the Civil War or a much less
tendentious one: namely, that there was an intimate linkage between black military service and the establishment in law of
equal civil rights. Recognition of the latter relationship, though
not novel, merits elaboration and emphasis. Reconstruction historiography will undoubtedly give it more weight in the future
with the appearance of Mary Berry’s work following so shortly
that of Herman Belz, which makes the same point though less
centrally.
The Militia Act of 1862, which gingerly reversed a long-stand-
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ing restriction of militia service to whites only, the passage of a
conscription act without racial distinctions, the Lincoln administration’s energetic effort to raise black troops in 1863 and 1864all were important milestones, as Dr. Berry contends, along the
path toward citizenship for Negro Americans. When blacks by
law shared the obligation to perform military service, and when
in fact they did so to the number of roughly 180,000, “their claims
to the privilege of citizenship” did indeed gain “momentum and
credibility” (p. 104). Also unexceptionable is the statement that
“war created the conditions in which the issue of the legal status
of blacks could be resolved” (p. 102).
On the other hand, it is not at all self-evident, as Dr. Berry
appears to assume in many passages, that pressing military necessity constituted the key causal element in the abolition of slavery
and the establishment of equal civil rights for blacks. Her account
of policy during colonial, Revolutionary, and pre-Civil War years
seems to negate the general proposition that need for manpower
would call blacks to arms and thereby lead to an expansion of
their rights. When acute need arose, blacks served even in the
militia, but Dr. Berry concludes that their contribution did not
bring any extensive improvement in status. This might suggest
that the crucial variant affecting blacks in the 1860s was something other than the need for fighting men. The author, however,
holds that the critical difference was in the numbers of blacks
who shouldered arms.
The pressing military necessities relating to blacks which Dr.
Berry perceives were not always equally apparent in the nation’s
capital. Against charges that he had acted illegally and in bad
faith when issuing the Emancipation Proclamation and arming
blacks, Lincoln used the argument of necessity. The author is
clearly mistaken, however, in attributing his March 1862 proposal
for compensated emancipation to a desire “to find a way to free
the slaves for large-scale military use.” In the letter used as evidence, Lincoln wrote that he had not believed military emancipation or arming blacks “an indispensable necessity” in March,
May, and July 1862, and that even as he issued the proclamation
he was not confident that it would result in greater gain than loss.
The letter to A. G. Hodges of Kentucky, April 4, 1864, is erroneously identified (p. 57).
The congressional actions treated at some length are question-
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able support for the manpower thesis. The wording of the Militia
Act of 1862 blurred its significance as an opening for large-scale
use of blacks not merely to construct barricades but to storm them.
In response to the accusation that Republicans had obscured
“their purpose to arm blacks and make them equal,” Thaddeus
Stevens, as quoted by Dr. Berry, admitted deviousness. “We had
to wrap it up in such a way that the gentleman from Indiana
[Holman] could not use it before his constituents” (p. 69). The
Conscription Act of 1863, “Despite the necessities of the hour,”
passed only after a hard struggle and a determined attempt by
the Democratic minority to deny service to blacks (p. 51). Efforts
to insure freedom for slave soldiers’families and to equalize pay
and bounty for blacks, both measures here presented as essential
to black morale and enlistment, floundered in Congress for
months on end.
In explanation of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1866,
Dr. Berry correctly states that the bill arose “from a majority
concern that freedom for blacks not be a sham,” but then intimates that it was enacted as a response to black militancy, to the
“ominous,” “threatening” presence of black soldiers in the occupied South (p. 90). Southerners who feared and protested black
troops were certainly not suggesting equal citizenship as a remedy,
nor did Republicans pass the historic first civil rights bill out of
an apprehension of race warfare. President Johnson, who vetoed
the measure, viewed citizenship for blacks neither as an obligation nor as a necessity.
The conclusion of the final chapter entitled “Implications for
the Future,” read together with the generalizations of the Preface,
might suggest that improvement in the status of American blacks
is dependent upon crises of white need or white fear. It is to be
hoped that as assistant secretary for Education in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the author will contribute substantially to the disproof of so cynical and ominous a
conjecture.
Hunter College and Graduate
Center CUNY (Emeritus)
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A Right to the Land: Essays on the Freedmen’s Community. By
Edward Magdol. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press,
1977. xiv, 290 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, introduction,
notes, appendixes, bibliographical note, index. $16.95.)
A Right to the Land addresses the post-Civil War struggle of
freedmen against insurmountable odds to acquire land and social
security for themselves. Using some original sources and much of
the recent literature on the subject, Professor Magdol briefly
traces the steps of African blacks from their tribal homes, through
the crucible of slavery, into the early years of their freedom. In
the manner of John Blassingame’s work, he suggests that slaves
preserved remnants of their African traditions during generations
of bondage and developed a community for themselves within
the southern system of racial slavery.
As the Union army took to the field early in the Civil War,
freedom-seeking blacks flocked to the Union lines. Many of them
eventually served in the armed forces of the United States, while
others proclaimed their ability to care for themselves even as the
Freedmen’s Inquiry Commission, the Union army, and the benevolent societies sought ways to provide this service. In the wartime
contraband camps and the cooperative efforts at Davis Bend and
in the Sea Islands, the community spirit began reasserting itself
as blacks found their own leaders and began organizing their own
religious and social institutions.
Led on by promises of “forty acres and a mule,” blacks eagerly
awaited the apportionment of land which would provide for them
the means of economic freedom as well as the basis for a way of
life which they cherished. When the United States government
reneged on this promise, blacks sought land in other ways. Some
tried to obtain homesteads, others tried to purchase individually,
but most became tenants on land owned by white men. Unable to
find a place in southern society, many blacks ultimately attempted
to form groups and purchase land collectively. Lack of funds, unavailability of suitable land, and unwillingness of white landowners to lose their supply of cheap labor largely thwarted such
efforts. Even those remarkable exodusters who attempted to migrate to Kansas found formidable obstacles in their way.
Professor Magdol’s Essays depict a failure, but a magnificent
one. Holding on to their African heritage and resisting the de-
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bilitating forces of slavery, black freedmen emerged during and
after the Civil War imbued with a sense of community derived
from their tribal backgrounds and determined to make their own
way as self-reliant citizens. The odds were simply too great.
This reviewer agrees with his assessment of the freedmen, but
Professor Magdol attempts to make it say too much. The freedmen’s sense of community may have resulted from their being
Africans, but it may just as well have been derived from their being humans. Others in both similar and different circumstances
in other times and places have shown similar habits. Magdol
spoils his story by the repetitive assaults on the belabored Elkins
thesis. Those familiar with the arguments surrounding Stanley
Elkins’s writings will recognize the significance of Magdol’s work
in this connection without being continually told to do so; others
will not care. Readers of the Florida Historical Quarterly will be
amused at his claim that such black leaders as Emanuel Fortune,
Robert Meacham, Calvin Rogers, and Oscar Granbury are appearing in print for the first time.
Florida Technological University

J ERRELL H. S HOFNER

Place Over Time: The Continuity of Southern Distinctiveness.
By Carl N. Degler. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1977. xiv, 138 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, notes,
index. $8.95.)
Carl N. Degler’s Place Over Time is the latest in the distinguished series of works on the history of the South published by
the Louisiana State University Press in connection with the
Walter Lynwood Fleming Lectures delivered annually at Baton
Rouge. Because Fleming lecturers are all eminent scholars the
small volumes based on their lectures have generally been of
higher quality than is typical of most historical series. Professor
Degler’s contribution not only maintains the tradition of excellence but will also surely enhance the overall reputation of the
Fleming series.
Professor Degler begins by examining those characteristics of
southern society which have caused Southerners to believe that
they are different from other Americans, and which have caused
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inhabitants of other sections of the United States to regard Southerners as being unlike themselves. Among the qualities contributing to southern distinctiveness, Degler singled out the region’s
nearly sub-tropical climate, the preoccupation of Southerners
with agriculture, the relatively low level of urbanization, a
peculiar population mix of blacks and WASPS unaffected by the
late nineteenth century waves of immigrants from Asia and southern and eastern Europe, a conservative variety of evangelical religion with an exceptionally large percentage of the population
as adherents, and a greater tendency toward personal violence
than is usual among inhabitants of other regions of the country.
Next, Dr. Degler focuses upon the role played by plantation
slavery in developing a distinctly different South. While noting
that slave-worked plantations clearly antedated the emergence of
a sense of common identity among white Southerners by more
than a century, Degler found Southerners making common cause
politically for the first time during the Missouri controversy. At
about that same time, Southerners in the emerging Cotton Kingdom became convinced that slave plantations were vital to their
region’s economic development. Subsequently, the unusual efficiency of cotton, rice, and sugar plantations made possible a
rapid rate of economic growth in the lower South. The very
success of the plantation system, however, created enormous
social problems, which in turn profoundly affected every aspect of
southern life. Prosperity in the Cotton Kingdom led to overemphasis on re-investment of profits in the production of agricultural staples to the detriment of industrialization and urbanization. Immigrants, unable to make the heavy investment required for engaging in plantation agriculture, avoided settling in
the South. As a result, the South fell behind in growth of population and industrial power, while apparently becoming wealthy.
The agricultural pattern of southern life survived the Civil War
and the abolition of slavery to become an almost permanent characteristic of the southern people.
In a penetrating third chapter Degler disproves Eugene
Genovese’s thesis that southern slaveowners accepted a world view
different from that of Americans of the North and foisted their
ideas upon non-slaveowners. Degler maintains that Southerners,
paradoxically, subscribed to almost all of the common opinions
of Americans, including a strong belief in democratic ideals.
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Dedicated to the preservation of slavery as vital to their society
and imbued with faith in a democratic form of government,
Southerners resolved their dilemma by fabricating a new theory
that the black race was inherently inferior to the Caucasian race.
Consequently, democratic rights and individual freedom could be
extended to all whites while denying them to black slaves. This
racist doctrine survived emancipation and gained almost universal
acceptance among post-war southern whites, becoming a major factor in the survival of southern distinctiveness into the twentieth
century. Despite their espousal of the doctrine of white supremacy,
however, Southerners shared far more ideas with their northern
counterparts than they rejected. Hence, according to Degler,
southern distinctiveness can easily be exaggerated.
In his concluding chapter, Dr. Degler differs with C. Vann
Woodward by arguing that the Civil War did not produce more
than a minor discontinuity in the stream of southern development. Abolition of slavery failed to end the domination by whites
of the continuing bi-racial society, and did not even terminate the
cotton plantation worked by blacks.
Professional scholars and literate Southerners alike will profit
from reading Place Over Time. Not since the publication of
Wilbur Cash’s Mind of the South has anyone interpreted southern
life with such insight.
Florida State University

J OHN H E B R O N M OORE

The City in Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization
in the South. Edited by Blaine A. Brownell and David R.
Goldfield. (Port Washington, New York: Kennikat Press,
1977. 228 pp. Acknowledgments, tables, notes, index, contributors. $13.50; $6.95 paper.)
The purpose of this volume is to draw together the scholarship on the urban South and to establish a framework for further
study. Consisting of a historiographical essay and five others describing southern urban development in chronological periods,
the book emphasizes the role of urban leadership, the relationship of southern cities to the national economy, and urban race
relations. The dominant theme is that the development of south-
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ern urban centers was greatly similar to that of the North and the
remainder of the United States.
The authors, however, almost overlook the diversity and uniqueness of the South. They point out that the region’s cities reflected the heterogeneity of the South, but they find that they
differed less from each other in any single period than southern
rural communities differed from each other. The generalization
that cities became more uniform and consistent in character as
time passed is likely more accurate for regional centers than for
secondary cities and smaller towns.
“The Urban South: The First Two Centuries,” makes a case
for examining urbanization in a time when few, if any, urban
communities existed in the South by describing the English commitment to towns and the persistent but largely unsuccessful
early efforts to force the establishment of towns as a basis for
colonization. Despite such efforts, in the seventeenth-century
Chesapeake, the commercial, social, and cultural activities usually
performed by towns were conducted in a decentralized pattern.
By the 1740s, recognizable urban places existed, and sustained
urban development in the South began. By the closing years of
the century, there was a horseshoe pattern of cities oriented from
northeast to southwest with an open end in the Carolinas and an
empty core on the shoe’s inside.
The remaining four chapters: “Cities in the Old South, 18201860,” “Continuity and Change: Southern Urban Development,
1860-1900, ” “The Urban South Comes of Age, 1900-1940,” and
“The Southern Metropolis, 1940-1976,” trace the gradual transformation of the South’s urban landscape over the last 150 years.
Southern cities, like their northern counterparts, sought economic
prosperity and growth through railroads, whose patterns more
than any other factor probably determined the concentrations of
population, and by diverse trade and manufacturing industry.
Throughout the period, southern regional cities repeated the
developmental patterns of northern cities but with differences
that are indisputably “southern,” including the persistent problems of race relations, economic dependence upon the North, and
a continuing primary reliance upon commercial and service-based
industry, but in a “style” reflecting southern institutions and history. The South’s older river and port cities, located on the
perimeter east of the Mississippi River, including Charleston,
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Mobile, New Orleans, and Savannah, were challenged during the
period by interior cities like Atlanta, Birmingham, Dallas,
Houston, and San Antonio. Other older river ports like Memphis,
Richmond, Nashville, and Norfolk kept pace only because of
their railroad connections.
Since 1900, like the hundred years before, southern cities generally lagged behind the North but followed many of the same
stages, “maturing” by 1940. They struggled with the problem of
providing urban services, police and fire protection, sanitation
and public health, education, and transportation in the early
stages, and then with social and cultural improvements. They, too,
became metropolitan although suburbs and decentralization
usually occurred earlier than in northern cities, and they tended
to exhibit greater irregularities in spatial differentiation.
For most of the 150 years since 1820 there has been an influence by cities in the South disproportionate to their size and
number, a domination by the commercial-civic elite in urban influence and decisions, and distinct southern values relating to race
relations and religion. Boosterism has been constant; political
bossism and “machines,” in the style of northern cities, arrived
later and in fewer southern cities, and reform in city government
was a recurring theme.
The work is a timely one, perhaps somewhat overdue, and
could, if examined carefully, stimulate alternative approaches to
southern urban history. The chapters are a bit uneven in contribution and occasionally a case study city used as an illustration
becomes more descriptive than interpretative. More thematic
interpretation and more attention to literary and social aspects
would have been helpful. The book contains probably the best
bibliography on the subject and in itself makes it a significant
contribution.
University of Hawaii

D URWARD L ONG

South Carolina: A Bicentennial History. By Louis B. Wright.
(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1976. xiv, 225 pp.
Map, invitation to the reader, preface, notes, illustrations,
epilogue, suggestions for further reading, index. $8.95.)
James Morton Smith, general editor of this series, wrote that
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the authors of the state histories were asked for “a summing upinterpretive, sensitive, thoughtful, individual, even personal-of
what seems significant about his . . . state’s history.” Given these
guidelines, Professor Wright has produced a very personal history
of South Carolina. A native of Greenwood, South Carolina,
Wright studied South Carolina history under the late David
Duncan Wallace at Wofford College. Since 1923 he has made only
“sporadic visits” home. His Bicentennial history of the state reflects his childhood memories of the South Carolina upcountry,
the indelible imprint of Professor Wallace, and his own feelings
after more than fifty years in exile.
Wright notes that he has been waiting fifty years to answer
Ludwig Lewisohn’s 1922 essay in The Nation, “South Carolina:
A Lingering Fragrance.” The essay, he found, to be “supercilious,
arrogant, and derogatory.” Lewisohn’s lingering fragrance was
one of social decay; Wright’s is a vivid memory of the sights and
smells of his youth. It is disappointing, however, that he limits
his ocular and olefactory memories to the piedmont, for his scenic
descriptions are a reader’s delight.
Pride is the unifying theme of this book. Pride, the deadliest
of the Seven Deadly Sins, he finds as the state’s chief weakness
throughout the 300-plus turbulent years of its history. This keen
insight into the state’s past gives Wright a thread around which
he could have woven his story-if only he had used it. Pride
spawned violence and gentility, two other important characteristics of South Carolina society since the 1670s.
The first three chapters reflect the strong influence of David
Duncan Wallace’s History of South Carolina, most notably his
condescending attitude toward the redman and his distaste for
the Anglican establishment. After describing the Cherokees as an
extremely cruel people who went to war for sport, Wright notes
that “Despite these aberrations, the Cherokees were a highly intelligent people.” Like Wallace, Wright makes the Dissenters the
heroes and the Anglicans the villains of the colonial period. This
simply was not so. His theme of pride could have been used
effectively to explain the contentious nature of the factionalism
that was rife in colonial South Carolina, especially under proprietary rule. Although Wright asserts that violence began in South
Carolina with the coming of the American Revolution, it had
begun almost as soon as there were settlers.
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Once Wright moves into the Revolutionary and antebellum
periods, the book improves considerably in both style and content.
Here he uses his theme of pride most effectively, particularly in
describing the fire-eaters of the pre-Civil War years. His long
residence in the Washington, D.C., area led him to make too
many unnecessary references to Virginia. In commenting on
secession and the Civil War he wrote, “In Virginia, the decisions
were perhaps hardest.” He then retells the oft-told tale of Robert
E. Lee’s decision to go with Virginia instead of the Union. In a
South Carolina history, the agonizing decisions of Wade Hampton, James L. Petigru, James L. Orr, and Benjamin F. Perry
would have been more appropriate.
The last 100 years of the state’s history are condensed into
twenty-two pages. These years provide numerous examples of
pride, violence, and gentility on which Wright could have elaborated. For, South Carolina today is the product of its history.
And, the last 100 years have been just as important as the first
200 years, perhaps more so, in shaping the South Carolina of the
1970s.
University of South Carolina

W ALTER B. E DGAR

Louisiana: A Bicentennial History. By Joe Gray Taylor. (New
York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1976. xi, 194 pp. Map,
invitation to the reader, acknowledgments, illustrations, epilogue, suggestions for further reading, index. $8.95.)
There has been a need for a short, popular volume about the
history of Louisiana. Professor Taylor, the National Endowment
for the Humanities, and the American Association for State and
Local History have supplied that need.
The book is composed of twelve chapters which trace the
fascinating history of the state from its inception under the
French through the Spanish period and purchase by the United
States to the administration of Governor Edwin Edwards. One
interesting item is the fact that the Spanish were much better
administrators than the original colonizers. However, they supplied only a caretaker government. The book is populated with
romantic figures, but there is enough romance and adventure in
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Louisiana’s past to provide materials for many volumes. The
characters are all here: St. Denis, Bienville, Iberville, Lafitte,
Jackson, Warmoth, Huey Long, and many others.
The author, a native of Tennessee, was able to view the state
through the eyes of an outsider and yet to express his vast knowledge of the area through the experience of long association. He
is well-known for his many scholarly works about the region, and
he well delineates the unique qualities which he finds in the
area. Whereas this particular work was not intended to be a
textbook, it is now used as such in some of the state universities.
Such use is a tribute both to its scholarship and its readability.
However, this is not a volume for the professional historian and
it was not intended to be so. Professor Taylor remained within
the guidelines established by his editors, and he composed a very
readable and interesting history of Louisiana. Many of its events
have had a major impact on the history of West Florida. There is
a short bibliography, and the index is adequate. Sixteen pictures
of typical Louisiana scenes will enchant the camera buff. When
compared with the other Bicentennial histories, Professor Taylor’s
work represents well the aspirations of the Bicentennial to provide the reader with information about Louisiana’s past.
Southeastern Louisiana University

D UDLEY S. J OHNSON

Georgia: A Bicentennial History. By Harold H. Martin. (New
York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1977. xii, 212 pp. Map,
invitation to the reader, acknowledgments, preface, notes,
illustrations, suggestions for further reading, index. $8.95.)
Harold Martin, for thirty-five years a newspaper writer and
editor for the Atlanta Constitution, has written an interesting,
generally well-balanced, objective, and thoughtful history of his
native state. Reviewing some 250 years of Georgia history, from
the colony’s founding in 1733 to the election of a Georgian as
president in 1976, Martin demonstrates that, as a veteran journalist, he can tell a clear, common-sense and entertaining story.
Written with good judgement and good humor, this book will
make, for many people, a much better introduction to its subject
than other more academic works. This book has two other great
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virtues: the author devotes as much time to Georgia’s modern
history as he does to its romantic antebellum past, and he has
been able to examine the state’s disappointments, failures, and
recent history with objective eyes.
This book, however, is a very brief treatment of a complex
subject, the work of a journalist rather than an historian. Serious
students of Georgia history will recognize that Martin has constructed his book from standard references, articles, newspaper
files, and his own experience as a newspaperman. The greatest
virtues of this book-humor, good sense and entertaining writing
-are most obvious when the author deals with remote history,
where he turns academic research into a clear and interesting
story. But when the author deals with the recent past, the period
of his own personal experience, he fails to identify certain people
and events which are mentioned in passing, he gives impressionistic statistics without dates and details, and he devotes too much
attention to local Atlanta politics during the 1960s which are not
essential to the statewide survey.
Without much apparent original research, the author continues the gaps in our knowledge of Georgia history. We still
need to know more about life in Georgia during the years of the
royal governors between 1752 and 1776, more about the real social
and cultural developments ouside politics during the first half of
the nineteenth century, and more about the broad trends, not
only the details, of our own era. Writing of the Civil War, the
author tells much about General Sherman, but very little about
war mobilization or the effects of the Civil War at home.
The book’s peculiar and inconsistent footnotes, which reference only a few direct quotations and statistics while leaving
other material undocumented or unacknowledged, make clear the
author’s extensive use of relatively few references. More than
one-half of the book’s sixty-six footnotes come from only six
sources, and ten footnotes-all of the footnotes in one chaptercome from a single source! In a short book, one would expect little
space to be devoted to presonal biography. But when his research
gets thin, the author devotes more than one-fifth of his book to
two personalities, twenty-two pages to Tom Watson, leader of
the Populist movement in Georgia, and thirty pages to Eugene
Talmadge, four-term Georgia governor. In the absence of detailed information about the complicated eras during which they
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lived, the author pads these parts of his book with personal biography.
This book is one of fifty state histories which were commissioned by the National Endowment for the Humanities through
the American Association for State and Local History. They
were admirably intended to celebrate the contribution of the
separate states to our national history on the occasion of our
200th birthday as a country. The Association and the Endowment have been criticized by regional historians and publishers
throughout the country for selecting a large New York publisher
to oversee, produce, and distribute these books. Inevitably, supervised and packaged in New York, these books have taken on a
stale sameness, a formula repeated fifty times by remote control.
Had state university presses, state historical societies, or regional
publishers been given an opportunity to help produce these
books, then perhaps more interesting authors would have been
selected, more concern evidenced in their editing and contents,
and more original books with more lasting value produced.
Savannah, Georgia

M ILLS L ANE

Alabama: A Bicentennial History. By Virginia Van der Veer
Hamilton. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1977.
xv, 189 pp. Map, invitation to the reader, preface, notes, illustrtions, suggestions for further reading, index. $8.95.)
Alabama and Florida, particularly West Florida, share much
history, especially in colonial times extending into the nineteenth
century. The emphasis in this volume by Professor Hamilton,
however, is on recent times and a subjective evaluation of this
period with supporting facts marshalled from the past. The here
and now standpoint is frankly explained by the author at the
onset: “those readers who want a comprehensive treatment of
Alabama history must look elsewhere” (p. xiv). Nevertheless with
only 189 pages to cover nearly 500 years of history the reader may
be surprised to discover how successful Dr. Hamilton has been in
presenting some little known facts and individual opinion in
always interesting prose. Readers of the history of Florida, Louisiana, and indeed other southern states may read this interpretation
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of Alabama’s history with alert interest because much of it applies
far beyond the state’s boundaries.
What are the Alabama interpretations of Wilbur J. Cash,
Carl N. Degler, Herman C. Nixon, or of C. Vann Woodward?
Properly Dr. Hamilton’s examples focus upon Alabama, but
Florida historians may often find Florida applications in addition
to those dealing with Alabama. To these are added the criticisms
and acclaim of nineteenth-century travelers, as well as some offbeat natives, such as James G. Birney, the Alabamian beloved by
the Liberty Party. The Hamilton volume focuses upon major
elements of the population: blacks and yeoman farmers (the
latter the most significant topic in the book) and de-emphasizes
traditional themes of southern history. “Other Voices, Other
Cultures” include Indians, Mobile’s unique history, and in
passing, Baldwin County, Huntsville, “Cajuns,” Demopolis, Cullman, and even Fruithurst, a Scandinavian experiment before it
became a speed trap.
Even so, a short book could not cover all of Alabama’s recorded history, and omissions are many. The omission most regretted by this reviewer is critical comment on the agrarians and
the theme of latter day colonialism. Two pages of bibliography
might appear too scant until it is noted that there are footnotes
and critical evaluation of books appearing throughout the volume. Students interested in southern history should read this
well-written book. The photographic coverage is effective and
indeed imaginative, but more than two maps could have helped.
The University of Alabama

C HARLES G. S UMMERSELL

BOOK NOTES
In the effort to populate Florida, Britain, after acquiring the
territory from Spain in 1763, instituted a generous land grant
policy. One of those who received property was Denys Rolle. His
grant was on the St. Johns River near present-day Palatka, and
his plan was to develop an agricultural colony. After much indecision, which greatly irritated Governor James Grant, he established his plantation in the fall of 1764. Rolle suffered many
setbacks, and blamed his difficulties on the governor’s obstructive
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conduct and the absence of proper law and order in Florida. His
plans to develop the colony and his frustration over his failure
were described in great detail in his “Humble Petition” which he
forwarded to the King’s Privy Council in 1765. This document,
setting forth Rolle’s “Hardships, Inconveniences, and Grievances,” contains valuable information about life and conditions
on the East Florida frontier during the British period. This volume has been edited by Professor Claude Sturgill of the University of Florida, and it is published in the Bicentennial
Floridiana Facsimile Series by the University Presses of Florida.
It sells for $6.50.
De Luna, by John Appleyard of Pensacola, is a popularly
written account of the Tristan De Luna expedition which attempted a Spanish settlement along the Gulf coast at Pensacola
Bay in 1559. It was not successful, and this, Florida’s first colony,
was destined to last only two years. De Luna is based upon letters,
journals, and contemporary records. The novel’s narrator is
Cristobal Ramirez y Arellano, a nephew of De Luna. The book
may be ordered from John Appleyard Agency, Box 1902, Pensacola, 32589; the price is $5.95.
The Palmers are one of Florida’s most distinguished medical
families. Thomas M. Palmer was a member of the Florida Secession Convention in 1861 and was director of the Florida Hospital
at Richmond, Virginia, during the Civil War. His portrait hangs
in the Confederate Museum in Richmond. One of his assistants
was Mrs. Robert Raymond Reid, whose husband had been
governor of Florida during the territorial period. John D.
Palmer was practicing in Fernandina at the time of the yellow
fever epidemic in 1877 and cared for many patients during that
tragic time. Information on the Palmer physicians and other
members of their family are included in this volume compiled by
Theresa Yeager Palmer of Jacksonville. Family wills, military and
naval records, and other genealogical data is included, along with
talks delivered before the Florida Medical Association which contain valuable information on the early medical history of Florida.
Hugh Archer Palmer is editor of the book. Copies may be ordered
from Mrs. Palmer, 1819 Goodwin Street, Jacksonville, Florida
32204.
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Florida has been fortunate in the large number of community
histories published in recent years. They provide valuable information gathered from local records and from talking to oldtimers
in the community. Hitherto unpublished pictures are also made
available. Such a volume is Hallandale by Bill McGoun. Named
for Luther Halland, Hallandale was established by a group of
Swedish immigrants. It began to expand after the construction of
Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railroad into South Florida. Mr.
McGoun, who has written articles and books about Broward and
Palm Beach counties, describes the history of Hallandale from its
early beginnings to the present. He has included brief excerpts
from interviews which he conducted with surviving pioneers, four
biographical essays, and a number of pictures. Published by the
Hallandale Historical Society, 101 North Federal Highway,
Hallandale, 33009, the book sells for $5.00.
Lake of the Hills, Its History, as told to Mildred Kaucher,
briefly describes this small, unincorporated community, which is
located on Starr Lake, three and one-half miles north of Lake
Wales. It began in 1914 when the Howey Land Company acquired property there. Some of the original settlers still live in
the vicinity, and Ms. Kaucher relates their histories as she describes people and buildings on her “tours” of the area. The book
is available from the author, Route 6, Box 361, Lake Wales,
Florida 33853. The price is $5.00.
The History of Zephyrhills, 1821-1921, is by Rosemary W.
Trottman, a retired schoolteacher and a native of the community.
She gathered her material by talking to oldtimers, examining city
and county records, and checking newspapers. The author begins
her narrative with America’s acquisition of Florida from Spain
in 1821. She provides information about lumbering, railroad development, early education, citrus, government activities, and the
social life of the people living in and around Zephyrhills. This
history was published by Vantage Press, Inc., 516 W. 34th Street,
New York, New York 10001; it sells for $8.50.
A Century of Banking in Jacksonville, 1877-1977, is an illustrated booklet detailing the history of the Barnett Bank, one
of the country’s major financial establishments. The Bank of
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Jacksonville opened May 7, 1877, in the old Freedman’s Bank
Building at the corner of Main and Forsyth streets. Bion Barnett,
its founder, recalled that “our capital . . . was $43,000.” A century
later, the corporation has banks all over Florida. Richard A.
Martin of Jacksonville is author of the booklet’s narrative. For
information write Barnett Bank, 100 Laura Street, Jacksonville
32202.
From Cabin To Campus, by Nancy W. Kenaston, is a history
of the Okaloosa County school system. When Okaloosa County
was carved out of Santa Rosa County by the legislature in June
1915, it received the school properties that were within this
designated area. No one knows just how many institutions were
involved, but it included Baker School, one of the newest and
best-equipped in the area. Ms. Kenaston’s book includes information on school health, building construction, curriculum development, and finances. The teacher’s strike of 1968, black education, and biographical sketches of the superintendents of schools
and education board officials are included. Lance C. Richbour,
one of the early superintendents, had been a professional baseball
player, playing outfield for the New York Giants, before he became a school administrator. From Cabin To Campus was published by the School Board of Okaloosa County, Administration
Building, Fort Walton Beach, 32548. It is being distributed to all
libraries.
Voices From the South: Recollections of Four Foresters are
the published oral history interviews with Inman F. Eldredge,
Elwood L. Demmon, Walter J. Damtoft, and Clinton H. Coulter,
conducted by Elwood R. Mauder. They all deal with the history
of forestry and the manufacture of paper and other tree products
throughout the South. The interview with Clinton Coulter is
especially valuable to Florida historians. As a state forester, he
was known as an innovator of fire-protection techniques. Austin
Cary (for whom an experimental forest near Gainesville is
named), the Florida Forestry Association, Florida Forest Service,
and the University of Florida’s Forest School are some of the
topics touched upon in this book. Published by Forest History
Society, Inc., Box 1581, Santa Cruz, California 95061, Voices
From the South sells for $5.45.
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Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, a member of one of America’s
wealthiest families, can be aptly described as diplomat, businessman, sportsman, traveler, and society leader. He served as assistant secretary of the Air Force after World War II, was one of
the founders of Pan American Airways, and he played a part in
the production of the motion picture Gone With the Wind. His
best know Florida enterprise is Marineland which opened near
St. Augustine in 1938 and which has since become one of the
major tourist attractions in the state. In cooperation with the
University of Florida, he also launched the Whitney Marine Research Laboratory which was dedicated in 1974. In his autobiography, High Peaks, a chapter is devoted to these Florida activities.
Published by the University Press of Kentucky, Lexington, High
Peaks sells for $7.50.
Massacre! by Frank Laumer is an account of the attack on
Major Francis L. Dade and his military detachment on December
28, 1835, by Seminole Indians. Dade was traveling along the
military road from Fort Brooke to Fort King when he came under
Indian fire. This was one of the incidents which touched off the
Second Seminole War. Published by the University of Florida
Press in 1968 (reviewed in the Florida Historical Quarterly,
XLVIII, No. 1, 79-80), it has now been republished as a paperback volume. It sells for $4.75.
Thomas Alva Edison was intrigued with what he saw in Florida on his first visit, and he decided to build a winter home at
Fort Myers. On this estate, he developed a replica of his West
Orange, New Jersey, laboratory and utilized it for a number of
experiments and in his research for a new source of latex which
was needed to produce rubber. After examining some 14,000
plants, Edison decided that a variety of goldenrod offered the best
solution. Edison’s Florida home and estate where many worldwide personalities visited are now open to visitors. A new biography, Edison, The Man Who Made the Future, by Ronald W.
Clark, notes his activities in Florida. Published by G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, New York, it sells for $12.95.
To Die Game: The Story of the Lowry Band, Indian Guerrillas of Reconstruction, by W. McKee Evans, is now available as a
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paperback published by Louisiana State University Press, Baton
Rouge (reviewed in the Florida Historical Quarterly, Vol. L, No.
2, 207). It is the history of the Lumbee Indians living in Robeson
County, North Carolina, after the Civil War. The price is $4.95.
Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals, 1976, compiled by John W. Brewster and Joseph A. McLeod, includes reviews from the Florida Historical Quarterly and 100 other
scholarly journals and historical society organs. It contains an
author/title listing for approximately 5,000 book reviews. There
is also title and publication information along with review citations. Earlier published volumes in this series cover the period
1972-1975. The 1976 volume, published by Scarecrow Press,
Metuchen, New Jersey 18840, sells for $18.50.
A Coat of Many Colors: Jewish Settlement Communities in the
United States, edited and compiled by Abraham D. Lavender, includes extensive historical and contemporary data on Jewish life
in the southeastern part of the United States. Jews were residing
in Charleston as early as 1695, and the first Jewish settlement in
the South was in Georgia (1733). Since 1939, Jewish population
has declined in eight of the twelve southern states; although
Florida is one of the exceptions. There has been a major growth
in this state during the past forty years, and particularly since
World War II. In the area from Palm Beach to Miami there is
one of the major concentrations of Jewish population in the
United States. One chapter in this book is entitled, “Is Miami
Beach Jewish?” A Coat of Many Colors also contains material on
the economic, political, and intellectual activities of Jews living
elsewhere in Florida. Published by Greenwood Press, 51 Riverside
Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880, the book sells for $17.95.
It is one of the volumes in Greenwood’s Contribution to Family
Studies series.
Shiloh-In Hell Before Night, by James Lee McDonough, was
published by the University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville.
Among the Confederate forces participating in this battle on
April 6-7, 1862, was the First Florida Battalion, which was part of
the Second Brigade with Brigadier General Patton Anderson in
command. Robertson’s Battery, with Captain Felix H. Robertson
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commanding, was another Florida unit involved. Shiloh was one
of the greatest battles of the war and of American history, and
one of the bloodiest ever fought up until that time. The commanders-Confederate and Union-included Beauregard, Bragg,
Forrest, A. S. Johnston, Sherman, and Grant. This paperback sells
for $5.00.
Fighters-for Independence: A Guide to Sources of Biographical Information on Soliders and Sailors of the American Revolution is in the Clement Library’s Bicentennial Studies series. It
provides sources for biographical data on Revolutionary soldiers,
sailors, and marines, and will have special value for historical researchers and genealogists. Compiled by J. Todd White and
Chester H. Lesser, the book was published by the University of
Chicago Press. It sells for $8.00.
Mothers of the South, Portraiture of the White Tenant
Farm Woman, by Margaret Jarman Hagood, was first published
in 1939. It provides valuable information about the changes that
took place in the agricultural South during the Great Depression
of the 1930s. The study was based upon sixteen months of travel
to 254 tenant houses in the Carolina Piedmont and in Georgia
and Alabama. Mrs. Hagood contributed valuable data for the
regional profile then being developed by Howard Odum and his
associates at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Mothers of the South has been republished as a paperback by
W. W. Norton & Company, New York, with an introduction by
Anne Firor Scott. It sells for $3.95.
The History of Louisiana by Francois Barbe-Marbois is one of
the volumes in the Louisiana Bicentennial Reprint Series for
which Joseph G. Tregle, Jr., serves as general editor. BarbeMarbois conducted the sale of Louisiana to the United States,
and years later, in 1829, he published this account of the transaction and outlined the motives that had led Napoleon to dispose
of the territory. It is one of the best contemporary reports available. Published by Louisiana State University Press for the Louisiana American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, this volume
was edited with an introduction by E. Wilson Lyon. It sells for
$14.95.
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Louisiana Cajuns is a photographic essay by Turner Browne
which depicts the people who live in and around the bayous of
southern Louisiana. The introduction is by William Mills and
the French text is by James and Elizabeth Spohrer. Published by
Louisiana-State University Press, Baton Rouge, Louisiana Cajuns
sells for $14.95.
The Waring Papers, The Collected Works of Antonio J.
Waring, Jr., has been published in a new edition by Peabody
Museum, Harvard University. Edited and with an epilogue by
Stephen Williams, the amply illustrated and footnoted volume
contains twenty-one articles authored or co-authored by Waring
from the late 1930s to 1960. Most had not been published prior
to their selection for the first edition published in 1968. The bulk
of the articles deal with coastal Georgia archeology and with the
Southern Cult, a pan-Southeastern United States archeological
complex of distinctive ceremonial paraphenalia and art motifs
which developed after A.D. 1200. The Waring Papers may be
ordered from Publications, Peabody Museum, 11 Divinity Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
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HISTORY NEWS
The Annual Meeting
Tours of the Naval Aviation Museum, Fort Barrancas, and
Fort Redoubt, a banquet addressed by the famed Florida writer,
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, a special presentation to Corita
Doggett Corse, a film festival, and a reception and tour of historic
houses in Pensacola’s Historic District are some of the highlights
of the seventy-sixth meeting of the Florida Historical Society. It
will be held in Pensacola, May 5-6, 1978, at the Sheraton Inn. Dr.
Lucius Ellsworth of The University of West Florida, and Dr. J.
Leitch Wright, Jr., of Florida State University are program chairpersons. James W. Moody, Jr., director, Historic Pensacola
Preservation Board, is in charge of local arrangements.
“Nineteenth Century Political Encounters” will be the theme
for the Friday morning session, and Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau,
Professor Emeritus, University of Miami, will serve as chairman.
Ernest F. Dibble, University of Miami, and Bess Beatty, Shorter
College, Georgia, will read papers at this session. Edward C.
Williamson of Auburn University will serve as commentator. The
Friday afternoon session is entitled “Women in Twentieth Century Florida.” Papers will be delivered by Linda Vance, University
of Florida, and James R. McGovern, The University of West
Florida. Jean G. Hales, Florida State University, is the commentator for this session; the chairperson is Arva Moore Parks, Coral
Gables, Florida. “Spain in the Floridas” is the title for the Saturday morning session, and William M. Goza of Madison is chairperson. Reading papers are Light T. Cummins, Abraham Baldwin
Agricultural College, Tifton, Georgia; Jack D. L. Holmes, University of Alabama at Birmingham; and William S. Coker, The
University of West Florida.
James Moody will present the American Association of State
and Local History Awards at the banquet to Marjory Stoneman
Douglas of Coconut Grove; the late Dr. Alfred Jackson Hanna of
Rollins College; Dr. Harry A. Kersey, Jr., of Florida Atlantic
University; and WRUF Radio Center, University of Florida. Recipients are being recognized for their significant contributions to
the perpetuation and understanding of Florida history. The win[541]
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ners of the Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida
History, the Rembert W. Patrick Book Award, and the Charlton
W. Tebeau Junior Book Award will also be announced at the
banquet. Mrs. Douglas’s title for her banquet address is “My Sixty
Years With Florida History.” Mrs. Corse will be an honored guest.
On Friday afternoon the Pensacola Historical Society, Pensacola Historic Preservation Society, and the Historic Pensacola
Preservation Board will be hosts at a reception. The Dorothy
Walton House, Pensacola Historical Museum in Old Christ
Church, and the West Florida Museum of History (the Hispanic
and the Transportation buildings) will be open. The historic
films to be shown later that evening will include A Place in Time,
produced by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The
luncheon and business meeting on Saturday will be held at the
Mustin Beach Officers Club, Pensacola Naval Air Station. The
banquet is scheduled for the Pensacola Country Club.
The Board of Directors will hold its business meeting on
Thursday evening at the Sheraton Inn. There will be a registration table at the Sheraton beginning at 8:30 a.m., Friday. All
program sessions are open to the general public. The hosts for the
meeting are the Historic Pensacola Preservation Board, Pensacola
Historic Preservation Society, Pensacola Historical Society, Gulf
Island National Seashore, National Park Service, and The University of West Florida.
Florida Historical Quarterly
The Florida Historical Quarterly Index to volumes 36-53 of
the Florida Historical Quarterly has been published and is available for sale from the Florida Historical Society, University of
South Florida Library, Tampa 33620. The price is $12.50. The
Index will also be available for sale at the registration desk at the
time of the annual meeting, May 5-6, 1978, in Pensacola.
National Register of Historic Places
The Division of Archives, History and Records Management,
Florida Department of State, reports that the following Florida
sites were added to the National Register during the calendar
year 1977: Osceola County Courthouse (Kissimmee); Monticello
Architectural District (Jefferson County); U. S. Car Number 1,
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Fort Lauderdale (Broward County); William Anderson General
Merchandise, Goulds (Dade County); the Hutchinson House,
Tampa (Hillsborough County); Warm Mineral Springs, Venice
(Sarasota County); Fort DeSoto Batteries, St. Petersburg (Pinellas
County); and the Charles William Jones House, Pensacola (Escambia County).
Announcements and Activities
The Collier County Historical Museum and Archives was
dedicated February 15, 1978. The late Dr. Earl Baum, long-time
Naples resident, donated his memoirs and financed the cost of
their publication. Additional funding came from the Florida Bicentennial Commission and Collier County citizens. The Collier
County Historical Society has transferred ownership of the building to the county free and clear of all encumberances. A museum
director and three assistants operate the facility.
The Henry Morrison Flagler Museum has restored the Nellie
Melba Room in Whitehall, the Flagler mansion, and it has been
opened to the public. The Museum celebrated the eighteenth
anniversary of its founding in February 1978 with a display of
oil paintings by Graham Ingels depicting historical events associated with the Lake Worth area.
The Council for Museum Anthropology, a non-profit organization, fosters the preservation and improvement of anthropological collections in museums, and it encourages and facilitates
the use of such collections for research and education. While
membership in the Council is generally for professionals working
with anthropology collections in museums, others may join the
Council as subscribers and will receive the quarterly Newsletter.
For information on membership write to the Secretary, CMA, 130
Florida State Museum, Gainesville 32611. A subscription may be
obtained by notifying the Council for Museum Anthropology,
Museum of Anthropology, 4009 Museum Building, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109. Subscriptions are $5.00
to individuals, $6.00 for institutions. Back issues are available for
$2.00 per number.
Brevard Community College, in conjunction with the Con-
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sortium for International Education and the Community College
Cooperative for International Development, is offering a major
international professional development program for community
college faculty and administrative personnel. A four-week educational study in Europe will be offered during the summer of
1978, and 175 faculty administrators from the United States
and Canada, representing seven discipline areas, are invited to
participate. In addition to travel through seven European
countries, there will be lectures at a number of major universities. For information write Dr. Robert L. Breuder, Brevard
Community College, Cocoa, Florida 32922.
The Oral History Association will hold its thirteenth national
Workshop and Colloquim, October 19-22, 1978, at the Savannah
Inn and Country Club, Savannah, Georgia. For information regarding registration forms and fees, speakers, program content,
and hotel registration, write Ronald E. Marcello, executive secretary, Box 13734, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas
76203.
The Western Historical Quarterly announces the annual
Herbert Eugene Bolton Award in Spanish Borderlands history. A
prize of $300 goes to the author of the best article on any phase
of the history of the Spanish Borderlands which includes the
region reached by the northern thrust of the Spanish in North
America, from the Floridas to the Californias, from the fifteenth
century to the present time. Essays on major political, economic,
and social developments, cultures, peoples, institutions, and
movements, including the movement of Mexicans into the United
States in the twentieth century are acceptable. Articles should be
submitted by September 1, 1978 for this year’s award. Send manuscripts to the Western Historical Quarterly, Utah State University,
Logan, Utah 84322.
The Conference on the “New South” was held at The Citadel,
Charleston, South Carolina, April 20-22, 1978. Florida historians
participating included George E. Pozzetta and David R. Colburn
of the University of Florida, and Steven F. Lawson, Darryl Paulson, and Janet Stiff of the University of South Florida.
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Plant City: Its Origins and History, by Quintilla Geer Bruton
and David E. Bailey, Jr., was one of the many excellent Florida
community history volumes published recently. It included many
pictures from public and private collections.
The thirty-seventh volume (1977) of Tequesta, carries articles
dealing with early Miami, activity in South Florida after the
Second Seminole War, Richmond Naval Air Station, South
Florida place names, and the political impact of the Brown
Decision of 1954 on Florida. The issue was sponsored by the
J. N. McArthur Foundation. Charlton W. Tebeau is editor of
Tequesta, and Arva Moore Parks and Thelma Peters are associate editors.
Notices
Dr. Ernest F. Dibble, who is preparing a biography of Joseph
M. White, seeks contact with descendants and others who know
of unpublished letters or other material. White (1781-1839) was
Florida’s delegate to Congress (1825-1837), and compiler of land
laws. Contact Dr. Dibble at Box 8194, Department of History,
University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 33124.
The “Documentary History of the Supreme Court of the
United States, 1789-1800,” supported by the Supreme Court Historical Society and the National Historical Publications and
Records Commission, is a project to publish all documents which
illuminate the development of the Supreme Court in its first
decade. The editors are interested in locating any correspondence
for Chief Justices John Jay, John Rudledge, and Oliver Ellsworth;
Associate Justices John Blair, Samuel Chase, William Cushing,
James R. Iredell, Thomas Johnson, Alfred Moore, William Paterson, Bushrod Washington, and James Wilson; Clerks of the Court
John Tucker and Samuel Bayard; Attorneys General Edmund
Randolph, William Bradford, and Charles Lee; and Alexander
James Dallas, unofficial court reporter. Send information to Maeva
Marcus, Supreme Court Historical Society, Suite 333, 1511 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
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MINUTES OF THE DIRECTORS’ MEETING
Florida Historical Society
President Thelma Peters called to order the semi-annual
meeting of the Board of Directors of the Florida Historical Society at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, December 10, 1977, in the Florida
Historical Society Library, University of South Florida Library,
Tampa. Dr. Peters welcomed Peter Klingman, O. C. Peterson,
Chris LaRoche, Janet S. Matthews, and Nancy Dobson as new
members of the board. Also present were Jerrell H. Shofner,
Milton D. Jones, Samuel Proctor, William S. Coker, Robert W.
Williams, Sue Goldman, Marcia Kanner, Harry A. Kersey, Jr.,
J. Leitch Wright, Linda V. Ellsworth, and Jay B. Dobkin.
Board members Frederic Winter, Marian Godown, Arva Moore
Parks, John Mahon, and Herbert Doherty, Jr., were absent. Mrs.
Margaret Burgess of the Society staff and Thomas Greenhaw,
editor of the Society’s Newsletter also attended.
The board approved the minutes of the May 5, 1977, Board
of Directors’meeting and the May 6, 1977, annual business meeting held in St. Augustine as they were published in the Florida
Historical Quarterly, LVI (October 1977).
Mr. Dobkin, executive secretary, gave the Society’s financial
report, showing a total net worth of $59,852.67 as of October 30,
1977. Current assets amount to $59,526.67 and fixed assets,
$326.00. The income from membership was $9,975.00; the Wentworth Foundation, Inc., $1,000.00; sale of the Quarterly, $4,172.24;
and the remainder interest from the savings accounts. Major
disbursements were for publishing the Florida Historical Quarterly, the Newsletter, the annual convention, and library acquisitions. Disbursements amounted to $15,597.28.
Mr. Dobkin also reported that researchers make continuing
use of the Society’s library collections, particularly manuscripts
and photographs. The board authorized increased expenditures
for serials and books already on order for the Society’s library and
asked that a budget for additional purchases be submitted at the
May 1978 board meeting. Contributions were made this past year
to the Father Jerome Fund by Louise Dahr Wark, Marian
Godown, and Mrs. John Dubois. Books, manuscripts, photographs, and postcards were received from the East Hillsborough
Historical Society, Glen Dill, Jay Dobkin, Dr. Frederick Eberson,
[546]
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Marian Godown, Dr. Harold Meyer, Donald L. Kemmerer, Ralph
K. Potter, Lillian Wilson, Eula Mae Snider, McHenry County
(Illinois) Historical Society, Fort Lauderdale Historical Society,
Pensacola Historical Society, Waukesha County (Wisconsin)
Museum, University Presses of Florida, and the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of Florida. The board also
voted to increase the price to $15.00 for each roll of microfilm of
past issues of the Quarterly ordered from the Society. Mr. Dobkin
reported that the Directory of Florida Historical Societies is being
updated, and he asked for the names of any groups that are not
now listed.
Dr. J. Leitch Wright, chairman of the membership committee, reported that Society membership numbers 1,708 as of November 30, 1977, a small decline of thirty-seven since April 1977.
Dr. Wright is formulating plans for a statewide membership drive
and will furnish more information at the annual meeting. Board
members were urged to continue contacting delinquent members
in their districts, since this seems to be an effective method of encouraging members to renew.
Robert Williams reported on the continuing efforts to save the
Historic Capitol in Tallahassee. Board members were asked to
contact their legislators and to encourage others in their area to
show strong support for preserving the building.
The Florida Historical Quarterly is continuing publication on
schedule, according to Dr. Proctor’s report. A motion was made
and passed to increase the editor’s expense item $220 to a total
of $1,000. Dr. Proctor reported for William Goza and the
Publications Committee, which also includes Milton Jones as a
member. The Wentworth Foundation grant will be used probably for publication of a facsimile of a needed Florida volume.
Dr. Coker reported on the progress of the collecting and publishing of the papers of the Panton-Leslie Company.
Reporting for Mrs. Elizabeth Ehrbar, chairperson of the
Florida Confederation of Historical Societies, Dr. Peters announced that a workshop will be held in Pensacola on Thursday,
May 4, 1978, at the time of the annual meeting. It was recommended that the Confederation hold workshops in other parts of
the state in 1979.
Professor Thomas Greenhaw distributed copies of the most
recent issue of the Florida History Newsletter which he edits. He
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announced that the Newsletter would begin coming out three
times a year: March, August, and December. Membership in the
Confederation is still small, and board members were urged to
encourage societies in their district to join.
Dr. Wright reported on the program that he and Dr. Lucius
Ellsworth have arranged for the annual meeting in Pensacola,
May 5 and 6, 1978. Mrs. Ellsworth reported on local arrangements for committee chairman, James W. Moody, Jr. The Sheraton Inn will be the headquarters for the meeting. Marjory Stoneman Douglas of Coconut Grove will be the banquet speaker, and
a special guest will be Carita Doggett Corse of Jacksonville. Mrs.
Corse directed the Federal Writers Project for the state of Florida
during the 1930s.
The board was informed that the three Florida Media Prizes
for excellence in historical writing had been selected from sixty
entries representing twenty-six newspapers. Dr. Michael Gannon
of the University of Florida served as judge, and the Florida Press
Association provided brass plaques. Awards went to Clewiston
News (first place) for a series on the hurricane of 1926; Tampa
Tribune to Ed Dietz for articles on Ybor City (second place);
and to Dick Bussard of the Jacksonville Journal (third place).
Honorable mention went to the Wildwood Herald, Lauderdale
Sun-Sentinel, and the Palm Beach Post-Times. The board expressed interest in continuing this program in conjunction with
the Press Association, but pointed out the need of being more
involved in the review and selection process.
The board appointed the following nominating committee to
report in May: Milton D. Jones, chairman, George E. Buker,
Olive Peterson, Marjorie Patterson, and Janice Miller. The
Board approved Palm Beach as the site for the 1979 annual meeting and Winter Park for 1980.
Dr. Peters thanked the directors for their support of the Society and herself as president during this past year. She also expressed the appreciation of the board to Mr. Dobkin and Mrs.
Burgess for making arrangements for the meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:45 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda V. Ellsworth
Recording Secretary
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1978
May 3
May 5-6
Sept. 19-23

Oct. 3-6

Oct. 5-6
Oct. 11-15

Oct. 19-22

Nov. 8-11

Nov. 15-18

Florida Confederation of Pensacola
Historical SocietiesWorkshop
Pensacola
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY-76th
ANNUAL MEETING
American Association
Springfield,
for State and Local
Illinois
History Annual Meeting
Nashville,
Society of
American Archivists
Tennessee
Annual Meeting
Gulf Coast History and Pensacola
Humanities Conference
National Trust for
Chicago
Historic Preservation
Annual Meeting
Oral History Association Savannah
Annual Workshop
and Colloquium
Southern Historical
St. Louis
Association
Annual Meeting
Society for the History
University of
of Discoveries
Florida,
Gainesville
Annual Meeting
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A

MEMBERSHIP IN THE

FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

IS AN

EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR BIRTHDAYS, GRADUATION, OR FOR
ANYONE INTERESTED IN THE RICH AND COLORFUL STORY OF
FLORIDA'S PAST .

TO

FROM
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INDEX TO VOLUME LVI
July 1977-April1978
Adams and Jefferson: A Revolutionary Dialogue, by Peterson, reviewed, 513
Africans and Seminoles: From Removal to Emancipation, by
Littlefield, reviewed, 510
Alabama: A Bicentennial History, by Hamilton, reviewed, 532
Alexander, J. H., “The Ambush of Captain John Williams,
U.S.M.C.: Failure of the East Florida Invasion, 1812-1813,”
280
“Ambush of Captain John Williams, U.S.M.C.: Failure of the
East Florida Invasion, 1812-1813,” by J. H. Alexander, 280
American Association for State and Local History awards, 400, 541
American Association of University Women, Stuart, Florida
branch, Profiles: An Appreciation of Martin County Women,
reviewed, 112
American Folklife, ed. by Yoder, reviewed, 229
American Indian Policy in Crisis: Christian Reformers and the
Indian, 1865-1900, by Prucha, reviewed, 380
American Revolution, A Continuing Commitment, Papers presented at the fifth symposium, May 6 and 7, 1976, Library of
Congress, reviewed, 211
[551]
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American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of Florida, 108,
391, 392,
American-Siberia, by Powell, facsimile reprint of 1891 edition,
reviewed, 108
Angelo Herndon Case and Southern Justice, by Martin, reviewed,
102
Annis, Wilbert, and David R. Hull, Jr., Florida: A Perspective,
reviewed, 392
Appleyard, John H., De Luna, reviewed, 534
Arana, Luis R., and Albert Manucy, The Building of Castillo de
San Marcos, reviewed, 390
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History (19761977), 117
Axford, Faye Acton, ed., The Journals of Thomas Hubbard
Hobbs: A Contemporary Record of an Aristocrat from Athens,
Alabama, Written Between 1840, When the Diarist was Fourteen Years Old, and 1862, When He Died Serving the Confederate States of America, reviewed, 90

Bailey, David E., Jr., and Quintilla Geer Bruton, Plant City: Its
Origins and History, 545
Baird, W. David, book review by, 106
Baker, Maury, and Margaret Bissler Haas, eds., “Bernardo de
Galvez’s Combat Diary for the Battle of Pensacola, 1781,” 176
Balseiro, Jose Agustin, ed., The Hispanic Presence in Florida:
Yesterday and Today, 1513-1976, reviewed, 234
Barbe-Marbois, Francois, The History of Louisiana, ed. by Lyon,
reprint, reviewed, 539
Bass, Jack, and Walter DeVries, The Transformation of Southern
Politics: Social Change and Political Consequence Since 1945,
reviewed, 224
Baum, Earl, Collier County Historical Museum and Archives, 543
Belz, Herman, A New Birth of Freedom: The Republican Party
and Freedmen’s Rights, 1861 to 1866, reviewed, 372
“Bernardo de Galvez’s Combat Diary for the Battle of Pensacola,
1781,” ed. by Maury Baker and Margaret Bissler Haas, 176
Berry, Mary Frances, Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy:
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Black Citizenship and the Constitution, 1861-1868, reviewed,
519
Bibliographical Guide to the History of Indian-White Relations
in the United States, by Prucha, reviewed, 236
Bicentennial Floridiana Facsimile Series, 108, 391, 392, 533
Big Joe Earman, by Earman and Earman, reviewed, 111
Billington, Monroe, book review by, 98
Biocultural Adaptation in Prehistoric America, ed. by Blakely,
reviewed, 388
Biographical Dictionary of the Confederacy, by Wakelyn, reviewed, 237
Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925, by Gutman, reviewed, 95
Black Legislators in Louisiana During Reconstruction, by Vincent, reviewed, 218
Blacks and Slavery in Pensacola, 1780-1800, reviewed, 395
Blakely, Robert L., ed., Biocultural Adaptation in Prehistoric
America, reviewed, 388
Blakey, Arch Frederic, 1977 University of Florida Social Science
Publication Award winner, 119
Blassingame, Wyatt, book review by, 506
Blocks 3 & 11, Old City Plat of Pensacola, reviewed, 395
Bolton, Herbert Eugene, Annual Award in Spanish Borderlands
History,
Bonner, James C., book review by, 517
Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 5, 1899-1900, ed. by
Harlan, Smock, and Kraft, reviewed, 221
Books that Changed the South, by Downs, reviewed, 115
Borderland in Retreat: From Spanish Louisiana to the Far Southwest, by Nasatir, reviewed, 214
Brantley, William H., Jr., Three Capitals, reprint, reviewed, 115
Brevard Community College, 543
Brewster, John W., and Joseph A. McLeod, Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals, 1976, reviewed, 538
Brief History of Hamilton County, Florida, by Hinton, reviewed,
110
Britt, Lora Sinks, and J. Emmett Brown, A Century for Christ,
reviewed, 110
Brookfield, Charles M., and Oliver Griswold, They All Called It
Tropical, reviewed, 232
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Broward County Historical Commission, 241
Broward Legacy, 241
Brown, General W. S., Sixth Annual Memorial Military History
Conference (February 4, 1978), 404
Brown, J. Emmett, and Lora Sinks Britt, A Century for Christ,
reviewed, 110
Brownell, Blaine A., and David R. Goldfield, eds., The City in
Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the
South, reviewed, 525
Browning, Edwin D., Sr., First Baptist Church, Madison, Florida,
reviewed, 231; History of Concord Baptist Church, 18411976, reviewed, 231
Bruton, Quintilla Geer, and David E. Bailey, Jr., Plant City: Its
Origins and History, 545
Building Florida’s Capitol, by Warner, reviewed, 111
Building of Castillo de San Marcos, by Arana and Manucy, reviewed, 390
Buker, George, book review by, 202
Burgess, Robert F., and Carl J. Clausen, Gold, Galleons and
Archaeology: A History of the 1715 Spanish Plate Fleet and
the True Story of the Great Florida Treasure Find, reviewed,
205
Burghard, August, From $2,512.00 to a Billion Plus, reviewed, 235
Bushnell, Amy, “The Menendez Marquez Cattle Barony at La
Chua and the Determinants of Economic Expansion in
Seventeenth-Century Florida,” 407

Campen, Richard N., Sanibel and Captiva, Enchanting Islands,
reviewed, 393
“Career of a ‘Carpetbagger’: Malachi Martin in Florida,” by
Mildred L. Fryman, 317
Carnival of Fury: Robert Charles and the New Orleans Race Riot
of 1900, by Hair, reviewed, 102
Carter, Dan T., book review by, 102
Century for Christ, by Britt, reviewed, 110
Century of Banking in Jacksonville, 1877-1977, by Martin, reviewed, 535
Chandler, David Leon, The Natural Superiority of Southern
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Politicians: A Revisionist History, reviewed, 383
Chappell, Bruce S., Michael Getzler-Eaton, and D. Lorne McWatters, “A New Guide to Sources of Spanish Florida History,” 495
Chesnutt, David R., book review by, 366
Chesnutt, David R., George C. Rodgers, Jr., and Peggy J. Clark,
eds., The Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume Five: Sept. 1,
1765-July 31, 1768, reviewed, 207
“Children of Honor: Letters of Winston and Octavia Stephens,
1861-1862,” ed. by Ellen E. Hodges and Stephen Kerber, 45
City in Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in
the South, ed. by Brownell and Goldfield, reviewed, 525
“Civil War Letters of Major General James Patton Anderson,”
ed. by Margaret Anderson Uhler, 150
Clark, Peggy J., George C. Rodgers, Jr., and David R. Chesnutt,
eds., The Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume Five: Sept. 1,
1765-July 31, 1768, reviewed, 207
Clark, Ronald W., Edison, The Man Who Made the Future, reviewed, 537
Clark, Thomas D., book review by, 221
Clausen, Carl J., and Robert F. Burgess, Gold, Galleons and
Archaeology: A History of the 1715 Spanish Plate Fleet and
the True Story of the Great Florida Treasure Find, reviewed,
205
Clegg, John A., The History of Flagler County, reviewed, 110
Coastal Georgia Historical Society, Historic Glimpses of St.
Simons Island, 1736-1924, reviewed, 238
Coat of Many Colors: Jewish Settlement Communities in the
United States, ed. by Lavender, reviewed, 538
Cobb, Margaret, Robert E. McCarthy, and Richard K. Showman,
eds., The Papers of General Nathanael Greene, Volume 1,
December 1766-December 1776, reviewed, 367
Coker, William S., book review by, 214
Colburn, David, 1977 University of Florida Social Science Publication Award winner, 119
Coleman, Kenneth, Colonial Georgia, A History, reviewed, 366;
book review by, 367
Coleman, Kenneth, and Milton Ready, eds., Colonial Records of
the State of Georgia, volume 28, part 1, reviewed, 115
Collier County Historical Museum and Archives, Dedication
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(February 15, 1978), 543
Collins, LeRoy, book review by, 100
Colonial Georgia, A History, by Coleman, reviewed, 366
Colonial Life on the Georgia Coast, by Honerkamp, reviewed,
395
Colonial Records of the State of Georgia, volume 28, part 1, ed.
by Coleman and Ready, reviewed, 115
“Colored Town: Miami’s Black Community, 1896-1930,” by Paul
S. George, 432
Committee for the Conference on Florida Historic Wreck
Archeology, 240
Community College Cooperative for International Development,
544
Compare With Your Life and Laugh, Lead, Live, and Look, by
Whittington, reviewed, 112
Condominium, by MacDonald, reviewed, 113
Confederate Memorial Literary Society, Museum of the Confederacy, 1977 awards competition, 403
Conference on College Teaching of State and Community History, Newberry Library, Chicago (1977), 120
Conference on Florida Historic Wreck Archeology, 240
Conference on “The Historical Setting and Contemporary BlackWhite Relations, 1860-1978,” 241
Conference on the “New South,” 544
Confusion to the Enemy: A Biography of Edward Ball, by Mason
and Harrison, reviewed, 86
Connelly, Thomas L., book review by, 91
Consortium for International Education, 543
Council for Museum Anthropology, 543
Covington, James W., D. B. McKay Award for Distinguished
Contribution to Florida History recipient, 401; book review
by, 510
Cox, LaWanda, book review by, 519
Cracker Messiah: Governor Sidney J. Catts of Florida, by Flynt,
reviewed, 200
Creek Indians and Their Florida Lands, by Doster, reviewed, 232
Curry, George E., Jake Gaither: America’s Most Famous Black
Coach, reviewed, 392
Cushman, Joseph D., Jr., The Sound of Bells: The Episcopal
Church in South Florida, 1892-1969, reviewed, 84
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Davis, Harold E., The Fledgling Province: Social and Cultural
Life in Colonial Georgia, 1733-1776, reviewed, 88
Dawidoff, Robert, book review by, 513
Debo, Angie, Geronimo: The Man, His Time, His Place, reviewed, 106
DeConde, Alexander, This Affair of Louisiana, reviewed, 369
Degler, Carl N., Place Over Time: The Continuity of Southern
Distinctiveness, reviewed, 532
De Luna, by Appleyard, reviewed, 534
Delzell, Charles F., ed., The Future of History: Essays in the
Vanderbilt University Centennial Symposium, reviewed, 386
Democratic Promise: The Populist Moment in America, by
Goodwyn, reviewed, 96
DeVries, Walter, and Jack Bass, The Transformation of Southern
Politics: Social Change and Political Consequence Since 1945,
reviewed, 224
Dew, Charles B., book review by, 218
Diary of Edmund Ruffin, Volume II, The Years of Hope, April,
1861-June, 1863, ed. by Scarborough, reviewed, 371
Dibble, Ernest F., biographer of Joseph M. White, 545
Din, Gilbert C., transl., Louisiana in 1776: A Memoria of Francisco Bouligny, reviewed, 114; book review by, 369
“Documentary History of the Supreme Court of the United States,
1789-1800,” 545
Dodson, Pat, Complex at the University of West Florida, Pensacola, dedicated, 402
Dorschner, John, How Florida Got Its Shape, reviewed, 394
Doster, James F., The Creek Indians and Their Florida Lands,
reviewed, 232
Douglas, Marjory Stoneman, American Association for State and
Local History Award of Merit winner, 400, 541
Downs, Robert B., Books that Changed the South, reviewed, 115
Dunn, Hampton, Yesterday’s Lakeland, reviewed, 111
Dunson, Eleanor, East Pasco’s Heritage, reviewed, 233

Early National Historical Society organizational meeting, 241
Earman, Betty, and Joe S. Earman, Big Joe Earman, reviewed,
111
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Earman, Joe S., and Betty Earman, Big Joe Earman, reviewed,
111
East Pasco’s Heritage, by Dunson, reviewed, 233
Edgar, Walter B., book review by, 527
Edison, The Man Who Made the Future, by Clark, reviewed, 537
Elking, Max von, German Mercenaries in Pensacola During the
American Revolution, reprint, 394
Ellsworth, Linda V., and Lucius F. Ellsworth, eds., Proceedings of
the Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Volume
VI, The Cultural Legacy of the Gulf Coast, 1870-1940, reviewed, 203
Ellsworth, Lucius F., and Linda V. Ellsworth, eds., Proceedings of
the Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Volume
VI, The Cultural Legacy of the Gulf Coast, 1870-1940, reviewed, 203
Emergence of a City in the Modern South: Pensacola, 1900-1945,
by McGovern, reviewed, 80
Enterprise of Florida: Pedro Menendez de Aviles and the Spanish
Conquest of 1565-1568, by Lyon, reviewed, 360
Epstein, Pena J., Sinful Tunes and Spirituals, Black Folk Music
to the Civil War, reviewed, 396
Escambia County historic documents, 395
Escambia County School Board, 401
Etemadi, Judy Nicholas, “ ‘A Love-Mad Man’: Senator Charles
W. Jones of Florida,” 123
Ethnic Southerners, by Tindall, reviewed, 98
Evans, Hedwig Tetens, “Seminole Folktales,” 473
Evans, W. McKee, To Die Game: The Story of the Lowry Band,
Indian Guerrillas of Reconstruction, reviewed, 537
Everglades National Park, by Radlauer, reviewed, 234

Fearless and Free: The Seminole Indian War, 1835-1842, by
Walton, reviewed, 508
Fighters for Independence: A Guide to Sources of Biographical
Information on Soldiers and Sailors of the American Revolution, ed. by White and Lesser, reviewed, 539
First Baptist Church, Madison, Florida, by Browning, reviewed,
231
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First Baptist Church, Palatka, Florida, 110
Flagler, Henry Morrison, Museum, 543
Fledgling Province: Social and Cultural Life in Colonial Georgia,
1733-1776, by Davis, reviewed, 88
Florida American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, 108, 109,
391, 392
Florida Anthropological Society, annual meeting (1977), 120
Florida Anthropological Society, annual meeting (1978), 402
Florida: A Perspective, by Hull and Annis, reviewed, 392
Florida College Teachers of History Conference (1978), 399
Florida Confederation of Historical Societies, 398
Florida Department of Archives, History and Records Management, 240
Florida Endowment for the Humanities, 240
Florida Genealogical Journal, 243
Florida Genealogical Society, 243
Florida Handbook, 1977-1978, by Morris, reviewed, 109
Florida Historical Quarterly Index, volumes XXXVI-LIII, 119,
542
Florida Historical Society
Annual meeting, 117, 244, 541
Gifts to the Society, 253
Minutes of directors’ meetings, 246, 546
New members, 254
Treasurer’s report, 259
Florida Historic Wreck Archeology, Conference on, 240
Florida History Award, presented to Frank G. Slaughter, 119
Florida History in Periodicals, 1976, 75
Florida History Research in Progress, 348
Florida Indians: Noble Redmen of the South, by Lawson, reviewed, 235
Florida Manuscript Acquisitions and Accessions (1977), 498
Florida Military Collection, University of Tampa, 239
Florida Politics in the Gilded Age, 1877-1893, by Williamson, reviewed, 362
Florida Sand, by McLean, reviewed, 113
Florida Territory in 1844: The Diary of Master Edward C.
Anderson, United States Navy, ed. by Hoole, reviewed, 202
Flynt, Wayne, book review by, 80; Cracker Messiah: Governor
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Sidney J. Catts of Florida, reviewed, 200
Folk, Karen R., and Carolyn E. Wolf, Indians of North and South
America, reviewed, 394
Forgotten Frontier: Florida Through the Lens of Ralph Middleton Munroe, by Parks, reviewed, 390
Forgotten Government: County Commissioners as Policy Makers,
by Marando and Thomas, reviewed, 236
Fort Lauderdale, City of, A Tour through History, 401
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, 242, 394, 401
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, A Tour through History, 401
Franklin, John Hope, Racial Equality in America, reviewed, 100
Frantz, Joe B., book review by, 386
“Frederic Remington in Florida,” by Julian M. Pleasants, 1
“ ‘Free Facetious Gentleman,’ Jean Savy, Double Agent?” by
Aileen Moore Topping, 261
From Cabin to Campus, by Kenaston, reviewed, 536
From $2,512.00 to a Billion Plus, by Burghard, reviewed, 235
Frontier Claims in the Lower South, by Lackey, reviewed, 396
Fryman, Mildred L., “Career of a ‘Carpetbagger’: Malachi Martin
in Florida,” 317
Future of History: Essays in the Vanderbilt University Centennial
Symposium, ed. by Delzell, reviewed, 386

Gadsden: A Florida County in Word and Picture, by Womack,
reviewed, 109
Gambino, Richard, Vendetta: A True Story of the Worst Lynching in America, the Mass Murder of Italian-Americans in New
Orleans in 1891, the Vicious Motivations Behind It, and the
Tragic Repercussions That Linger to This Day, reviewed, 378
Gannon, Michael V., book review by, 360
Genealogical Society of Greater Miami, 243
Geneaological Society of Okaloosa County, Florida, Journal of,
242
General W. S. Brown Memorial Military Conference, 404
George, Paul S., “Colored Town: Miami’s Black Community,
1896-1930,” 432
Georgia: A Bicentennial History, by Martin, reviewed, 530
Georgia Department of Archives and History, Twelfth Annual
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Institute (July 24-August 18, 1978), 402
Georgia Studies Symposium, Second (February 3-4, 1978), 404
German Mercenaries in Pensacola During the American Revolution, 1779-1781, by von Elking, reprint, reviewed, 394
Geronimo: The Man, His Time, His Place, by Debo, reviewed,
106
Getzler-Eaton, Michael, D. Lorne McWatters, and Bruce S.
Chappell, “A New Guide to Sources of Spanish Florida History,” 495
Goldfield, David R., and Blaine A. Brownell, eds., The City in
Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the
South, reviewed, 525
Gold, Galleons and Archaeology: A History of the 1715 Spanish
Plate Fleet and the True Story of the Great Florida Treasure
Find, by Burgess and Clausen, reviewed, 205
Goldin, Claudia Dale, Urban Slavery in the American South,
1820-1860: A Quantitative History, reviewed, 217
Goodwyn, Lawrence, Democratic Promise: The Populist Moment
in America, reviewed, 96
Govan, Thomas P., book review by, 215
Goza, William M., book review by, 86
Graham, Thomas, book review by, 79
Grantham, Dewey W., book review by, 200
Greene, Jack P., book review by, 364
Griswold, Oliver, and Charles M. Brookfield, They All Called It
Tropical, reviewed, 232
Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Eighth Annual,
401
Gutman, Herbert G., The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom,
1750-1925, reviewed, 95
Haas, Margaret Bissler, and Maury Baker, eds., “Bernardo de
Galvez’s Combat Diary for the Battle of Pensacola, 1781,” 176
Hagood, Margaret Jarman, Mothers of the South, Portraiture of
the White Tenant Farm Woman, reprint, reviewed, 539
Hair, William I., book review by, 96; Carnival of Fury: Robert
Charles and the New Orleans Race Riot of 1900, reviewed,
102
Halifax Historical Herald, summer 1977 issue, 241
Halifax Historical Society, 241
Hallam, George, Riverside Remembered, reviewed, 230
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Hallandale, by McGoun, reviewed, 535
Hamilton, Holman, book review by, 95
Hamilton, Virginia Van der Veer, Alabama: A Bicentennial History, reviewed, 532
Hanna, Dr. Alfred Jackson, American Association for State and
Local History Award of Merit winner, 400, 541
Harlan, Louis R., Raymond W. Smock, and Barbara S. Kraft, eds.,
The Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 5, 1899-1900, reviewed, 221
Harrison, Virginia, and Raymond K. Mason, Confusion to the
Enemy: A Biography of Edward Ball, reviewed, 86
Haynes, Robert V., A Night of Violence: The Houston Riot of
1917, reviewed, 102
“ ‘Heavenly Plantation’: A Seventeenth-Century Mention of Florida,” by Nancy Lee-Riffe, 148
Hemenway, Robert E., Zora Neale Hurston: A Literary Biography, reviewed, 505
Hemphill, W. Edwin, ed., The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume IX, 1824-1825, reviewed, 215
Henry Morrison Flagler Museum, 543
Herbert, G. M., and I. S. K. Reeves, V, Koreshan Unity Settlement, 1894-1977, reviewed, 232
Here Was the Revolution: Historic Sites of the War for American Independence, by Unrau, reviewed, 114
High Peaks, by Whitney, reviewed, 537
Hill, Samuel S., Jr., book review by, 84
Hinton, Cora, A Brief History of Hamilton County, Florida, reviewed, 110
Hispanic Presence in Florida: Yesterday and Today, 1513-1976,
ed. by Balseiro, reviewed, 234
Historical Association of Southern Florida, 242, 402
Historical Museum of Southern Florida, 240
Historic Glimpses of St. Simons Island, 1736-1924, by the Coastal
Georgia Historical Society, reviewed, 238
Historic Key West Preservation Board, 240
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board, 401
History of Concord Baptist Church, 1841-1976, by Browning, reviewed, 231
History of Flagler County, by Clegg, reviewed, 110
History of Louisiana, by Barbe-Marbois, reprint, reviewed, 539
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History of St. Joseph’s Church and Parish, 1891-1977, by Lewis,
reviewed, 395
History of Welaka, 1853-1935, by Reeder, reviewed, 110
History of Zephyrhills, 1821-1921, by Trottman, reviewed, 535
Hitchcock, Henry-Russell, and William Seale, comps., Temples of
Democracy: The State Capitols of the USA, reviewed, 396
Hizzoner the Mayor, by Langford, reviewed, 111
Hodges, Ellen E., and Stephen Kerber, eds., “Children of Honor:
Letters of Winston and Octavia Stephens, 1861-1862,” 45
Hollingsworth, Dickson, Indians on the Savannah River, reviewed, 236
Honerkamp, Nick, Colonial Life on the Georgia Coast, reviewed,
395
Hoole, W. Stanley, ed., Florida Territory in 1844: The Diary of
Master Edward C. Anderson, United States Navy, reviewed,
202
Hopes, Dreams, and Promises: A History of Volusia County,
Florida, by Schene, reviewed, 79
How Florida Got Its Shape, by Dorschner, reviewed, 394
Hudson, Charles, The Southeastern Indians, reviewed, 225
Hull, David R., Jr., and Wilbert Annis, Florida: A Perspective,
reviewed, 392
“Humble Petition”, by Rolle, facsimile reprint of 1765 edition,
reviewed, 533
Hurricane damage to veterans’ camps in Florida Keys in 1935, 243
Index, Florida Historical Quarterly, volumes XXXVI-LIII, 119,
542
Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals, 1976, by
Brewster and McLeod, reviewed, 538
Indians of North and South America, by Wolf and Folk, reviewed,
394
Indians on the Savannah River, by Hollingsworth, reviewed, 236
Indian-White Relations: A Persistent Paradox, ed. by Smith and
Kvasnicka, reviewed, 382
Ingalls, Robert P., “The Tampa Flogging Case, Urban Vigilantism,” 13
Jacksonville Historical Society, 243
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Jacksonville History Conference, Second Annual (1978), 399
Jahoda, Gloria, book review by, 203
Jake Gaither: America’s Most Famous Black Coach, by Curry, reviewed, 392
John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida, acquisitions,
239
Johnson, Dudley S., book review by, 529
Johnson, Michael P., Toward A Patriarchal Republic: The Secession of Georgia, reviewed, 515
Jones, James Pickett, Yankee Blitzkrieg: Wilson’s Raid through
Alabama and Georgia, reviewed, 91; book review by, 93
Joseph E. Brown of Georgia, by Parks, reviewed, 376
Journal of the Genealogical Society of Okaloosa County, Florida,
242
Journals of Thomas Hubbard Hobbs: A Contemporary Record
of an Aristocrat from Athens, Alabama, Written Between
1840, When the Diarist was Fourteen Years Old, and 1862,
When He Died Serving the Confederate States of America, ed.
by Axford, reviewed, 90

Kaucher, Mildred, Lake of the Hills, Its History, reviewed, 535
Kemmerer, Donald L., The Life of John E. Rovensky, Banker
and Industrialist, reviewed, 391
Kenaston, Nancy W., From Cabin to Campus, reviewed, 536
Kendrick, Baynard H., obituary, 121
Kerber, Stephen, and Ellen E. Hodges, eds., ”Children of Honor:
Letters of Winston and Octavia Stephens, 1861-1862,” 45
Kersey, Harry A., Jr., “Private Societies and the Maintenance of
Seminole Tribal Integrity, 1899-1957,” 297; book review by,
380; American Association for State and Local History Certificate of Commendation winner, 400, 541
Kiple, Kenneth F., book review by, 212
Korb, Wally, and Boyd Ogle, Stranahan’s People, reviewed, 235
Koreshan Unity Settlement, 1894-1977, by Herbert and Reeves,
reviewed, 232
Kraft, Barbara S., Louis R. Harlan, and Raymond W. Smock, eds.,
The Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 5, 1899-1900, reviewed, 221
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Krupp, Louis, transl., German Mercenaries in Pensacola During
the American Revolution, 1779-1781, by von Elking, reprint,
reviewed, 394
Kvansnicka, Robert M., and Jane F. Smith, eds., Indian-White
Relations: A Persistant Paradox, reviewed, 382

Lackey, Richard C., comp., Frontier Claims in the Lower South,
reviewed, 396
Lafayette County, History and Heritage, reviewed, 393
Lake of the Hills, Its History, by Kaucher, reviewed, 535
Land, Aubrey C., book review by, 503
Lane, Mills, IV, book review by, 88, 530
Langford, Carl, Hizzoner the Mayor, reviewed, 111
Langley, Lester D., Struggle for the American Mediterranean:
United States-European Rivalry in the Gulf-Caribbean, 17761904, reviewed, 212
Laumer, Frank, facsimile ed., A Narrative of the Early Days and
Remembrances of Oceola Nikkanochee, by Welch, reviewed,
392; book review by, 537; Massacre!, reprint, reviewed, 537
Lavender, Abraham D., ed., A Coat of Many Colors: Jewish
Settlement Communities in the United States, reviewed, 538
Lawson, Edith Ridenour, Florida Indians: Noble Redmen of the
South, reviewed, 235
Lee-Riffe, Nancy, “ ‘The Heavenly Plantation’: A SeventeenthCentury Mention of Florida,” 148
Lesser, Charles H., and J. Todd White, eds., Fighters for Independence: A Guide to Sources of Biographical Information on
Soldiers and Sailors of the American Revolution, reviewed,
539
Lewis, Martin De Porres, The History of St. Joseph’s Church and
Parish, 1891-1977, reviewed, 395
Library of Congress Symposia on the American Revolution, The
American Revolution, A Continuing Commitment, Papers
presented at the fifth symposium, May 6 and 7, 1976, reviewed,
211
Life of John E. Rovensky, Banker and Industrialist, by Kemmerer, reviewed, 391
Lindley, Donald, Our Sub-Tropical Paradise, A Profile of East
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Florida’s Threatened Environment, reviewed, 112
Littlefield, Daniel F., Jr., Africans and Seminoles: From Removal
to Emancipation, reviewed, 510
Living Dock at Panacea, by Rudloe, reviewed, 506
Livingston, Richard M., ed., South Florida Pioneers, 242
Long, Durward, book review by, 525
Lord of the Land, by Thomas, reviewed, 237
Louisiana: A Bicentennial History, by Taylor, reviewed, 529
Louisiana in 1776: A Memoria of Francisco Bouligny, transl. by
Din, reviewed, 114
Louisiana, Women in, Collection, University of Southwestern
Louisiana, 403
“ ‘Love-Mad Man’: Senator Charles W. Jones of Florida,” by
Judy Nicholas Etemadi, 123
Lucas, Marion Brunson, Sherman and the Burning of Columbia,
reviewed, 93
Lyon, Eugene, book review by, 205; The Enterprise of Florida:
Pedro Menendez de Aviles and the Spanish Conquest of 15651568, reviewed, 360
Lyon, E. Wilson, ed., The History of Louisiana, by BarbeMarbois, reprint, reviewed, 539

McCarthy, Kevin M., book review by, 505
McCarthy, Robert E., Richard K. Showman, and Margaret Cobb,
eds., The Papers of General Nathanael Greene, Volume 1,
December 1766-December 1776, reviewed, 367
MacDonald, John D., Condominium, reviewed, 113
McDonough, James Lee, Shiloh-In Hell Before Night, reviewed,
538
McGoun, Bill, Hallandale, reviewed, 535
McGovern, James R., The Emergence of A City in the Modern
South: Pensacola, 1900-1945, reviewed, 80
McKay, D. B., Award for Distinguished Contribution to Florida
History, Presented to Dr. James Covington, 401
McLean, Will, Florida Sand, reviewed, 113
McLeod, Joseph A., and John W. Brewster, Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals, 1976, reviewed, 538
McMurry, Richard H., and James I. Robertson, Jr., eds., Rank
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and File: Civil War Essays in Honor of Bell Irvin Wiley, reviewed, 517
McWatters, D. Lorne, Bruce S. Chappell, and Michael GetzlerEaton, “A New Guide to Sources of Spanish Florida History,”
495
Magdol, Edward, A Right to the Land: Essays on the Freedmen’s
Community, reviewed, 522
Manucy, Albert, and Luis R. Arana, The Building of Castillo de
San Marcos, reviewed, 390
Marando, Vincent L., and Robert D. Thomas, The Forgotten
Government: County Commissioners as Policy Makers, reviewed, 236
Maria, by Price, reviewed, 113
Martin, Charles H., The Angelo Herndon Case and Southern
Justice, reviewed, 102
Martin, Harold H., Georgia: A Bicentennial History, reviewed,
530
Martin, Richard A., A Century of Banking in Jacksonville, 18771977, reviewed, 535
Mason, Raymond K., and Virginia Harrison, Confusion to the
Enemy: A Biography of Edward Ball, reviewed, 86
Massacre!, by Laumer, reprint, reviewed, 537
Mathews, Donald G., Religion in the Old South, reviewed, 512
Mauder, Elwood R., comp., Voices From the South: Recollections
of Four Foresters, reviewed, 536
“Menendez Marquez Cattle Barony at La Chua and the Determinants of Economic Expansion in Seventeenth-Century Florida,” by Amy Bushnell, 407
Meroney, Geraldine M., book review by, 211
Milanich, Jerald T., book review by, 225
Miles, Guy, Voices From the Countryside, reviewed, 231
Military, Archives Division, National Archives and Records Service, 243
Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, 120
Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy: Black Citizenship and
the Constitution, 1861-1868, by Berry, reviewed, 519
Moore, John Hebron, book review by, 371; facsimile ed., Observations Upon the Floridas, by Vignoles, reviewed, 391; book review by, 523
Moore, John Preston, Revolt in Louisiana: The Spanish Occupa-
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tion, 1766-1770, reviewed, 209
Morris, Allen, Florida Handbook, 1977-1978, reviewed, 109
Mothers of the South, Portraiture of the White Tenant Farm
Woman, by Hagood, reprint, reviewed, 539
Museum, Historical Association of Southern Florida, 402

Narrative of the Early Days and Remembrances of Oceola Nikkanochee, by Welch, facsimile reprint of 1841 edition, reviewed, 392
Nasatir, Abraham P., Borderland in Retreat: From Spanish
Louisiana to the Far Southwest, reviewed, 214
Nathans, Elizabeth Studley, book review by, 372
National Archives and Records Service, Military Archives Division, 243
National Endowment for the Humanities, grant to Historical
Association of Southern Florida, 402
National Register of Historic Places, Florida sites added in 1977,
542
Natural Superiority of Southern Politicians: A Revisionist History, by Chandler, reviewed, 383
Newberry Library, Chicago, Second Conference on College Teaching of State and Community History (1978), 120
New Birth of Freedom: The Republican Party and Freedmen’s
Rights, 1861 to 1866, by Belz, reviewed, 372
“New Guide to Sources of Spanish Florida History,” by Bruce S.
Chappell, Michael Getzler-Eaton, and D. Lorne McWatters,
495
New River News, July 1977 issue, 242
“New South,” Conference on, 544
Night of Violence: The Houston Riot of 1917, by Haynes, reviewed, 102
North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources, Division of
Archives and History, 240

Obituary, Baynard H. Kendrick, 121
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Observations Upon the Floridas, by Vignoles, facsimile reprint of
1823 edition, reviewed, 391
Ogle, Boyd, and Wally Korb, eds., Stranahan’s People, reviewed,
235
Oglethorpe in America, by Spalding, reviewed, 364
Olustee Battlefield Interpretative Museum, 239
O’Neill, Floyd A., book review by, 383
Oral History Association, Thirteenth National Workshop and
Colloquium, 544
Our Sub-Tropical Paradise, A Profile of East Florida’s Threatened
Environment, by Lindley, reviewed, 112
Owens, Harry P., book review by, 217

Pace Library, University of West Florida, acquisitions, 239
Palatka, Florida, First Baptist Church, 110
Palmer Physicians, comp. by Palmer, reviewed, 534
Palmer, Theresa Yeager, comp., The Palmer Physicians, reviewed,
534
Papers of General Nathanael Greene, Volume 1, December 1766December 1776, ed. by Showman, Cobb, and McCarthy, reviewed, 367
Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume Five: Sept. 1, 1765-July 31,
1768, ed. by Rodgers, Chesnutt, and Clark, reviewed, 207
Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume IX, 1824-1822, ed. by Hemphill, reviewed, 215
Parks, Arva, The Forgotten Frontier: Florida Through the Lens
of Ralph Middleton Munroe, reviewed, 390
Parks, Joseph H., Joseph E. Brown of Georgia, reviewed, 376
Peace River Valley Historical Society, 119
Pearce, George F., “Torment of Pestilence: Yellow Fever Epidemics in Pensacola,” 448
Pedro de Alba, reviewed, 395
Penn School, St. Helena Island, records microfilmed by Southern
Historical Collection, 403
Peterson, Merrill D., Adams and Jefferson: A Revolutionary
Dialogue, reviewed, 513
Peters, Thelma, book review by, 82
Philp, Kenneth R., “Turmoil at Big Cypress: Seminole Deer and
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the Florida Cattle Tick Controversy,” 28
Pioneering in the Panhandle, by Wells, reviewed, 233
Pittman, Philip, The Present State of the European Settlements
on the Mississippi, facsimile ed. by Rea, reviewed, 233
Place Over Time: The Continuity of Southern Distinctiveness, by
Degler, reviewed, 523
Plant City: Its Origins and History, by Bruton and Bailey, 545
Pleasants, Julian M., “Frederic Remington in Florida,” 1
Posey, Walter B., book review by, 512
Powell, John C., The American-Siberia, facsimile ed. by Rogers,
reviewed, 108
Pozzetta, George E., book review by, 378
Present State of the European Settlements on the Mississippi, by
Pittman, facsimile reprint of 1770 edition, reviewed, 233
Preservation of historic buildings, sites, districts, and areas, course
in, 240
Price, Eugenia, Maria, reviewed, 113
“Private Societies and the Maintenance of Seminole Tribal Integrity, 1899-1957,” by Harry A. Kersey, Jr., 297
Proceedings of the Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Volume XI, The Cultural Legacy of the Gulf Coast,
1870-1940, ed. by Ellsworth and Ellsworth, reviewed, 203
Profiles: An Appreciation of Martin County Women, by Stuart,
Florida, branch, American Association of University Women,
reviewed, 112
Prucha, Francis Paul, American Indian Policy in Crisis: Christian
Reformers and the Indian, 1865-1900, reviewed, 380; Bibliographical Guide to the History of Indian-White Relations in
the United States, reviewed, 236
Purdy, Barbara A., book review by, 388

Rabun, James, book review by, 515
Racial Equality in America, by Franklin, reviewed, 100
Radlauer, Ruth, Everglades National Park, reviewed, 234
Rank and File: Civil War Essays in Honor of Bell Irvin Wiley,
ed. by Robertson and McMurry, reviewed, 517
Rea, Robert, facsimile ed., The Present State of the European
Settlements on the Mississippi, by Pittman, reviewed, 233
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Ready, Milton, and Kenneth Coleman, eds., Colonial Records of
the State of Georgia, volume 28, part 1, reviewed, 115
Reeder, Mati Belle, History of Welaka, 1853-1935, reviewed, 110
Reeves, I. S. K., V, and G. M. Herbert, Koreshan Unity Settlement, 1894-1977, reviewed, 232
Religion in the Old South, by Mathews, reviewed, 512
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award (1976), 118
Revolt in Louisiana: The Spanish Ocupation, 1766-1770, by
Moore, reviewed, 209
Right to the Land: Essays on the Freedmen’s Community, by
Magdol, reviewed, 522
Ripley, C. Peter, Slaves and Freedmen in Civil War Louisiana,
reviewed, 218
Riverside Remembered, by Hallam, reviewed, 230
Robertson, James I., Jr., and Richard H. McMurry, eds., Rank
and File: Civil War Essays in Honor of Bell Irvin Wiley, reviewed, 517
Rodgers, George C., Jr., David R. Chesnutt, and Peggy J. Clark,
eds., The Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume Five: Sept. 1,
1765-July 31, 1768, reviewed, 207
Rogers, William Warren, facsimile ed., The American-Siberia, by
Powell, reviewed, 108
Rolle, Denys, “Humble Petition”, facsimile ed. by Sturgill, reviewed, 533
Rosenberg, Neil V., book review by, 229
Rudloe, Jack, The Living Dock at Panacea, reviewed, 506
Rundell, Walter, Jr., book review by, 386

Sanibel and Captiva, Enchanting Islands, by Campen, reviewed,
393
Scarborough, William Kauffman, ed., The Diary of Edmund
Ruffin, Volume II, The Years of Hope, April, 1861-June, 1863,
reviewed, 371
Schene, Michael G., Hopes, Dreams, and Promises: A History of
Volusia County, Florida, reviewed, 79
Seale, William, and Henry-Russell Hitchcock, comps., Temples of
Democracy: The State Capitols of the USA, reviewed, 396
”Seminole Folktales,“ by Hedwig Tetens Evans, 473
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Seminole Tribe of Florida, reviewed, 394
Sherman and the Burning of Columbia, by Lucas, reviewed, 93
Shiloh-In Hell Before Night, by McDonough, reviewed, 538
Shofner, Jerrell H., 1976-1977 winner, Arthur W. Thompson
Memorial Prize, 117; 1976 Rembert W. Patrick Memorial
Book Award winner, 118; “The White Springs Post, Office
Caper,” 339; book review by, 522
Showman, Richard K., Margaret Cobb, and Robert E. McCarthy,
eds., The Papers of General Nathanael Greene, Volume 1,
December 1766-December 1776, reviewed, 367
Silver, James W., book review by, 224
Sinful Tunes and Spirituals, Black Folk Music to the Civil War,
by Epstein, reviewed, 396
Slaughter, Frank G., Peace River Valley Historical Society Florida
History Award winner, 119
Slaves and Freedmen in Civil War Louisiana, by Ripley, reviewed,
218
Smith, Jane F., and Robert M. Kvasnicka, eds., Indian-White Relations: A Persistent Paradox, reviewed, 382
Smock, Raymond W., Barbara S. Kraft, and Louis R. Harlan,
eds.,. The Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 5, 1899-1900,
reviewed, 221
Sound of Bells: The Episcopal Church in South Florida, 18921969, by Cushman, reviewed, 84
South Carolina: A Bicentennial History, by Wright, reviewed,
527
Southeastern Indians, by Hudson, reviewed, 225
Southern Genealogist’s Exchange Society, Inc., 243
Southern Historical Collection, microfilming of Penn School
records, 403
South Florida Pioneers, 242
Spalding, Phinizy, Oglethorpe in America, reviewed, 364
Stagville Preservation Center, 240
Starr, J. Barton, Tories, Dons, and Rebels: The American Revolution in British West Florida, reviewed, 503
Stranahan’s People, ed. by Ogle and Korb, reviewed, 235
Struggle for the American Mediterranean: United States-European Rivalry in the Gulf-Caribbean, 1776-1904, by Langley,
reviewed, 212
Stuart, Florida, branch, American Association of University
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Women, Profiles: An Appreciation of Martin County Women,
reviewed, 112
Sturgill, Claude, facsimile ed., “Humble Petition”, by Rolle, reviewed, 533
Suddeth, Frank, Jr., Uniforms and Weapons in Colonial Florida,
1513-1821, reviewed, 234
Summersell, Charles G., book review by, 532
Supreme Court, United States, Documentary History Project,
1789-1800, 545

“Tampa Flogging Case, Urban Vigilantism,” by Robert P. Ingalls,
13.
Tampa Historical Society, 401
Taylor, Joe Gray, Louisiana: A Bicentennial History, reviewed,
529
Tebeau, Charlton W., The University of Miami: A Golden Anniversary History, 1926-1976, reviewed, 82; book review by, 362
Temples of Democracy: The State Capitols of the USA, comp. by
Hitchcock and Seale, reviewed, 396
TePaske, John J., book review by, 209
Tequesta, volume 38 (1977), 545
They All Called It Tropical, by Brookfield and Griswold, reviewed, 232
This Affair of Louisiana, by DeConde, reviewed, 369
Thomas, Dana L., Lord of the Land, reviewed, 237
Thomas, Robert D., and Vincent L. Marando, The Forgotten
Government: County Commissioners as Policy Makers, reviewed, 236
Three Capitals, by Brantley, reprint, reviewed, 115
Tindall, George Brown, The Ethnic Southerners, reviewed, 98
To Die Game: The Story of the Lowry Band, Indian Guerrillas
of Reconstruction, by Evans, reprint, reviewed, 537
Topping, Aileen Moore, “ ‘A Free Facetious Gentlemen,’ Jean
Savy, Double Agent?” 261
Tories, Dons and Rebels: The American Revolution in British
West Florida, by Starr, reviewed, 503
”Torment of Pestilence: Yellow Fever Epidemics in Pensacola,”
by George F. Pearce, 448
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Tour through History, by City of Fort Lauderdale and the Fort
Lauderdale Historical Society, 401
Toward A Patriarchal Republic: The Secession of Georgia, by
Johnson, reviewed, 515
Transformation of Southern Politics: Social Change and Political
Consequence Since 1945, by Bass and DeVries, reviewed, 224
Trottman, Rosemary W., The History of Zephyrhills, 1821-1921,
reviewed, 525
“Turmoil at Big Cypress: Seminole Deer and the Florida Cattle
Tick Controversy,” by Kenneth R. Philp, 29

Uhler, Margaret Anderson, ed., “Civil War Letters of Major
General James Patton Anderson,” 150
Uniforms and Weapons in Colonial Florida, 1513-1821, by Suddeth, reviewed, 234
United States Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania, 120
University of Florida Social Science Publication Award winners
(1977), 119
University of Miami: A Golden Anniversary History, 1926-1976,
by Tebeau, reviewed, 82
Unrau, Harlan D., Here Was The Revolution: Historic Sites of
the War for American Independence, reviewed, 114
Update, newsletter of the Historical Association of Southern
Florida, June 1977 issue, 242
Urban Slavery in the American South, 1820-1860: A Quantitative
History, by Goldin, reviewed, 217

Vendetta: A True Story of the Worst Lynching in America, The
Mass Murder of Italian-Americans in New Orleans in 1891,
The Vicious Motivations Behind It, and the Tragic Repercussions That Linger To This Day, by Gambino, reviewed, 378
“View of Spanish West Florida: Selected Letters of Governor
Juan Vicente Folch,” by David H. White, 138
Vignoles, Charles, Observations Upon the Floridas, facsimile ed.
by Moore, reviewed, 391
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Vicent, Charles, Black Legislators in Louisiana During Reconstruction, reviewed, 218
Voices From the Countryside, by Miles, reviewed, 231
Voices From the South: Recollections of Four Foresters, comp.
by Mauder, reviewed, 536
Von Elking, German Mercenaries in Pensacola During the American Revolution, 1779-1781, transl. by Krupp, reprint, reviewed, 394

Wakelyn, John L., Biographical Dictionary of the Confederacy,
reviewed, 237
Walsh, Richard, book review by, 207
Walton, George, Fearless and Free: The Seminole Indian War,
1835-1842, reviewed, 508
Warner, Lee H., Building Florida’s Capitol, reviewed, 111
Welch, Dr. Andrew, Narrative of the Early Days and Remembrances of Oceola Nikkanochee, facsimile ed. by Laumer, reviewed, 392
Wells, William James, Pioneering in the Panhandle, reviewed,
233
Wentworth Foundation Grant, 118
Western Historical Quarterly, 544
Westfall, L. Glenn, President, Tampa Historical Society, 402
White, David H., “A View of Spanish West Florida: Selected
Letters of Governor Juan Vicente Folch,” 138
White, J. Todd, and Charles H. Lesser, eds., Fighters for Independence: A Guide to Sources of Biographical Information on
Soldiers and Sailors of the American Revolution, reviewed,
539
“White Springs Post Office Caper,” by Jerrell H. Shofner, 339
Whitney, Cornelius Vanderbuilt, High Peaks, reviewed, 537
Whittington, R. (Dick), Compare With Your Life and Laugh,
Lead, Live, and Look, reviewed, 112
Wiley, Bell I., book review by, 376
Williamson, Edward C., book review by, 90; Florida Politics in
the Gilded Age, 1877-1893, reviewed, 362
Wolf, Carolyn E., and Karen R. Folk, Indians of North and
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South America, reviewed, 394
Womak, Miles Kenan, Jr., Gadsden, A Florida County in Word
and Picture, reviewed, 109
Women in Louisiana Collection, University of Southwestern
Louisiana, 403
Wreath of Laurel or Cup of Hemlock, reviewed, 395
Wright, Louis B., South Carolina: A Bicentennial History, reviewed, 527
WRUF Radio Center, University of Florida, American Association for State and Local History Certificate of Commendation winner, 400

Yankee Blitzkrieg: Wilson’s Raid Through Alabama and Georgia,
by Jones, reviewed, 91
Yesterday’s Lakeland, by Dunn, reviewed, 111
Yoder, Don, ed., American Folklife, reviewed, 229

Zora Neale Hurston: A Literary Biography, by Hemenway, reviewed, 505
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